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(ComprieiiMC an abatmct of the tfe»*ls)«
rft.t ?i,S ij * * Vi, ,*-» *7 • 3? - *? **V\ ^ . ^ L »• •rjSSCjifr ■’» ,  ^ j ; %, \ c *\ .v'-‘ ^
This is an attemptJto find the valuo of a certain
■ number of abaoure words frvnd in the Atharraveda.
^ j f f i f c  • & ' . • - • ”'•#*' *-1 q.-s- *•?*-•' *V* v '+-3y~i fi
' The attested readings and l/fljjtoplngB are by no weans
*y-rW C j ijffisfTlftff * V?S*T*T?E S';*?'-, * 'V ’f A^; . } ' Hi ^
absolutely certain} they are to be taken for vhat 
they are w>rth. •,‘;'?v'e main criteria (besides Context) 
in determining them hare been the following! (1)\*"' • . ,v '*-■> ■ -r, j . •; • - .- • . -.V* . ' .'*■ -• . ; e*£'■'’%/* wv*■ * . ' v ^*^42r: £'-’•*> * 'i . -■ ‘ * •* .- •. » ‘;. v .4 t> .
text-ctdtioiflsn, (?) linguistic principles holding 1st’
Jk- '1 IV * V HF* ^  ^  ^V Y* ~? £^o» .*>•; *cy‘ ^V»' ’ v * ^?1. 'y^ ‘ .r • ; <7
the Inrlo-Kuropenn or Indro-Aryan lan#p**aee o- in 
Sanskrit itself, (3) uses, remarks, or parallel* 
passages in later literature, and (It) facts otherwise
■ known. ^Any or all of these nay hawe been applied
I In dealing with a certain word> but their application •_
- 4 S « ■■‘S: •*■ \\ v  -* * i -• -vV* v  v ;  * ** '•*• v  *7
\  v ' « a  ^  - w  •\MwLinZ  ^*-rv i ^  . A r T » f ' # i • i'' . • > '"■-- •&*' ff* ■ \ A. ■ r' *
jvls taainly illustrated as follows.'^'‘^ ^i ’•'?•'>**' '
(1) fext corruptions appear in two fomsi(i) 
wrong accentuation and dirioion of words, as in 
AKSYAB, TAYADAHAJT, MABHYAHSIg etc., or (11) confusion
■ or loas of letters and sounds, as in ALPASAOT-,
. * . . '
-AmfAKnASHA-, WTO-, KjOtmSMA- 0HRTA3TAVAS-, DURADABHHA-
.«•*!s •■$ :*£/' ■ ' ■ ' * '<• f% ' 'v. Writ' - ‘ '
■ PRA^.THA-, BUHWALA- etc. Both these combined in tho case 
3|f;AStJTOA- and TmARAOTAtt-. ^ I
P) Help fro* other Indo-Suropean longauges is 
sought in finding the meanings of K Alt ALA- and ASIR - 
in MA0HYAMA3IN-, end in trying to get at tho *V • 
etymological eenn stions of I'; HD, KTJMBA,-and 
VRA-j that from ths principles holding in the Indo- 
Aiys® language s in pthe ' easy ©f| ARATAKI♦, K D H t o m -  
KHADURA-* PAJtAWAN**, PAVASfAw* SAMUSPALA-, letc. | 
while .the treatment of ADRlKSNAy, AVARJUSIRAK 
KANAKfTAKA-, OA1ANTA-, CITI-. TAT7LA-, NYA- and 
P*33TOA-> depends on tho of Sanskrit itself/!
Jk 1 . *v ^-|L . . ^  r \ i f  * «, V' * \  O '  *> * •’ *- *. \.{ . /~im + *4 ’ > ' - * J ' - r
if f;The treatment of ALAJI-* OPASA-£lOTTOA- «to«,.;
■ KH5WALA-, JABHYA etc* DUN9A, and Hihtih depends |j7‘4  
on (3)» uhile that of AHAHJATA-, ANDIKA-, ayarana-, 
and muradevB on (U). ’C
. s^l'j ' iThe following ligulstio phenomena hare been 
discussed under the oaptlons within brackets**;;
NC%j ’>< , ' i  i  r  * ' v .-/J '* ’ . & ■ •'7. Jf-*; * V.^ .*7r ,%►*/. x/ViL-’ X ' - &• '7^ V*Vv“*3?t <Jt ■ w. •? 1 *- ! v . -Yj • . '■ tT v«
|1) Alternanoe.of -s and-u (AY9U-), (?) lengthen!*
Of the i- or u- rowel {ADRTTKHNA-) (^) t d 1 
{ARATAKT-, KURUTrni-, KFJUHJHA), (U) alternaneo o f *  
a*d t (TURKMAN (R) altemanoe of s and k (Kaxaala- 
{ft) oerebt^liBation lAHAfAKl-)#r(?) dcvoioing (Adro£ia~ 
vita-)f (R) deaspiration before ks (ADTTTTKSNA-)
(9) loss of the third consonant in a group (KAKOTSJUUU), 
(101 loss of unexplodad t before a conjunct beginning
with a (8AKU9PALA-), and (11) second As* suffix -ana
(PAR SARA-) 7 1 /
Confusion of j( ( ) and y ( ) is illustrated 
in ALPASAyU-} of V a m  r as second member of a eonjunat 
in UTTARADRAR a m  TJPARVARA| of k% ( ) and tt ( ) in 
ABAHSUKTADILA-f a m  of r a m  ra in BHRBALA—
In suggesting an emendation Of the text there eJ§| 
is Plcrays a tsoit assumption that (!) the m»s , either . 
originate from the same source or possibly be compared,": 
with an corrected by each o+her^j and that (?) th«4»|^; 
tradition has been for the most part a written case.
The results speak for themselves* bub the following fasts 
may b" considered. (1) Rost of the Kss. come from 
Gujarat (1? out of the PQ authorities of 8.P. Pcndit, | 
who,, at p«l4, of the introduction te his edition *£$$14? 
admits giving moaf'y the Gujarat tradition)} (?) S.r. 
pandit, Atharvaveda, vol.111 pp.216 and }15» remarks, that 
the tradition of this Veda . is derived, from man* and is^ -'tj 
hot striotly oral.|^As to tfc* time when ttieae grajhie ^ ^  
confusions may have occurred, Buhle~•s palaeograohic 
Charts>1V, ool.XVI a m  VI , cOl.V shov th*t about the $  
sixth or seventh century A.G. the respective letters T 
began to be*sufficiently similar'-to be edpfused with ^
*r P*f t - ^g-v'y 4x jgaj'■* ' < y . y 7 * v  #• tiVi--X £
•each othfrr# '"‘A  .•SS$2 4i Ivlina
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XX1V. 28
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A K S T I-
Mrtyor as am apadyantam Msudham sed^m vadham 
bhayara* Indras ca’Ksujalabhyfim Sarvah senam tourii
hatam ^.$.18.
/ / * t / f
Aksuoi opasam vitatam sahasr&ksam vlguvati:
avanaddham abhihltam brahmana vi ortamasl 9.5.8.
A vam danaya vayrtlya dasra g6r ohena Taugryd'
t' ■ i V  / v .
na Jivrlh: apah ksenl saeat© raahina vam Jurno vam 
aksur afchaso yajatra.RV. l.lRos %
\
Previous Scholars* The commentary on bo*th 
the AV. passages is wanting. Sayana on the RY. 
passage takes aksu- as an adjective (~ vyaptah) 
qualifying rsi- or yajjpmana- understood; apah.
t * **, .» TJV
according to him, means either antarlksam or 
■ / " * * 
udakanlj ksonl Is either nom. du. d^yavaprthlvl)
or loc. sing. (• bhumynm). «Elne Art Nets*, BR.
•Wagenachse*, Nachtrage to the shorter Pet.Lex.
Geldner, Ved. 3^11. 1,136 P., equates akan.wlth
' •  * * -.VT  ';. '• Hi i •
JJLl&rdai^a- An AV.^.P.S and renders it with 
•pole* which in RV. 1.180.S is »die Stange der 
Wagens Deichsel1. He is not, however, sure of
the epithet flehSArSikaft.- in AV 8.8.18. See also
. - e * /-
his notes, Trans, of RV. Vol.1, pp 233 Henry
■ . - * \
(who renders with ♦perch©1 in AV.8.8.18) on AV.
Bloomfield. SBE 1*2, pp.^86 & 59^,
Oldenberg, RV.l.lRO.S,,cannot accept Geldner*s
moaning because of the epithet which
: ->s *- a.|i k «. * ’*•' '* , ; •  f ,* V  .
they understand to mean fwith thousand holes1 
(Bloomfield). Accordingly Bloomfield,I.e.p.398, 
suggests that »a covering of wickerwork1 might be 
meant in AV. 9#3«°« This, of course, does not fit 
in with the other two occurrences of the word. 
Grill renders, •Flechtennets*
It seems that akau- is only a bye-form of
«
a1'3a-, both originally meaning ♦pole1, but thee ‘ 1
• • . * 1 ■ • *
latter eventually being restricted to the pole % 
between.the Sheels of a chariot, namely, the exle. 
S^ch duplicate forms ending in -ja and -u are not 
rare,cf. for Instance: krkavaka- Av.20.136.10:
O 4 / ;  . *
ICrka^yiku- •hegi*, kri^a-rw. 1.37.1,8: Kiidu-
o ^  - > -
1 playing1 ib. 9.20.■?, tanrata-f HV. 1.180.12: 
tanvat^- ♦thundering1, t m m - i  ^urvlsu-, m.pr.,
k
1
£ / |  ^
D*4a-t 10.P7#?U •foot1, maya-i-mfcyu- in
-  f  L f .durmayu RV. 3.30.1** »magio», AayS-f. RV. 7.55.It:
Jiyu- ln>»fliyutrl lb 1.117.12, lO.I+O.?. *eouch',
-  . • - . . « •* ■* #1 Jf ' K
fi^ ra-t ySaru* •arrow*, harsa-s harm- in harm-
- _ " ' • . • v • ••*. ■
a ant- HV. P.16.1*. 1 Joy1 etc.
Prak. akkhg- has a meaning fa measure of length, 
four cubits or twentyfour angulis7,~13eth- Paiyasadda- 
Wahannavo s.v., Just the same idea as in the
English measure of length »pole*. Pali jttdchftvItiL-■, -  ■ .
•fencing round an arena for wrestling1 probably contains
■ * • ; —  • -*• *- .• . * VV ’ : j ' * . * h  A ’, ’- '♦ '** ’ • x j & A  * /  : ' *  *
akga- in this sense. Bang, ikhA * sugar cane*, the 
u at the end of which is still perceptible in the
pronounciation of Western Bengal, seems more likely
/ - . 
to have come from flksu-, because of its resemblance
A
to a bamboo pole, than from jUcsu. Beng (Ifanbhun^ialO 
has another word akhun to denote a hooked bamboo pole, 
used for separating straw from corn.
It seems also probable that Gr.°O^Vhtaxef battle*- 
axe*, Lat. asoia (* of* viscnsj’tfcoS j yeap&<
* v epsa), Goth, aqlzl. old Germ, acchus» Germ. axtr 
old Ice. ex, Ox, Ang. &%x, - Boisacque, Greek Dictionary,
J ' "
s.v. —  and Ensr. Sxe are connected with iksu-akaa-,• . *
the meaning in these cases having conceivably been
transferred from the handle of the. axe to the axe
is given as a synonym of ik^u- DhanvantaWi- and 
IJaJa-highantu, ASS,p.156.Hindi ukh (besides Ikh) is probably 
a case of assimilation, iksuh >  ikkhu^ ukkhu^ ukh.
' • |s . " ‘ ;-_3 . ■ ., ■;> ' . ' \ ‘ * .
itself. ,
» T?e ahgll now see how this meaning suits 
the pasaago quoted above. In AV. fi.H.lS Saa- is an * 
uncommon 'rord,l,which Whitney, followed by Henry, 
emends to os a- and translates mrtvor S o w  anadyantam
5* ® • •>. '
as 'let thorn go unto death** burning (?).’ He remarks, 
however, that only two of his mss, read osam, all 
the rout Sj«m| f^ hich must accordingly be regarded 
as the traditional text, although unintelligible**
It is probably the same word ac asa- •nearness1
cerebrnlise* by mistake, helped probably by tfi©
1 / '
nearness of the preceding r • oto* can
*" ° • . -v- '
then be parallelled by 11. ?b*BV.10. 1(~>1 .?b,yadi 
kaitayur yadi va paroto yadi mrtyor antikam nlta era.
• v~*j* - ., •*..vT; " ■ . , 1 ir~ ~ -J- > • “ ?
If this be aooeptable, we may modify Whitney's 
translation thxisj "Let them go unto 1 the nearness’ "i 
of death, unto hunger, debility, the deadly weapon, ; 
fear: by ’pole’ and net, 0 Sarva, |Jdo thousand 
Indra slay yonder awny.t Poles of the net or the rf>, . 
club are referred to as instruments of killing in 
the same hvmnt' v,1?. imt-^ . H k w nTn 1 alam Mefltdj 
JftladandS &I b o nahlh t tena'lbhldh5ya dasyiaaSa
1, Such irregular cerobralisation,is found elsewhere in 
the text. of. for Instance, rtubhyas tva ^*16*10,
’ : earn nas tebhih 2.^5.?,vl tasthire etc. >.\ r ^ ~  -'-ti
Sakrah sen am apavapatf v.10, trnedhv ena*i matyam 
Bhavasya; and v.1P, Sadhya ekam JaladaAdam udyatya 
yanty ojasa: Rudra e^cam Va'sava ekam Adityafr eka
f " -.v ' . fi-
udyatah.
AV. enumerates the different things used
in the construction of a safe, a particular kind of 
thatched house still in common use in Indip.* A 
description of a modern sata with reference to the 
Atharvan hymn may he found helpful in properly 
understanding the hymn as a whole and the verse 
under discussion in particular. In the Manbhum 
district, before the wnlli are raised, a frame-work 
of the house is made by fixing posts (upam^t,v . 1. ) 
at short distances which are connected at the top by 
posts running all rouxd (parim£fe-,v. 1.) • On these
1 * Upamjft-, parim£t-f and pratinsxt- are all from the
root 'ml- •to build* • to erect* • Upaiait- is found also 
in RV.1.39«l#U«51f where a supporting pillar or 
post is intended,as well as mit-lb.10.l8.12 with 
the same meaning.
connecting polos rests one owl of th e  alanl&nrT ' 
cross poles ( sMflonsftr v »c'»)» s#ilch, with th e ir  
o th er ends* hold the d iv id in g  pole a t the top 
tp a r tw a n ja la ^ ,v .3 f v«P).
Th*sc are laid over with sliced pi#c*i £mriboo 
(Proh.paltja-, v.'. ft 17) -;*!■!*;.** the'erosspol's
by means of strings, made of a kind of grass# or 
bamboo—skins (v.U). The top of this freme-woric 
Is then covered with straw,>jshleh Is kept ^ fcorother t; 
by means of siloed bamboos ^spread upon 1 ss>d ^ ^ e ^t 
to those below (v.V?) Walls are then raised, or. 
In some eases, the supporting posts aro first 
connected by a net-work of ruShos (v.13), vtotoh Is 
then plastered with earth. \Sometlmestti© orosspoles
1 . SeMsBhsa- U f f o f *
cill^dPKael • S e i z o r s * .  * & # *  # * * *  « * *  • * " *
p, p arl s» a$ alye- * ® * 1 s'* t o'be1* embrno ed, ("viz.
-SvohjBr*-# cwsspolo. on either side)*
PtraB°roedlng» parlcvafion- nadesya.
of* PPP* ^  ^P z p Jl a  \ ’ cif. KanyonA- RV«3*35«5r
interchange posala- 'beautlfc
S S S & V r , and -nek.V. S 175
5. f>alad£ seems to ^ r ^ i E r * p i n g O ^ ^ S g ’»
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of the thatch hang down a little beyond the walls and 
are then supported by a series of slanting poles, 
fixed against (pratlmit-,v* 1.) +he outer sides of the 
supporting poles* Of furniture in such a house, two 
pieces are almost Invariably to be found* the sling 
(is Iky a-, v.6*), made o^ ropes, for hanging vessels 
on and the bamboo pole, sliced or intact, for hanging 
clothes on. The latter is hung down either from the 
crosspoles or from the ridge by means tot cords tied 
to either end* When heavily lwden, it would of 
course, make a curve and thus resemble a head-band - 
(opasa-,for which see below)* This must be intended 
by aksu- in the verse under discussion (viE.^.^*^.); 
the epithet 1 thou sand-eyed (gahasrakaa-) t - which, 
under any circumstances, would be an exaggeration - 
referring to its knotty joints. These, oval and 
slowly rising, resemble the eyeball to some extent 
and for this reason they are often referred to as the 
•eyes1 of bamboo, cane, sugar cane, etc. in Bengali
and other mortem Indian languages* %
■ Accordingly^ wo may translate! ^The out-stretched 
thousand-eyed pole, (like) a headbandf hung down from 
(^ e^naddha- andtied on to (abhlhlta-) the ridge, 
do we unfasten with onr spell*# ‘v The > two epithets 
aya-nartdh*- and ebhihlta- are significant as referring 
to the clothe s-pole*
V- The WF4 verso may be| t rans la t edt " May I turn 
towards (i#e», be inolinert to give) a present for 
you, 0 wonderful ones, by the of forcing of a cow,. like ; 
tho aged son of Tugra (via#, Bhujyu) 'Through your 
greatness, from water he goes to the oart&ij by you two 
(vjtra) his pole of distress is shattered, 0 adorablev 
ones*f^H j;'
4 The pole here intended must be that, with ^  
slings at both ends, used* for carrying l o a d s J  
(ylvadha- or vihangik^*# Hindi behang), the idea being 
that he was thereby relieved of the load of distress 
that he had been carrying, I take here itpnh as ablatlv
1* N^P^li hasc^ato for notches, which seems to be 
on extension’of~akea-»
_  . . v ‘ 4 .
/ / * 
singular of ng-, cf. Grassmann, s.v.ag. for us© in
singular} ksonl as instrumental singular of fcsoxx£r 
■0 *  * -  *  •
1 earth*, whioh is quite in consonance ^ith the
pada-pathis considering it a pragrhya,cf, Ved.Gr.
°  /
and the pada-text^of astrTAV> 6# P7,
mahl 1H#1,39^  etc.j mahlnS- mahl(mlnS. the first
vowel lengthened for the sake of metre and then 
•onfused with raOilna-, whioh accounts for the accent, 
of. pathlgthtm AV.l)t.2.6d ( frathestham, RV.10.U0.1M)
• accented as If It were a superlative1 (Wh.), and wAm 
in d as Instrumental dual, of.KV.1.158.3a* yukto ha 
yad vam T angryaya perur vi madhye arnasodhayl 
pajrah, ait* Ib.v.li d . *5 man edl^dasatayas7 eit^ 
dhsk pra yad vam baddhae tmanl khadati ksein. For 
the story of Bhujyu*s dellveranoe from the waters on to 
the dry land, of. *V.1.116.5-5, 117.lU.etc.
AKSYAih . ::
■gtii jTvsut trayamanam parvatsyS syaksyamt 
v^svebhlr devaCr da t tarn parldhir j Tv an ay a
-10-
Previous Scholars: ‘parvatasya trikakunnamno 
girelj aksam asl caksur bhavasi’ - Say. * ... bist
eine Salbe vom Qebirge (?) 1 - Grill, ■who referring
emendation to an Jana-*; noting Hoth*s opinion
that Ikaya- may mean 1 belonging to' the eye i.e. 
an eye-ointment*, he remarks that the characteristics 
of the remedy^do not admit of such a limitation and 
that he can rather concieve of an epithet %k%ayya- 
or Aksara-. ttCome hltherl thor art the living, 
protecting eye-ointment of tbe mountain, gifcen by 
all the gods as a safeguard unto life . n - 
Bloomfield, who remarks in the notes, “Aksham does 
not mean *eye», Akshyam is otherwise ■unquotable. 
Nevertheless we have translated ^ks^iyam, for the
passage seems to be a tantalising reverberation of
ahams tasya yad aksy aslt tam girim tral- Itakudam
and T&  VI.1.1.S, each of which gives a version of 
the same story. nCome thou, rescuing the living on*?
to 19.1^.5• 3 (parvatlyam injanamj, suggests an
Sat.Br. Ifl.1.3.12 (via, yatra va Indro Vrtram
'tac caksur dadhati.) He refers also to MS.
-11-
of the mountain art thou for the eyes (?) .... w - 
Whitney, who remarks, nThe meter indicates that the 
true reading at the end of b is akjyam . but 
akgya is unknown ©lse-where and its meaning in this 
connection is obscure.”
The bad construction and obscurity of meaning 
which follow from the usual wayjof splitting b seems 
to suggest that we have to deal here with two words 
instead of three, vi*. parvataaya asyaksyam, 1living in 
the mouth of the mountain1. This would be a fitting 
epithet for anja»a7 one variety of the soft rock from 
which it is made being found in the cavities of some 
mountains, the other in the beds of certain rivers, cf.v. 
10, yadi v * > i  traikakudam yadi yamunwnl^cyase; ubhe te
bhadre namrii  and sauvifranjana- and srotonjana- in
Vaidyaka,e.g. ,Dhanva, & Ra ja.,p. 1 25 ,Bhavaprakas/a, 
Srrvenkatesvap^!pe3s ed., p»U3. Aayakgya-( to be read asiaksla 
contains the present stem of the root k$i *to live* 
(cf.pres. ksiyanti) followed by the suffix-a, forme^ 
like oa k r a m - a a a j a 5♦ 6» a-pssy-a-lb 1*1 l+R5  ^ sada-pr*-?/
etc., Ved Gr. 15*3a which (denoting the agent) 
normally accent the suffix. The verse may thus be trans­
lated: ”Come thouI rescuing the living one, who 
art a liver in the mouth of t>»e mountain; given 
by all the Gods,an enclosure, as it were, for life".
The confusion of ;th© copyist of the 
pad a-path a is easily recounted for in the 
reminiscence of the story referred to above and 
in tho f«5Ct that an.1 ana-goner^ 1 ly menus >^n eye* 
ointment I snyfgenerally* because there are 
indications In the samo hymn end elsevfoere 
that it was applied to other p^rte of the body 
am well, being thus equivalent to an ordinary 
ointment or medionted oil# Cf #v»U* ,yasya 'njana. 
prasnrpasy aAgam-ahgeA parusp^ruht tato yaksnam 
vf bfldhoBft tig v6madhyamnalr l y ^ v.fl,traytL 
^lii ^Janasya fcatan# balftaa ad Khlhy ted 
iq.liS.S.Mravtt^taik aaal* atom t a m m  snahr ekenn 
plbal *knn ^oaturvlrnri nalptebhyn s eatnrbhvo
CT^h^k bandh^bhTnh pari pitv agnian^ j
In this connection may be considered 
©hl-in v#P quoted above# The present state of "event 
and the pndapath© require us to take ndahlh as 
two words and the commentator ^ccor^Inrrly 
explains i-ss • snake-poisoning! But coming
1
together with tsk»an-( fever) and balasa~(coldf)
1V  BalHaa-is user! frecuontiy 1n the medic at slfstraV 
as equivalent to katfcte-or ive^wwi-’phle^n* j’P^P^otor- 
ation’pCf. Astnng^hrday^,stftra#2^,195Utt^ra#HOf311 and
” 1 V
\y ■/i: ' .( ^ -V J ^ ’*■» ' 1  ^n " -O, v4-^ rT'^i * •* /^,“'*JU,^;’5’ * ‘ 'iV*' "j/ 1«*,t^T '*- rg.~ 1 j- *s * > • '
it *'ould rather refer to some mnlady as Rhitney 
also has suggested*•: Vo J disease of the name, 
however, is known. I should think that it is.; one § 
word, Bdahi- •burning, i*e# the sore caused by 
burning*, nft ^ Janl- *birth* RV. 3#17*3, ^bhogif- 
•enjoyment* ib#1#113.5, Samtani- ^clashing noise* 
etc# As ointments, including medicated oils, are 
prescribed for fevev»,| cold, and burnt-sore**, In " ? } . 1 
their various stages, thii meaning would suit the A  
context quite well# y.y
.U Ai>Rtam-X:.** ? • 4  '
Yafc to  rffsah paridh&nmh yfim n lv iia  lmwise 
tram  si▼eon t* t*nv« t a t  lrgnnah satnspar.^ ’dreiranron .stu 
bo* 8*^•16
Previous Scholars*'Tao cn vastram STiftapara® v 
vlsayo aflrukannn arulrsom yathn mdrdavam amruto (for 
aaha te) vyapnotl gaoohati tatha tewmah - Swy.ua.
» . . .  n ie h t rahh sofa zu r beriirung d ir«  -  Tjudwlg,' p.f+97* 
» . . .  pulss® o® oont«ot t?®tr« uno caress©' -H e n ry  
* • • •  n o t rouf^i to  th y  touch s h a ll I t  b e ' .‘SlBonfl®!'!
»••• be it not harsh to thy touch* - Whitney, noting
I ,3*y T ' >!. ‘
that WSPP. reads fwith all his authorities1 adruksnam
_ %  ^
in d. Our rass. might doubtless all be understood in 
the same way, but some of them look more like - du - 
or - du-S-rix-f which our text unfort\mately gives,
is not found in any; neither rilksna nor drukspa
- .. 
appears to be met with elsewhere.
AdrUksna- is undoubtedly the corredt reading,
which even the corrupt fduksapain of Ppp. points to.
The word apparently oontains the root druh- *to harm1,
followed by the suffix-sna, Ved.Gr. $  188, and preceded
by the negative particle. The absence of aspiration
in-dru- points to the fact that -k§- in cases like
1
this represents an earlier-gzh-, which has been lost 
in Sanskrit, Wack.I. 8?09*a.
The lengthenincr of the root-vowel is similar 
to that found in tlksna- 1 sharp*s * to sharpen•
1. Other instances from the RV. are: dak$at 1.130^8, 
21+.7, daksi 2.1.10, dak^i (voc.) 1.11+1.8, dak§u§ah 
(G.S.) 1 • ll|.1.7 daksoh (G.S. ) 1.195.I*.: d^h- *toburnf; 
aduk^at 1 .^3.10, aduk^ata 1.160.3# d\ik?a^ 7.I4..7, 
duks^n 1.121.8, dudukgan 10.61i. 10,7^*^, duduk^at 
7.1o.!ii duh- fto milk* etc. In all these cases the 
padatext replaces d ( the second one in reduplicated 
stems) by djx after~the manner of later Sanskrit. 
cf.Wack.I. $  I06.
tigpa, TS. haliksna-j VS* haliksna-' a kind o£ 
animal', Slksa-s Siksa- •phonetics', which, 
according to Wack. I, S ^9.n., have their X  £*NBp 
the desiderative, where I is found several times 
before -kp-, partly in plaoe of older i. To these 
may be added nlksana-: nika- •pierce1, and probably 
dike* fto initiate a pupil's di^-, 'to direot', and 
ruk^a- 'rough1! ruj- 'to break''to harm', with the 
same underlying idea as in Adrfoksna- (BR* connect 
it with ru$- • to make dusty', which is not con­
vincing, both as regards meaning and change of -I- 
to -4c-, ef. Wack.I.Sll8.n.). As instances of the 
lengthening of u gives Wack., loc.cit., 
pratyavajfihya: pratyrava-vuh-( Aufrecht ,AB.lj-27) ,  nir- 
nhya,AB*7*5*1i nir*nhva i tusaim •silent'i tus-
• to be silent', VS. ahwrmft**;elsewhere, Sumna- , Up.
/ .. ■ j ■ "V ■:
Suksma-s VS.SB. Buksma-
It will be seen in the above instances that 
the i or u in each case is followed by a conjunct 
whose l.st member or the last two, "hen it consists 
of three, are continuatives. Such conjuncts are, 
of course, easier uo be pronounced as one whole, 
whether at the beginning or in the middle of a word.
*There grov; up thus a dialectical tendency, as 
testified by Tfr«‘ (munitioned In Wlaok*!,
$  P?tO*b), to consider mxcb a conjunct in the middle 
of a word as belonging^to the foil tvlng v o w g I,
The heaviness of the "liwaed lately preoeding vowel, 
which is usual before a conjunct,‘'being thereby ; 
shaken, there w  s occasion for a compensntory 
lengthening v&iieh Is idiat we have In tho above 
instcncoo. Thareaaon, then, ?hy this phenomenon ^  
Is not universal may possibly H e  in the fact thst^i 
the spelling was constantly corrected, *dier© 
etyroolicrlcal connect!on* were obvious* > -
Adruknpn- would thus mean ;»uriharmingf (af« $4 
druhll*- in Hsn*Sr#R*?#l)ulh, «• dtn&l4ar^thatara 
vSsah paridhaya . ., I putting on rour#i, nevr clothes 9 
In the above passaget "That *hich is thy cloth for 
putting v round, the yaist«*8tr*p that thou makestj 
we make It auspicious for thy body, be It unharming 
in touch to thee". • ’ 7; - 1
/
ADROOHAVITA
Krnuta dhumam vrsanah sakhayo Mroghavita vac am 
kccha* Hyam Agnih prtanasat suvlro yena deva asahanta 
dasyun. 11,1,2 ■ Rtf.^.?9.9f which had Xrnota • ••
/ 1 7
vrsanam in a, ^ftredhanta it ana vajam acc^a in b, and
dev a go in §.
▼ Wh. *s collation-book gives -avitah in b as
pada-readiig without note of variant. SPP, gives -avlta.
following one or two of his maav and the commentator.
Ppp. is corrupt, but has in b , adrogha vita vltam matsa.
Previous Scholars: ‘Adrohakarinim aucaritranam• •
dtfitfi raksita vacam accha ..... rgjpdpam vacam abhilakdja*
- Say. *Adj. Wahrhaftigkeit liebend1 -BR. Bloomfield,
/
p.6l1, thinks that the Saunaklya text scarcely yields 
sense in b, and that the RV. and ’■he Ppp# texts 
suggest the reading, adrogftiaWta vSjam dSccha or 
adrogha aveta etc., on t&o basis of which he translates;
• unharmed by wiles go ye into the contest^#
Henry translates b, * dans la direction de la parole 
( sacr^e) confiants dans la faveur du (Dieu) inoffensi^1.
-1R-
?1**Make ye smoke, ©  ye bulls, companions, y© 
that are aided by the unhateful (?), unto 
speech: the Agni (is ) fight-overpowering, hav­
ing goo# heroes, by whom the Gods overpowered the
barbarians”— Wh.
* . / /
Adroghavita vacan accha seems to be an
/ , f - W  %
exact paraphrase of asredhnnta itana vajam apcha
( _ . / % * 
in KV, Adroghah and asredhantsh both mean fun
harming 1 o r ‘unharmed1. For double sandhi between
a d r oghah  ahd ^vlta, see under FRW. The meaning
»to move» , 'to ero\ for AV-, given in the DhStupatha
and quoted by BW.jbcs to be assumed for several
cases: for Inst; nee, ayatka in ado yad ava dh^vaty
t i i  / •*> .
avatkam ad hi parvatat: tat te kynomi bheqjjam 
subhe § a j am y a t h ^ ’saj&i, AV. 2 . 3 • 1♦ *what runs down
----------  “ 1 /
yonder, gliding off the mountain,etc. avani,
1. Whitney renders "What runs down yonder, aiding(?)r 
off the mountain” , and remarks, "Ayatka (avj£ *bfcam: 
quoted in the comment to Prat.1.103: ff.38; iv.25) 
is obscure, but it is here translated as from 
the present participle of root §y (like ejatka,
V . 23• 7* of. abhimadayatka . O3B,,ylkfinatkA,VS♦ this 
the Comm, favours (vyidhipariharena raksakam^):
19-
• stream’‘river *, or'course of river’, connected by 
> with av-f to protect1 and by others with * aya 
down1 f both uns a ti sf ~ otory: ud-avant^ii in aham enav
/ f / >•*’*' v
udatlsthipam gavan sranta-sadav iva: kurkurev iva
• * '•'* ‘ • it — ' '• ■ 'j ‘ ■ ■ ►
,  .  /  / 
kujantav udavsnta* urkSv iva,AV.7*95*MOO)i 2 f Iy~ © "
have made these two stand up like two weary sitting 
cows: barking like dogs (du) springing up like 
wolves (du.) •, pra.r.ay - in marudbhih pracyuta m eghah
’ s *  (; ( . * X * r > . ®  f i. #  •
/ / . * 
pra-vsntu prthivfm anu AV. 4.1 S.9* c.d.’let the
'— 6 *• ‘V’T- . A' ■
clouds dropped forth by the Maruts glide along
8 ly \ ,
the earth’,etc, For the olde form avita instead of 
avata, cf. R"V# 7 • • 6, a ca^ io b arhih jsadatff ;yi ta. e«
rv / J? / ’V jJ , - % * *
spar ha'ni datave vag|u
' ' . . • . .'i f'c •, “ T- .
VScam is a case of de-voicing,which, 
so common in the Ppp., is nlso found several times
y /
in the Saunaklya text,of. for instance, ava^tlryatlh 
(mss.) for-d.irya-(Vlfh) in 19«9»9d* ((am no —  — <7
1. like (two) growling dogs, like (two) lurking
(? ud-av) wolves” -Whitney,noting, "The Comm .
explains uda^antan by ffoyutha- madhye vats In udgrhy? 
gabbhantaiu Henry renders^ that watch one another1 
^He would reject ud in aj!f
P. Whitney renders o,d:Hlet the clouds,started forward 
by the Maruts, show favour (pra-av) along the earth1
-20-
't . J t ( ' / .-V
bhumir vepyamana sain ulka nirtmtara oa yati j*
; ’ , / ' ' -v
Sam gavo lohitnksirah saafc bhrumir ava tfr-
yatthj Titivati for vidha- (BR)in 12*2*5$d*(of whioh
• *d are repeated as t,d of v, 52)* imihur grdhyaih pra
JL . ,V  S  I ' 2
▼adaty artim martyo nityaj kravyad yan agnlr antik-
y y / ' _
ad anuvidvan vitavatif priy&sam for bhriynssm
(Say. *^eber) In *.H.!»*c# Somasya parnah a ah a ugram
agarm Tndrena datto V^toajena sisfcehf^am priyaiil bahu
rocamhno dIrjojha£ yutvhya satasaradoy^bharcrkoh
(majority of Sppt»s and one of FhJsHes.) for^rjfkah in
/ / ---
19*1*50*c| for madhavy^n in 2.55«2*cf yati
for yadi (vh.) in 10*^.6.b* svapnam tai|M&yadl pasySsi
phpam mrgah srt^m yati dhavad a Just am: parilcsavoc chalnmeh
papavadfcd ayam manir varano vwayi^syato,etc. , vyy:
APARAPARA3TAH h
m  •
H\-i? : Avastura enara nsvagam apraJasaA karofcy
aparaparano bhavati ksTyate.12*5*Jj.5* (12*11*7)* ya *Vam 
vidugo brihmanasya ksatriyo gam adatte.v.M*
I F*erlcms Scholars! vAd J • ohna For set sung, 
ohno Hach-kofBinenschaft1— — BR* "File le prive de fortune, 
de patrimoino, de posterltes il tfe plus hi ancStres ni y 
descendants*11 perit'-— — 7— —  Henry. "Celui (vis.sense) 
de; nparaparanoMparaffc ressortir a la fois du contexte 
et do ^analyse ~ •'
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du mot”----— ibid,commentary,p.2^9• "Without 
abode,without home, without progeny, she makes 
him; he beoomes without succession(?);he is 
destroyed:- Whitney.
BR# and Henry evidently connect aparaparanah with 
parapara- whioh expresses the idea of relativity 
such as• far and near1, *prier and posterior1,"before 
and behind1 etc. But how they explain the suffix 
-na is not clear. In its absence it would rather 
have meant 1without anything else to stand by, far 
or near, before or after, in future or in the £ 
past'/all alone by himselfV stranded in the world 1 
A change in aocent/^oufk,however, enable us to 
see it in two words-(with double sandhl), cfparifr 
•devoid of riches (rai riches’) • arel ^parranBh
* • /  t ■ * •
•devoid of pleasure1,of,apayrata-.apodaka-etc.
For the correspondence, A (before consonants^; ay- 
"before vowele>cf#Wack.I.$9^ }Ved#GW.S*^62. Compare 
also sata-ra.RV 10 106.5,whioh according to 
Grassmann and Macdonell (loc.cit),has ra^-for 
its second member.
' arAtaki v *
• ’■* v f  ' f> ' ~  . .0 • *■. S  ‘ •' \ *» . - A  /. ,*
E»yam agann osadhlnam vrrudham vfryavati: 
ajasrhyy ara^aki tlksnasrAgl vy rsatu* 3*7• 6.
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Previous Scholarst Ara adataro hlmsakah tin ‘ 
aaa&t sthSnat stayatl uccitayatl'ti arataki* tlksnairAgt 
tlksne ugragandhe swSgakrtr phale yaayBh 
eva*gunavls,istSi’---8ay. "N-der Pflanse Agajrhgl ader Belw. 
derselben....... Vlellelcht verwandt nit arala"—
BR."Hither hath come this mighty one (vlryavant) 
of theherhs,of the plants| ,<let the gonthorned
t ' yT- -
ar&takl , tho sharp-horned, push out”.-— -h#
Ludwig and Bloomfield also do not translate
arataki, nor^asrAgl, and they oonsider tTksnas/-
rngl as if in the instrumental (*with its sharp
horns»).
/ ‘
Arnta-in arataki is evidently the 
1 1
same vrord as araaja in ^4-^#S*9*p*5Q*17f 
srxmaa tdparas^ caitreyo devaham asin (?) ^yeto'
♦yahsrrigah saineyo 1 suranam^te’sura utkrodino
' 1 . _ /
*oarenn#arado fomakara tupa X ro tmlaftm iti/
and aradl- in S.BrJi.S.^.^atha yad UpaA su 5
1# Bnns.^. between vowels regularly becomes
in Prak^i^ and most of t^e nodern Indo-Aryan 
vernaculars, cf.Pischol,Prak,Gramemi,Sl 92, 
Geiger, Pali Grams*!,f 8^
hutva urdhvnm nnumarfrbi taarand iman aja *raditara skra^-
TTjnna iva yenjri, and in TB* «1t ....
f
varuri krsne vase aradyau divyav rsakfoau 
parimarau. Dayana explains anuty’an in TB. ps 
ucohritosrngon *hi<#i-homed* .but in view of 
tho passage from vs quotas above,where arnda is» . 1 • * vw i ■' >< * 1 * 5*?* - , - 'v - v-vV • • * v 7% 4* 7i' •.. > \  -
contrasted with trupara-thornless*,; tho meaning 
seems to he simply 'homed* • The first element 
in arata-*vis*t ara- is most probably connected " 
with nra- * spokes* ,01a*1 pin of the scorpion t 
$or sting of an insect in general,of alin- 
tbee1), ora-1 awl* etc*, all denoting something 
pointed, considering how frequently the idea of 
piercing is associated with smga thorn* #cf* 
sifijte srnge ralrsase vinikse ^V.5*?*9d *he 
sharpens his (two) h e m s  in order to pierce 
the demon* The second element is the suffix -ta,
1* Bayana (followed by others) connects arodyan 
with rsabh^n nrA accordingly takes aradya- 
as the Ptemjbut in view of the other two passages 
it soemo preferable to take arndi- as the stem, 
the ’ord qualifying vase.
so frequently found In Apabhrerasa* > It Is probably, 
identical with suffix -taf X oerebralieecl through tho 
Influence of tho neighbouring r-eound, although not r 
tsmedlately preceding.  ^ For lengthening of stem-
vowel next preceding the suffix and. a similar, 
cerebralieatlon, of* KTkatn- *neote-Joint*i Krlca*
1 throat* f Stmgatm* *Trapa biepinosa*t Srngn-Hornf ♦ 
Later Sanskrit Arala~ •bent* •curved1 
• crooked* must be a further development of th« 
same word* From •bbrncdt to •bent lHfee a ho*nf 
seems to be an easy step. Intervocalic t d 1 
(1) ? is a common phenomenon in middle Indian,
Cf. Piaohol, prak.ftramwar, S 25^1 Geiger* \f*Ii •/ 
grammar, 6 ^
■  ■< ■ » !■ I ... ■ ■   —  -  - . M „ M     .  — ... I ■ —
1. Suffix -ta Is found In antita-
'new at hand»t -“J anti- 'neap’, amnnyuta-AV. 
IP#7!.1?! ’not wrathful*i Wanyu *wnath*, Asrata- 
»woll*t,ava *dovm', parvata- Jmountain* '(lit.: 
TngR€*d)»t parvnn-Joint,* nroraata- ,t* Sromon- 
(Qpa.smann) ©to. It apraars as -lira in 
puspits, phalltn oto. .£.--1 
P. Cf. Pa. patii pratl, pa pathomnt pnathamn,
Saudi. dapwap^ata-, class earvapjhata-t apjint©-,
fapuda-* ftaputwant-, class asr* pots- »hl8©dini*’ lax)» laaidc-pato-, waole. 1. S. lfib (a), papa
I As is clear from the quotation fro m Say ana abovo 
nd from the synonyms visanlka- and mesasrngi- given 
In the Dh«nvantarinlf5iantufp#2^ ^ the names and various 
epithets of this plan* (Odina pirmata) are due to the 1 
hornlike shepe of its fruft ♦ Wie la st two padas 
of the above verse may be: translated*, "Lot the horned 
Ajaemgi (fgoat homed* )f the sharp^hornedt(orr with 
its Sharp horns), pieroe (the Oandharvas and :: 
Apsarases,: mentioned above)** Cf. arayyam brahmans spate 
tlksnasmgo drsamn ihi HV. < Smgabhyora
raksa rsaty avartim hantl caksusa, AV*9.lt.l7.
ALAJI*
' ?Vlaalpaeya vidradhasya vatikarasya valajeht 
yaksma~ nam sarvesum visasn ntravocam ah am tvat#
Previous Scholars* Alaji~ has been rightly 
Identified by 0H. and others with Alaji~ of tho 
medioal Sastrasti)but the meaning of the latter has 
unfortunately been m e o w e d  down, doubtless through 
an oversight,,to * a die ease of: the eye*, and Bloomfield 
goes so far as to render It with «inflan®mtion of the ?
eyes*. Henry reads balaji- instead, Whitney 
does not translate it.
As a matter of fact, Alaji- appears to be a 
kind of boil which may be formed in any part of the 
body. BK. w-re misled by the occurrence of the word 
among diseases of the eye in Susruta, uttara- Chap.?, 
and thought they fbund support in the word andhalaji- 
( ghanam avaktram pidakam imnatam ^ paeieuwlalam: 
andhalajim alpapuyam tam vidyat kaphavatajam, Susr., 
Nidana. Ch. 1 % 6 )  which is simply a boil without a 
mouth. Bhelasamhita p.°1 considers the fifth layer 
of skin (of which it counts six layers) as the base 
of alaji- and vidradhi-, and Susruta, Sutra. Ch. 2.7,9, 
considers it as due to the morbidity of the flesh, 
along with various kird 8 of humours and swellings 
(adhimamsa-nrida-rso- dhijihvo-pajiho- pakusa- 
galasundika-laji- mamsasamghatau- sthaprakopa- gala 
ganda - gandamala- prabhrtayo mamsadosajah).
Vagbhata counts it among boils due to Conorrhea 
(prameha), dahati tvaoam utthsna bhrsam kasta 
visarpinir r^ktakrsnatitrt sphota- daha-moha-Jvaralaji, 
Astangahrdaya, Hidana. 10,^? (of.Susruta, Hid. 6,1(4,!^)
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•Alaji burns tho skin, while rising, is very 
troublesome, expansive, reddish black, and attended 
with severe thirst, eruption, inflammation, fainting, 
and high temperature*j among diseases of the faoe, 
gandalaji sthirah sopho ganda dahajvaranvltah,ib. 
uttara. 21.12, t a gandalaji is a firm tumour on 
the cheek, attended with inflammation and high 
temperature*; among diseases of the eye, kaninasya* ntar 
alaji sopho nik-toda-dahavam ib. uttara.10*9 (Cf.
Susruta, uttara P.P.) , alaji is a tumour in the 
pupil with pain, pricking sensation, and inflammation*; 
and elsewhere. A comparision of the above passages 
would point to i%s being a boil or humour similar 
to vidradhi (abscess), but much smaller.
ALPASAYTJ-
Ye ma krodhayanti lapita hastinam masakaiva: 
tan aham manye durtiitan Jane alpasayun iva. It.
V.l. - Sayena has lipitah ( upadigdhah, 
samkrantah) in a, and durhatan ( dustahananena visyikrl 
in c the pada- mss read lapita, which S pp. emends to 
- tah. Whitney suggests emendation to lapitva. ;
Previous^Scholars! ...* jane Janasamgh© tat* 
sawearaethal© avasthitan alpasayun, partmanatah 
alpalc^ali; fiaynmasvabhavah anmcaraksmnah kite ! 
alpasayavflh, ta yatho pranisamoarc^a hanyant© § 
ta&vad aham tmayasenn apunar'havam h a m l  tyarthah. 
sayana. *rin bestimmtos lastiger nsekt odor dgi*
» PW (7*1055)* and ot^ Kaya have followed (*ung©2ief©y*
«* Grill, •email vermin* - Bloomfield^ *mites (?)* *» 
Pfhitney)#> exoept Ludwig, who translate st idle 
mich erswinen, sum spreohen gebracht (ure fliegen |
den ©lefsnten) mein toh, sind si© ungluckll chf A*,
zeit M .
ntn* k u r z e l m  volk verwellend. V drill ( 1 durch
Gesturm*) and Bloomfield ( *wlth their jabber*)
seem to consider lapita as if in the instrumental. V k
T'ho redundant syllabi© in the first pada ^ > 
nnd the two obscure words lapita (orjlipitah) and 
alpasayu-, which can hardly be reconciled with the 
content in a Gratis factory manner, make it obvious 
that the passage is corrupt.V ’The meaning of alpaanyu~ 
as given by the Seynna and hesitatingly" followed b y ; 
others is a mere guess. 'The word doe© not appear to
A« ; •'* • t -v--
be found anywhere else. Sayr* is |foufld ©lsevdier© in 
the sense of * the sleepy one* , especially the snake X
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called ajagam, or of fcouchi as in sayutra (RV«).
Neither of these meanings would suit alpasayu-, which,
a 8 a Bshuvnhi, would mean fone having few sayus1.
On the other hand, the adjective durhitan, which
means Miserable* as In HV* q.l°, 26, (na tva rasi^ra
bhisastaye vaso na papatvaya santyas na me stota
matlva na durhltah syad Agne na papaya), suggests that
alpasayun Is probably a corruptlonfo# alpapasun (So
also drill, p.139)# Compare, AV# 1 2 . k * 2 5 f  anapatyam
alpapasum vasa krnotl purusam, and Iu17«6, Ksudhamaram
trsnamaram agotam anapatyatam, where, as In many
other places, wan*, of cat*le Is considered
equivalent to misery. The process might have been
this; by an unconclous metathesis In the mind of
the copyist alpasapun was written in place of- pasun,
which then was easily simplified to -sayun, helped
1
by the similarity of the letters p ( ) and y ( )
1. Another curious instance of confusion of these two 
letters, followed by a syncopation of the preceding 
vowel, appear to be abhi-sastya- in 6#120*2,
Footnote(cont«)
bhurair raata ditir no Janitram bhrata % ntarikimm % 
abhisactya nahf dyaur nah pita pitryac chan bhavnti 
jamlm rtva na va pat* 1 1 okat, tdilch is of $noh an 
obscuring character that Pitney is forcer1 to remarkf 
•the variants are of the kind that seen to show that 
the-text was unintelligible to the text-makers, and 
that we are excusable in tfinding the text extremely 
obscure * ♦ T f, however , wee' see abhl aastya (h ) 
•sastiyah t - sastipah, the meaning is quite clear* 
"The earth our mother# '\diti our birthplacekv the 
atmosphere our brotherf are our protectors against 
Iwprecationi may heaven our father be weal to us J 
from paternal (guilt )j having harmed my relative** 
mny I not fall down from the wished-for *?orldn* The 
reading in a, abhisasta onah, in TA*H«&*?9 %e due to 
a different kind of confusion, that between p ( ) 
and e ( )j thus, abhisasta enah -cacti panah 
-sastipa nah* For other examples, cor ertj.
as well as by the comparative Intelligibility of 
-aayu as against -sapu, '••,; \: , g
2 The first hemistitch scorns to have originally 
road, ye mo dhayontl lohita (on-bam) • hantlno tnasaka 
iva# The first sbtp sesms to have been probably fh* 
intrusion of the root krudh- from the following verse, ^ 
aftor vdiich lohita (or-tara) might have been ceneloualy * 
Change^ to loplta (•Jabbering* ?) in order somehow 
to agree with .tit and| of course, the genetivos me 
and hastino to the corresponding accusatives, Sucking 
of blood being what Is expected of the plsacas, s the : 
eaters of raw flesh (ef• AV,c>.?3.o, kravy^dam agne 
rudhiramr plsacaw), against vhom the %vhole hymn is 
directed, the verse may be translated ? (wlth these 
emendations) "'Those vdio suck my blood as mosquitoes 
that of the eleyhajitf them I consider wretched, 
as, mfnong the people, those who have few cattle",
AVARJUHTTTAM
Tur anam aturanam vlsam avarju sinara i t 
samaitu visvato bhago ontathastam krtsffi
Tvam no Vayav esam apurvayah somanam ' 
pratharaah pitim arhasi^sutansm pitirn arhasis uto 
vihunmati nam vlsam vovanjuslnomt vlsva it te 
dhenavoduhra aslrasn ghrtam duhrata aslram . 1
VtWfSjNM Scholars! Doyutakriyam 
aparityajanti • naap- - *-Say&na on AV« "ob reieh ale 
sind oder nicht,die T.eute half kein widerstandj 
>♦»»^^w yOrtlly "of the quick, of the alow, of the peo­
ple that cannot avoid it(?)-, let the fortune 
come together from all aides,my winnings in 
hflndr * jitney* '"The meaning of avarjuainam 
in h is extremely problematicalj the translators 
"Wehrlosc" etc. Compariaion with visa* vavnrjusin- 
am, RV. I.17!u6f and the irregularity of the
unreduplioated form, make the reading very suspicious? 
Ppp* has instead devayatim«,*0W— — ibid, notes* 
Grassmann and the KV translators in general con­
sider vavarjusinam ^s containing vrj- *to spread*, - 
thus meaning 1 these who have spread the Rusa grass** 
The meaning given to vararjusinam 
in HV* may suit the context quite well,but vlsam 
vavarjusinam and vlsam nvarjusinam are so much 
©litre that one eanrot help thinking that they 
probably express the same idiom and contain 
essentially the same words. Both vrv^rju- sin am 
(:vrj*to spread*): and avarjusinsm (ivrJ*to give; 
up*) are irregulnr,7if they *re really perfect 
participles with -vas^the former because there 7 
is scarcely nnother example in Sanskrit of -vas
with the strong stem of thenperfcot, and the 
latter because of the want of reduplication*
The* Bpp*| reading deva~yati (nn)m *M>rshipping* 
the goc?s» In the corresponding passage seems 
to beta paraphrase of avarjusinam In the S&un- 
almja text. For the phrase, of #RV#1 #^6#1 •
(vlsam devsyatinani ), 1 •77#3f3#6#3t 7.6%3.(d-va~ 
yantlr visaih)# Row, av rjuslnam, if containing 
avas~ *help# protection (of the gods)* and 
root <7ue~*to enjoy**to relish* with suffix- i 
i* would give almost the same Idea* The Rig- 
vedie passage mlgjht in that eaacb© considered 
as containing visara u avarjuslnom, vdiioh would .f 
first becora# vlsam vAvar •f;a8 in Vf?#23*W* 
ssm v astu tamre tava or AV#6#C>6#3# vasnaf 
ha asywn. and later on, when the meaning had 
become obscure with the consequence that
1* Cf#Ved#Or# Brugaran ,grundrisstB 136*
para*ij tM l w  ^ lirsett-ailbe orsohoint moist In Tlef-
stufongestalt.rsgelmasalg lm Arlschen#*. *Tho
latter,loo«oit# , notes some exceptions from Or# ; «nd 
fottu w
v^v"r»Jusliwm was considered one word, -« would 
naturally b* changed to anusvara* Change of -as 
to -aria not regular, but there are instances*
Cf* ancr-vis-*RV# 1*1?1*7t anas- and Waok*; ?8*J (7)# 
Or else, which is more likely, avar- may be a 
parallel; stem with avas-, just as annar-t omnne- / 
(Pan* B#2*£0*), usar»i uses-, udliar-t udhan-udhas-j 
ahar-jehanj ratharystlf ratha-, vadhar-t vadha-f 
vanar- in vanargu-, vanarsad-i vans-, sapasyati-i 
sap- *to warship*,etc*; U2
* Avar- in avar maha Indra dadrhi srudhif 
nah sue oca hi dyauh kra na bhisa adr ivo ghrnan £ 
na bhis® adrlvfth •••**RV* 1#1X3**4:, in the hymn } 
just preeedinr the one considered above and • 
attributed to the same Paruochepa Rsi^may also 
be the same word* It has been so far considered an 
instance of avas- • downwards*,— - the only 
instance of its ending in r*-j3ut its identification 
with avas- gives a much better meaning, when ^ 
dadrhi (which has been tabulated by Grassmotfn 
under dar-# dir- *to burst* *to split up* with a 
quarry) at the same timeconsidered a form of the r 
root dr- • to take notice of* *to regard*, which 
would be quite regulars "Take notice of our great y: 
cordial (drassmann, Wjjf avas-t meaning ( ^  )]>Z * 0 
Indrn, (and) listen to uai^for the heaven has burnt
lilr* the earth (?) for fear, for fear of heat,
0 you carrying stone . w If that be the
true meaning the explanation of the present
accentuation Ilea in the confusion of dad*hi aa
above noticed
f ASVAKSABHA-
Isina yosa yuvatlr dannma ratri devaaya 
Savitur Bhag&sy&s asvaksabha ouhava ssrabhrtasrir 
a paprau dyavaprthivi mahitva. :
Previous Scholars* Aauni aaunisjavaviaaye ■ 
sighra-Pravrttin! aksarti cakauradlndriyani abhibhavatl 
tiraskarotiti asvaksabha, caksuradiniradhike ti 
yavab* «. * yad va aavasy budhnara purusasya mayum 
ity ufctaratra vakeyamana- tvad ayam arthahi asvan 
kaapayati ksapayati tl aavaksa, asvaksa bha dlptir 
yasyah sa, — - Sayana. ’’’The lively woman, household 
maiden, might>of god Savitar, of Bhaga# all-expanded, 
of easy Invocation, of assembled fortume ( ?-cn),
hath filled henven-and-earth with greatness1 •
Whitney, t * In c, all the was#, with the comm.
and SPP*, road acvaksabha (acvaoksabha), which, as
being unintellible, o^r edition emends at a venture
•
to vicva-vyaeas, and the translation follows the
latter, for lack of anything l e t t e r   Ppp.reads
acvaksara. * Ibid, notes.
The correct reading may probably be 
asvaksubha >restless or swift like a horse*: ksubh-,
• to put In motion* *xn^ ke restless*, of.ksubha 
(Grassmann, nksubh,f., schnelle Bewegung")in BVV 
13, vida cin nu mahanto ye va eva bravasio dasma varyam
dadhanah: vayas cana siibhva a'^ftnyanti ksubha martam 
anuyatam vadhasnaih. If this be the true reading
and meaning, it would lend the idea of swiftness
to the verbs papsan in d, and ati aruhat in 2 a
ASAMSTJKTAGILEBHYAH
Hudrasai • labakarebhyo * s amsuktagilebhyah: 
idam mahasyebhyah svabhyo akarara namah.11 *2.30,
Previous Scholars: *To Rudras? howlmaking, 
unhymned-swallowing ( ?). greatmouthed dogs I have 
said this homage”-— • Whitney, who notes, nThe 
obscure asamsuktagila (Ppp#-Girebhyas) is para­
phrased by the comm, with asamicinam acobhamana- 
vaoanam grnatti bhasante. How asamsukta should
come to mean *unmasticated* as given in the Pet.Lexx. 
does not appear. The Translation given above 
conjectures fnot having a hymn with it".
M -
"Aux hurlmirs d# ««! dworwit qui
n font point d fhyran©9 a l o w  chanter— —
TTenry, v/ho remarks In the commentary, "Jo llo 
asukta "depourvu d ^ y m n e s ”, lo sens Inpliolte 
etohtt "par connoquont, llo no nous devorent 
pao, nous qui nvons un hymne a to chanter' •
The correct reading appears to be 
as am mitt a- gilebhyoh f swallowing what Is not 
properly cooked (or not cooked at a 11)1 j 
sutta-.pert participle of svad (alternations 
with sud, cf.suda •cook* and ^aok#i*S?0 S79 b)
•to make tasteful11 to cook*, formed in the same 
way as notta»tnud~,vltta~t vid-, satta«»t sad,etc.
The mistake may be due to one of the following 
rea8onsi (1)tt ( i )  *nd kt ( ) are very easily
confusedrfn tt in Pali Prak* and the vernaculars, 
this being khown tothe reader or writer, a mistaken 
attempt to re-Sanskritise It is conceivable \ and 
(iii) sukta- being in much wore general use then 
sutta, an emendation of the latter, if it is not * 
understood, to the former is also conceivable.
It will be seen that •unoooked-swallowing*
is a much happier epithet for dogs than any other
thstt'oould come Fro® asainsulttn*.
ATTAR J A? A
|.i Sam vo gosthen* suaafla ssr rayya sam 
mibhutya* aharjatasyn yan nstma tenn vah a am 
srjsmasi. .
A tva crtatv Aryaraa puaa Brhnspntlhj 
ahar-jataeya zan noma tono tva ti ortnmasl, *5,28,12
| Previous Scholars* Ahany ahnnl Jayata ;;
Ity oharjatah pranlvieepah, tnry yan naraa oharjatn 
Itl tens nnrana./—  a ay ana on s5,'; lh,1. 
rhitney renders aharjatasyo ynn name In both * 
the places with *wlth that \diioh Is the name of 
the dayborn one* nnfl comment* (m*!er R»l)i.1.),
"The ob8cure;!third>pada Is fount? again below 
ss It t* altogether diversely *
rendered (c-nleoturally) by the translators 
{Weber, with the biasPing ©favourable birth"j j 
Ludwig, "with all that which one ©alls day-born"! 
Orlll, "with whatever a day of luob brings 
forth")I R* suggests "with all (of good things) t 
that the day brings, or that Is under heaven"» 
non© of those suits;the other oocurenee*, 
ausplelous* cornea very near its sense'« Its
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opposite Is anahar-gata, aankh.sr.XIV,51,2-5 fborm
on an unlucky day1 - papa-naksatre gatah, 1tanaJjj&»26
and elsewhere Either 1% Is fb o m  on a good
(punya) day* or *born by day In distinction
from night' (cf. naktamgata 1.23*1.)
♦with the name1 might mean 'with kind or species1,
cf. VjU.B."------- Bloomfield p.351.
It seems that a- harjata- here probably
refers to the God Bhaga and that there is a pun
1
upon the word, as it also means fluck» cf.AV.
19• ^4*5• 9• . Bhago ma Bhagena'vntuj 3*^6.5. Bhago 
era bhagava astu devas tena vayem bhagavantah syama; 
1I4..I *3lu sam Bhagena sam Aryanma earn Dhata srjatu
1. Cf. Macdonell, Ved.Myth., pl^S, "The word bhaga 
also occurs bout twenty times in the RV. with 
the sense of 'bounty,wealth, fortune1 f and the 
ambiguity is sometimes played upon".
J C - }$•>*£*> ‘:-'"jt^ l‘ £si<vi; ‘"'.
varooaa ,«to., Bhfiga la frequently mentioned together 
with Arymasn » Pusan, Brtiaapati etc*, (ef.AV .
etc.)and night
nnturlly he expected In 5,?R,1P#. as well as 
In 3*1U.1. (the latter immediately followed by,
•>enm vah arjatv Aryama sam Pitsa sam Brlraspstlhi §;
saw Indro y p  bhanarjayah )♦ In BVt1 B«*s
•Is called sister of Bhage,*dtlch suggests that * 
the letter wag a morning deity, probably a| 
portlcmlnti aspect of the sun » A V . % l6«t-RV.,7# 
devoted to Bhagft, ia composed as If to be 
chan tod in the morning. f )  This supports the above $ : ■  
contention and wakes it plausible that prator- 
jitom in V*2, which la generally translated; «s J 
•early -rising1 and Tfoieh Sayana (on !?V*) takes 
iea two separate words, is probably a corrupt ion
1# Of* Ved« tfyth, p,)|JunIn the aggregate sense they 
(ie. the Adityas) art the gods of celestial light, 
without representing any pnrtic\iafr manifestation 
of that light, such as sun, moon, stars, or dawn*# 
and j p - #nT>aw*i is Bhaga^s sister Bhaga’s
P 0 * t *  t* adored with w y ;  ) # - f l ^ h y * *  rise s
js up te Visttu as on Bhaga*s path (5>5h ; Yaska 
I  describes Bhaga as presiding oven the forenoon:- 
(trir,i2,i5f,i^ |
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of pratarjatam ‘b o m  in the n.oming*, essentially 
the sane as our aharjata-.
ANDIKA-
Esa yajnanam vltato bahistho vistarin- am paktva 
dlvaxu a vivesa: andikam kumudam samtanotl bisam 
aalukajj. saphako mulali: etas tva dhara upa yantu 
sarvah svarge loke madhumat pin-vamana upa tva 
tiathantu puakarinth samantah 4.3.4,5.
W a !sya ksetre puskarini na'ndikam Jayate bisam: 
yasmin raatre nirudhyate brahmajaya oitya 5.17.16.
Previous Scholars: "This extended, is of 
sacrifices the best carrier; having cooked the 
viatarin, one has entered the sky; the bulb-bearing 
lotus spreads (sam-tan), the blsa caluka,caphaka,mulali t  
let all the streams (dhara) come unto the swelling honey- 
edly in the heavenly (avarga) world; let complete 
(Samanta) lotus-ponds approach thee.” ---Whitney (4,54.5 
w Not in his field is a lotus-pond, the bulb (? biaa) 
of the bulb-bearing lotus is not produced 
(Jan) , in whose etc, etc. * — - ibid. (5. 1716).
TJhder he notes, The rass#(with the
exception, doubtless accidental, of our P#K# ) 
all read ba-hiathas at end of a , and this SPP#ret -3 
a ins, while our text makes the obviously called- \ it 
for ^emendation to vah-f lfce things mentioned 
in c,d appear to be edible parts of water-lilies; 
the bulbous roots, leaf#stems, and radical fibres, 
which in some species, as the Wymphaoa eaculentn, ore 
savory, and which are eaten somewhat like asparagus..*, 
• •♦The kunruda is the K.oaaulenta (kairavafcomm.)? 
and the comnuexplains bisa (ho reas visa) as 
the root-bulb the padma (Weluribium specie sum) 
cf.Lanman, JAO^.TTX.Pd half .p#151f •, caluka r s  
that of utpala (a TTymphaea ), caphaka as a hoof- 
capha shaped water-plaht, and mulali na - m m a l i . , 
Caphalra occurs also at! Ap Cs#1#x#ll$.#ll|. v where :- 
it seems to signify an edible plant or fruit, pexhaps'^ 
a water-^at1*#
Of the six names giben in lu^iwB.o.d#'; 
the meanings of these are definitely knownt 
kumuda-is the water lily, Paluka is its root, and nul- 
ali-is the root of the lotus (Pali has exactly 
the same form) f of which the latter two are j5 
edible# Bisa, in later literature, is oftett|^\: 
confused with mrnnla-(mulali»)j it* is .however,.
distinct from the latter (cf.mrnslnm cn bisanvitam, 
charaka ,cikitBS.11 ,^1 bisani ea mrnalam ca#....
Ibid v PP? bisa-mrnnla-kasenika-srnga-takm.... . • , 
Susputa, autra.Ch.P1,) and must originally have 
meant the atom of plants like water-lily, lotus e*-e.f 
The water-lily grows a bulbous (egg-shaped )ooutainer
L i 11’ - H  • £ - *  V ; . ^ U 5  \ £ W * § v ? > 1 p R .:• *f*.'
Of seeds and the lotus, one which looks like a
horse*s hoof with a olrcnlar flat top gradually
tapering downwards till.lt joins the stem? both of
these are edible (ie# only the aeeds). The former^
?
may be the andlka- and the latter the saphaka-*
The three pairs of words in the above verse stands 
in such a way th t one In each pair seems to be the
subject of sam tanoti and the other its object,thusi
' 7; ■-'! 7'J •
"The wat^r-llly spreads the fegg-likef (at the top), 
the (lily)-stem-— - the lily-root, (down) (and) the
stjiv w ^ v  V v  » *’'*«.•.a , . e  r?!> *" *•j • ,
lotus-root- thefhoof-like* (at the top)”. This would 
Imply emendation of Saphako to-knm. A similar ■
1 • It is interesting to note that it is celled bhet in 
BenSalif while what is known as *egg*fruit* in English
is called Bhata in Kindi.
?. Sapaka in Ap.Srsu. 9*llj..llj.. krsnajinam daksina kuto- 
va karno va gardabho h^rino va harlnapraka va sy*maka- 
patro va saphako vefti vijnay^te, is explained by  the 
commentator ^s & fdear thnt s lost a hoof* and Caland 
follows him in this translation.Y; Y *
-I*-
emendation seema to be required also for 
vitato and vahlstho (as emended by Wh) in a ,which 
would then agree with vistarinam and thus leave 
eaah free to be the subject of paktva and a vivesa.
AYAVANA -
Srug darvir neksanam ayavanam dronaialasah 
kumbhyo vayavyani patrani fyam eva krsnajinam
9.6.17.
Iyam eva prthivi kurabhi bhavati radhyamanas-
yau ’danasya dyaur apidhanam. 11.3.11...........
brhad ayavanam rathantaram darvih. v.16.
Sarvant samago abhijitya lokan yavantah 
Kamah earn atitrpas tan: vi gahetham ayavanamca 
darvir ekasmin patre adhy uddharayai *nanw12.^.36.
Previous Scholars: Sayana, on 11.3.16, 
explains ayavanam eg udake prakslptanam 
misranasadhanam kastham. Similar is his explan­
ation of niksana- in RV. 1.162.1% which BR. rightly 
identify with neksana - in AV. given
above, but to which they give the meaning 
’f j r jp i t*  as containing the r o o t  n i k s  »to  p i e r c e * .
For alternance of c and e , cf.Snehitis RV.B.RS.1%
Snlhitim SVi in the corresponding passage and else­
where in RV. For lengthening of the root-vowel in
niksana, see under ADRUKSKA.
5-
To ray thinking both neksana-( or in ksana-) 
and ayavana-mean fa strainer1, as used in 
separating broken par£s of the Soma plant from 
t^e juice, meat from broth , or rice from water; 
neksana-literally meaning * perforated1 (sroot niks- 
fto pierce*)# and ayavana-, * separatorf 
(:root yu-to separate*)• This contention is based 
on the following considerations! (1) HV•1•1^ 2•13• 
yan nikaanam mamspacanya ukhaya ya patrani yusna 
asecananlt usmanya api-dhana carunam ankah sunah 
pari bhusanty asvam, Just after niksanam are 
mentioned the vessels into Which broth is poured 
out, which would suggest that niksanam may^have 
something to do with clearing the broth of meat. 
(2)In AV.9.6.1-17. the process Of and the materials 
used'in entertaining a guest are compared to those 
respectively in performing a sacrifice, of which 
vs. ll|~17 relate to the pressing of soma and the 
cooking of barley or rice* TTow, the importance of a 
stirring stick in the c*ee of the former is not 
apparent, while if it means a •spit* it do^s not 
*$ply to either. (*>) The Ladle and the strainer, 
as important Indian cooking utensils always go
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together as in all the three verses quoted abovet 
no suoh importance is seen for the stirring stick. 
Moreover, in 12.3.36. c, d, the ayavana and the 
ladle are said to be plunged in a vessel in order 
to take out something; a stirring stick is 
unlikely to be used for such a purpose.
ASURGA-
flir balase ftah pra prata 1 sungah aisuko 
yatha: atho it a iva hayano fpa drahy aviraha.6.llj..3.
Previous Scholars* He balasa....... yatha
yena prakarena asungah asugami susukah etatsamjno 
mrgo duram dhavati tadvat gaccho*— - Say ana. 
nM.wohl so v.als asuga, H*eines Thieres, vielleicht
eines Vogels*......Moglich ist die Auffassung (in AV. ):
wie ein Fullen, das Zum Rosse (asu) lauf’ti — bR.
"Fly forth from here, 0 balasa, as a swift foal 
(after the mare). And even, as the reed in every
year, pass away without slaying men". --Bloomfield
"Fly forth, 0 balasa, like a young acumga, n- Whitney
In the present reading it is doubtful 
ivhether we have to take asungahbr sisukah as the 
substantive. If following BR. and Whitney we
take the former as a noun, denoting some bird,
And sisukah its adjective, the coraparision falls 
flat, since a young bird can hardly fly. On the 
other hand, if asumga- is an adjective, the forma­
tion causes difficulty. As a rule, when, in a 
compound word, a nominal stem has a nasal Just 
before the verbal root following it, it is simply 
the sign of the accusative of that stem. Asu- beipg 
an adverb can only have asu in the accusative. The 
only other apparent exception to this rule is maksum- 
gama- in maksumgamabhir utibhih R.V.8#22.l6.cf. 
Wack#2#1.s86 (e)#ni Ved Gr#S.276 (p . 16I|_ .fn.1^.)
But maksum-gama- may be explained as meaning’going 
to the quick1 (in sacrifice)*,*not quickly-gofng*.
Sisu(ka)- means *the young of an animal 
or man1 and it often stands for the calf as in 
RV. 2.9lj-.8. dhenur na sisve* the latter may be its 
meaning also here, its running away (at the 
approach of manjowing to nervousness), which is k 
the point of comparison, being well-known. In view of 
this - taf sungah may be considered a corruption 
for -ta asmgah, helped by the pronunciation of 
r as ru in some parts of Southern India, of# tabhi 
stupto, srupto, or stuto for bhis trpto in AV# 19#ij.. 1d 
(WH's notes). Asrngah 'hornless* would imply that the 
calf is very young and would thereby support the
point of comparison.
A8RAVA- %
Yatha dyam ca prthivim oa »ntas 
tisthati tejanam 5 eva rogam oa ’sravam ca fntas tisthatu
munja it.1.2.h.
. Ad anga kuvid anga aatam ya bhesajani v v
te: tesam asi ;tvam utlamam anasravam aroganam
2. % p. Nicaih khananty asura arusranam idam nahat: 
tad asravasya bhesajam tad u rogam aninasat V.3.(of 
which o 3c d are repeated as c Sc d of vs.I; and 5).
Sat am ya bhesajani te sahasram samgatani 
ca: srestham asrava-bhesa.lam vasistham roganasanam. 6.
uu.?.
Previos Scholars: Sayana explains asrava- rb 
mutratisara -(diabetes) in 1 . 2 . h - * ,  atisara-timutra 
nadivranadayah (diarrhoea, diabetes, nicer, 
etc., ) In 2.3.2. and r*ktasrava-(bleeding) in 
6.hit..2. w!3in Korperschaden,Gebrechenw, ~ — BR.
!Diarrh® a",— -Bloomfield and Qrill. The latter 
remarks (P.^0):”2.b. asrava nicht: Pluss,eiternde 
Wunde Durchfall (Darila: atisara), Die dreimalige 
zusammen stellung mit roga lasst fur letatres.die 
Bedehtung: Leibweh (cf. ruj f.) annehmen (so 
ist 2, B. cirorogam oirsakti Kopweh bei Dar.1
4*9-
"Asrava is rendered by the indefinite twrm *flux,t 
ite specific meaning being uncertain; — -**hiteney, 
under P.?.2*
Tt seems to we that the specific meaning 
•bleeding1 is required in all the above occurences 
of asrava. The fdlowing are the reasons; (1)
AV. 1*2* is about the defiance (v2) and avoidance 
(V3) of the arrows of the enemy. Vl*. would fit in 
with the other verses only if it relates to a wound 
already made, and its cure; otherwise, as Whitney 
suggests, tV would seem unconnected. See Katxs, 
lli.7. and 12, and Whitney's introduction to the 
hymn. (2) Hymn contains the word arusrana- '
wound-healer* twice, vs. 2 and 5# ***<1 appears to 
be directed only against the healing of rounds 
and stoppage of bleeding. (^) Roga-, found in 
every case with asrava-, seems to have a special 
meaning here, probably a derivative and 
archaic one "wound",lit.'breach (in the body)*: 
rtrf-'to break*. This would help to d e a r  the 
obscurity of the second half of the first verse 
quoted above, showing at the same time its special 
connection with asrava-, and would also givs a point 
to 6.I|l|..1.The heaven has stopped, the earth has 
stopped, this whole world has stopped: the erect
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sleeping trees have stopped, may this thy wound
(ie.its bleeding) stop#” And lastly, (I4.) 6# contai:
the word vatiterta-nasani- whichas shown by Zimmer,
Alt. Indsches Leben# P»389# means ‘healer of the
wound1. Thus all the three hymns in which asrava-
is found are solely directed towards the healing 
1
of wounds.
TJTTAR ADRAU*
Mesa iva vai sam oa vi co rv acyase 
yad uttara-drav uparas ca khadatah: sirsna siro 
•psasa 1 pso arda-yann amsun babhasti haritebhir 
asabhih. 6# IjO. p.
Previous Scholars? Sayana, following 
Kaus. U6#llv# considers all the three verses in the 
hymn as addressed ,to Agni by the pupil on the 
occasion of his preceptors cremation# His reading 
is slightly different, having ucyase ( uc samavaye) 
for acyase in a, aparah for aparah in b and 
bibhasti (bhaksayatl ) in d • He explains uttar- 
adrau either as uparyvavasthita- kastha-yukte 
dahya- sarire or utkrstataradrume mahavrksabhuyisthe
vane and supplies Agnlh as subject of babhasti in d #
1. Vatikrta- is found again at 6*109.3# together with 
tesipta-(bouised)wh#) and atividdha-(‘pierced 1),and 
vatiteara- at °.8.(13)*20 together with visalpa-, vidrddhs 
and alaji-, all referring to an abcess or boil of some kl
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"wie eln beutel blasbalg zeihst du ZuBammen welt 
d&nn auszelnander dich, wenn der oben luufende 
uttara- drah? stein und untere freazen, drangend 
kopf an kopf, wange an wange friazt er die atangel 
iiiit grunem maul %  — — Ludwig# p.432# "Like a ram# 
thou art bent together and wide apart , when in the 
upper wood the upper and the lower stone devour; 
exciting (ard) head with head, breast (apsas) with 
breast, he gnaws the Soma-atalks with green mouths”,
- Whitney#
The verse is one of three forming a hymn, 
which seems to have be^n originally unconnected 
(see Whitney, introduction to the hyim), As it stands 
it hardly gives any connected sense, and the text 
(given by Th. in the notes) as found in Ppp.,KS.,or 
Ap.Sr# is still worse# The correct reading seenis to be: 
iuesa iva vai sam oa vi oo 9rv acyase yad 
uttara dvav uparas oa khadathah :
FOOTNOTE CONTINUED.
Zimmer identifies vata- with Germ, 9Wunde9. It seems 
to contain a root van- 9 to out9 which is probably to 
be traced also in van; vana- 9wood9# vamsa- 9bainboo9 
(cf. vrksa- 9treel: vrasc- fto cut1 ), vasi- 9axe9 etc. 
If this is identical with van- 9to like1 9to enloy9, 
the development of meaning may be traced thus: vto out* 
fto divide* 9 to share9 9to enjoy9.
sirsna giro psasaipso ardayann amsun babhatsi 
harite- bhir asabhlh. "Like a ram, thou' art bent
together and wide apart, when, 0 upper stone, 
thou and the lower one , the two,devour, pressing 
head with head, breast xvith breast, thou gnawest
the Soma-stalks with green mouths".
As whitne^ also has suggested alternatively,
the aotion of the stones here Is compared to that 
of the rams, butting and drawing back, in a ram- 
fight, a favourite pastime even now in India*
The corruption would be explained by a graphie 
confusion in the change from dva- {  ) to dra-
( ) , followed by an emendation of Khadathah to
-tah, and a metathesis in babhatsi to -sti, the 
former being the second person singular present 
of root bhas-, viz*, babhasrsi ( for change of 
s to t , of*Wack* 1*155)*
Similar must be the case with babhasti in v.1. 
of the same hymn, nahi te Agne tanvah kruram 
anamsa martyah: kapir babhasti tejanam svam jarayu 
gaur iva; which Whitney translates, "Surely no 
mortal, o Agni, hath attained the cruelty of thy self 
(tanu)* The ape gnaws (bhas) the shaft (tejana), 
as a cow her own after-birth"• Here the second 
half verse, as it stands, presents no traceable
connection with the first, and as nothing ; 
is ?mown about the ape* a gnawing a shaft, the 
comparison Is obscure#*^ But an emendation of 
babhasti to -tel and to Jon am to tejnnara not only > 
brings out a good sons©, but also supports Karaites*s 
injunetiom *The tawny one,’thou gnawest thin© own 
man (!•©• worshipper, namely,ray preceptor). Hire a 
cow her jiftor-birth-1^  For Kapi-ln the sense of ftawnyf• 
cf# Abhldhana-FaJendra# ay.Kavl,; and also Kapila- 
and teapisa-* :
HBAOTIT
Tj|dra Jahi pumamsan yaludhonam uta striysm may- . 
aya sasadanora? vigrivaso muradova rdantu ma to drsant 
suryam uoc^rantfwa. W»7#10lw4lu
j Previous Scholars! Rdantu- nasysntu, .* 
sasadanam - himsantim— — — —  say ana, HV# and AV*
BfU# followed by Gras smarm, consider it a f o m  
of Jard and give the meaning ilhBewegung (der Theite) 
gerathen, %©rstieben, sich suflosen,« *0 Tndra,
frapp# le sorcler male £ et Is femelle qui s^nor* 
guillet de ea magict quo le demons au eol tors v  
soient aneantist qufila ne voient pas le sole 11 se - 
lever* Henry tf0 Indra, smite the man sorcerer, lihewis© 
the woman ;:wh6j is prevailing with magic (Maya)j let
the neckless false-worshippers vanish (rd); lot
thorn not so© th© sun moving upwards".----
Whitney, with tho remark, "The obscure rdantu is gloss­
ed by tho comm, with nacyantu".
Besides here the root rd i$ found in the 
following typical instances: (a) ardra- RV. l.ufi.li, 
2.13*6. AV. 1.5?.°. and in the compounds danu- 
AV.l6.3.!j*, VS. pavi-AV. 16.3.I4.. pavitra- AV
P •6.27., hasta- AV-12-3-13-.(b) rdu- in rdudara, 
epifche’ of 7udra RV. 2.33.5. of Mitra, Varunna, and 
the Acjlfcyas ib.3.§l|..10, of Soma ib. 8.lv8.10., and 
rdupefp.rdu pe) and rduvrdha (p.rdu vrdha) RV.8.77.11 5
(c) ardan dhanvani RV. J.4..17*?* (d) katam ardati AV.12.1^ 
3, (e) ardati, fto pray*, ardana*prayer1, later Sans.:
(f) prardayo nicer apasah samudram RV*6.17*12.;
(g) udadhim ardaya AvJi.18.6. ardayati ib.V.11.
(h) paranoam susmam ardaya AV.^.^.I., (l)v*tram arday- 
RV. 1.1^7 .1.10.l!±2.2. Ayum, Kutsam, Atithigvam - -
».R3.2. vi parirapah 2.23.l)i.; fj) sirsna siro psasa
^pso ardayan AV. 6.1|.9«2. and later Sans.
Outside Sanskrit it is found in the Or.verb 
fto sprinkle, to water* and in 
the derivatives «water for sprinkling*, 'vase
of water*; also in Av. ar dvi »goddess ofthe waters.--
— Boisacq, Greek Dictionary, sv*
All facts considered, the original 
meaning appears to be , (f)’ to be or make wet 
or watery’, from which, through association 
of Ideas, must have developed the following meanings:
(2), from the impression of running ^ater or rainfall,
(i ) ’to glide’, (11) ’to fall’; (3), from moistening 
one’s heart throuj$i prayer, fto pray, to ask for’; vi 
[ b ) , in the causatives, (1) to make something, such 
as water, glide, (ii) ’to mhke fall’ , *to send down --.V; 
rRlnf,etc., (ill) ’to make an enemy fall’, i.e.
to defeat or kill; (5)t I| (iii) ’to press or
."•I I \ Xmp*: • ‘:3 "3% T; - ■ tSh f ;
oppress
1 • Prof* Sieg thinks these are probably two different
roots, (1) rd- ’to water’contained in the Or.and Av. 
instances, in ardn-, and probably in rdu-, and ( ? )
rd- ’to fall’ contained in the other instances. But 
considering the relationship of dru- ’to melt’, and 
dru-’to glide’, Rto run fast’, of gal-’to melt’ and 
gal -to slip or fall’, H# girna’to fall’, and of Kng.
verbs drip and drop, it seems not unlikely that they 
are one and the same root in different stages of develop­
ment of meanings* Walde, sv*erd- ,(zer) fliessen, 
Fenchtigheit’‘, also connects ardati, rdatri ’flows etc. '
ardayati ’kills etc’, ardra rwet’, rduh-*tfloisture, and
Av.' asdvi- althoupgi he separates Gr. etc*, from
this group.
we shall now see how these meanings fit 
in with the above typical instances*
To begin with, (a) ardra not only means’wet’ 
(i-e.) soaked with water) as in *Rv. P.t^.^.yo bhojsnam 
oa daynse oa vnrdhanem erdrad a suskam modhumad 
dudohittra, but also •watery* (i.o.composed wholly 
of water) as in Hv. 1.116. iu tisrah ksapas trir aha 
•tivrajsdbhtr Nasatya Bhujyum bhathuh patangaihs 
samudrasya dhanvsnn ardrasya pare t^ihhi rathaih satapnd 
bhih salasvaih, and in ardradanu- ’having watery drops1 
of .VB.Ifl.KS* aamudro nsbhasvan ardradanuh.
(b) YaSka, TTir*6.P.equates rdudara-with ); 
mrdn&ara- and ir followed, by Bayana and Br* „ the 
latter giving the moaning hnild* sanft, gnadig1* 
Following the traditional accentuation Gnassmonn splits 
up the word Into rdu dara (suggested) also by B.7. )j 
the pada tekt does not divide it. I think, as does 
also G^assmarm, that an element rdu- (which has 
nothing to do with mrdu-) is to be seen in the three 
words rd\idora-,' rdupe, and rduvrdha. Hdudara- 
probably has the swme meaning as vapodara- in Hv.fl.17* 
fl. tuvlgnivo vapodar ah subahur andhaso made: Tndro 
vrtrini jighnate, which does not appear to mean •obese’ 
as taken by ftrassmann* but rather ’one having fat
(here a special variety of it, namely, Ghee) 
in his stomach1 ( like vajajathara,-epithet of 
ghnrma-, ru19*lu)j cf. the epithets, ghrtannau 7Y, 
6.67,8.ghrtasuti 1.1^ 6.1., P . M . 6. ahd idtrtayoni S.62.2 
of Fitr a - V a r u m , ghrtasutl 6.69,64 of Indra-Visau, 
and #irtasri 10.6*5.2. j£hrtasnu-9.flfl.% of Soma .
Compare also vapavnnte, epithet of Agni H.V.6.1#3. with 
Ghrtavantam yonira of Agni 7.V?10.91*U« "Thus rdu- vapa- 
or ghrta-( srd with meaning 2.1.), and the second;; 
element is udars. not dara,
. >•'; c ^ O v This moaning of rdu- suits also HV.9. ;
77.11. tuviksam to sukrtam crumayam dhanuh sadhur bundo 
hiranyayahi ubha te bahu ranya ausamskrta rdupe eid , 
rduvrdha, of which the fourth pnda seems to have * 
presented a difficulty **ver since the time of Yaska. 
Sayana simply quotes Ya^ka, Tir. 6.2., ©an nirukte 
ekam api/psdem vihaya Yaokena vyakhyata, tad eva 
1 iky ate. Tqviksom bahu-viksepam mshaviksepom te 
sukrtam sumayam susukham dhanuh sadhaylta te bundo 
h irony ayahs ubha te bahu ranyau ramantyau snmgrarayau 
v a f rdupe ardana-pntin^u mnrmany 0rdannvodhlnau va *
Ttow the form Rdupe (not j  however, considered a f -  
pragrtiya In the pods) can qualify, as an adjective, "'-y.. 
a masculine noun bahu does not appear. BR. and 
Grassmonn take it to mean fbion© Oder ein onderes
missigkeit suchenrtes ThierJ f* but even then the fore© 
of cid ^even* is lost find it© have to assume it here 
as equivalent to iva* It i8 probably the locative 
singular of rdupa-# »in the sucking of butter1/ 
used iA a verbal sense like avaghrnh ( avaghran t m  <
*smelling’$ in Ap# Sr* 8*l6*5*12*j 1 3 * 1 7 * ° * • lit.*
'Ph© adj* sueimislafta^wellpolished* seems also to 
imply the rubbing of Tndra* a arms with flhee ( or some 
other oily substance), which would afterwards shine 
and thus give cut all the more the g^ocs due to i t :
(rduvrdh-)*^ Thus wo m^y translator "Many-killing, 
well-mnde, well finished is thy bow, magnifient, 
golden is (thy) arrow? both thy arms are fit f or ' 
the fipht (ranya- rsna- tfight*), well-polished, which, 
even in sucking butter, rre butter-inereaw-ing"* 
g (o)^Ardan dhanvahi in W*V*fc«17«&* tova 
tviao janiman rejata dy*ur ejad bhumir bhiyasa svnsyo 
manyoht rgha-yanta subhvah parvataaa ardan dhanvoni ; 
sarayanta a pah, probably meana *tho drylands became .....
wet* (1)*t cf* the contrast between the wet sea and
1V  ?rof* Tieg tliinks that lie rV too, Vs~Jta (diithe r<m;* 
rd -means ^to fall* the imagery, according to him, being 
that the mountains dropped* down stones -onto the dry land 
and water below,i; and made the latter move* H e f together wit 
several other authorities, considers that the passage 
refers to the violent movements on the earth1 s surface •
"'during a volcanic eruption or earthquake* Thisthowev©r, s 
is not sufficiently clear from the context, which seems 
rather to indulge in a glorification of Tndra by stating
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tho dry land In quoted above, nnd
Dhsnvant srotah krnute lb«1.9*5#10# a or Ire fva 
dhanvan ni jajasa te vicnm AV»9»19«1» :
(d) Kataxa ardati in AV#1 ?•!*•*• ^Utaya 
•sya earn siry nte slonaya katan ardati t bendaya dahynnte 
grhah kemaya diyate svam, definitely me^ns 
• falls into a pitT«
fe) Ardait in the sense of 1 requesting, 
praying (5)’ iB found only in classical Sanskrit
as in flaghuvamsa #17...... #nirg’:litambugarbham :
aarad#innam na *rdeti catako *pi.
(f) In the instance quoted above it mean* 
•thou modest (the waters) glide forward
(g) In the ^ AV. instances quoted above 
it means •send derm (tho cloud) (Ijii) ?
r v - > v v- ^  (h) Ava monyur ova •yata *va bahu ; 
raanoyujai parasara tv am tesam pamncam suamam ardaya 
•dha no rayim a krdhi, AV, is translated
by Whitney "Down (ava) be» the fury , down the drawn 
arrow, down the mind-yoked arms* 0 demolisher
1. coutiuu^
that fixed states of things alter whon he is angry tef, in 
particular v,1*5, Another objection is that the constructs
of the verse is such as to imply that dhairvani and apah
are a* much subject to the verbs attach^, to them as w 
dyauh. bhumlh end p « m t a « a h  to those attache” Tb them
(pnnacara ) , do thou vox (and) away th© vehemonoe 
(enema) of thorn \  then gob ue wealtht.X think d 
rather moans, *do thou male© their vohomenoe fall 
far away (!»• 11)f .
(i) xn the defeating or Trilling of \ 
enemies the idea of making them fall (!*. 111) 
la prominent.
v'^ C J ) air ana elro 1 prase 1 poo andayan 
amsun babh&stl hantebhir asabhlh, ^hltney f
hae 'ocitlng (ard) h a d  with head, broaat 
fapses) with breast,etc.f It rather means 1press­
ing (5) head with head,etc. Ardati In this: . 
sense is common In Inter Sanskrit.
; $  V Rdontu in the verse under discussion 
appears to contain the root -aorist stem and ; 
to menn ,fell| (P.ii). Accordingly our verse 
may be translated t *0 Tndra, slay tho male 
sorcerer and the female, lining ;<forth with 
magicf let -the root-devotees fall neckless 
(on the ground)* may they not see the rising 
sun".
T. !'ho monnYhg^to sh inol ortTi," to' eel 
given by Orassmann as the first meaning of ;»ad-t 
seems to suit all the Rigvodic occurroncos. TMraaeve 
are those v fh o  are devotea to the roots, as moans of
sorcery, as the rsis to the Qods. It does not 
nocoooarily imply llttealfty worshipping the roots ,but
simply expecting everything through their help, as 
others do through that of the Clods. For Fuller diir 
cussion, see sv.bolow.
ERtf-
H d ap m to 'lfavu tas  t a  iy n r ta  v r s t i r  yet v is v a  
n iv a ta s  p m n t i i  e j a t l  g loha trsnye fvn tunno f run  
tundann patyo »va joya* 6 * 2 2 .* : . -  w ith
▼ ^ r io n t s t * . . , . • • *??ardtns. . . .  *v rs tim  ye v is v e  
m aruto ju n ^ n tit  k r o s a t i  ftarda#..*«parum  tu n jn n n ., . . .
V*l*t Ppp** rrlth tho majority of SpP*s . ^ .i
authorities and some of read udaplutas.
One of ,,t P8 (*) mss*f three of SPPfs« and
apparently also the coranentatori text have ^alha 
for £leha*«*  — ^ee Eh»s notes* f .
Pnda?••*.,.•.ten ••yah visvah............ pntya 1
Previous Scholars t Sayana on AVt He rnrutah 
uda prut ah udaVasyo p r e m k t m  tan median iyarta 
prernyeta»#.#*#ya yadiya yeaam meglhanaa! sambandhinl 
vratih visva visveni vrihiyavadini mivatah nimnngamin- 
lr nndia oa prnati purnyatl;••••#•# gahlayati V ^ 
kutsayatl bhitlm utpedayatitlf gahla stanayitnurupo : j- 
mndhyamitea vak| •••••*• •yfttha tunna dnrfdry odlbhlh
pldita kanya matapltredin kampeyati tadvat.......
arum ^ontaram mepham prapya tun j m a  ©bMsaman* 
dhvananti*, • ♦patya sshita jayeva*###mThe comment- %  
sry on the T.r. is essentially the sane except 
for alight modifications' required by tin text
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Pisehel, Ved•Stud• I.8*-85rf haa « lo»« disousn- ■
Ion on this verse, and after trying te Show, — - 
ta - tam! | garde- synonymous with glrtha-, both adj. 
meaning ‘lascivious** peru*^; pi and o r u - l r , : 
both synonymous, meaning ’penis', and tunjona £  
or tund'na, passive— — —  he tronslotosj -fo 1 
ihr Mnruta, in Wasser aohwintnendaenflet solohen 
Regen herob, daes er alls Thaler Anfulle. Rr raoge 
herabsturzen wie ein gelles T'adehen (aioh heflig 
bewegt), wpmn sle gebraueht wird (tvmna), wie eine 
Rreu, wetm ihr von den Wanner de penis eingestossan 3*. 
wird .0 mhitney renders, - *^ater- ewinming are 
i th© Wftruts t sond ye that rain which shall fill all 
the hollows* the glaha shall bestir itself, like 
ajgirl that is thrust, thrusting tho eru, like wife , 
with husband. " and remarks, "The text of*"this verse 
is hopelessly enrrupt, and all attempts to make 
"connected sense of the second half must apparently 
bo (lihe that of Pisohel in Ved rtud.1,8l,ff.) 
forced awl unsuccessful", See his elaborate notes.
•r It seems nooesanry first of all to try 
to reconstruct the original text and to find out the 
* valued grammatical or otherwise. of the obscure words 
Udaprnto Warut ’a  of T«". may be accepted, the first ?
-fo- I
qualifying nivatas and tho second being a vocative, I 
Ta# stands for tab, qualifying nivatas, the I
anunnsika standing merely to present a hiatus, of# ' 
sminanta evaih wv* 1 •rro, 2# kaa nabbles ndrivnh 
ib#1 • 1V>#6# striyah ertis ta (p#ta) u  wo pumsa ahuh lb# 
1#l6Jt# 16# ©to, and Stock# 1# 267* 7, The b of
T*s# is simply a substitution, du© to reminiscence, 
of b of R.v#?*1?^*}* (Jlaha Is a simplification/<to 
a bettor known vx>vd of galha (so© v#l*above), 
which meu have come out of gilda, a variant of \-§ 
gnrdo, through a confusion of d ( ) and h ( )
c#f*hasyan ahasymi in sow© mss* for dasyan nda^syan AV* 
6#71# % ,'(in ^ h fs collation book)# ahuta, variant 
bif ad uta AV# 1 <7#?#% (?hfs notes) ©to. ,gru- In AV, 
must be a corruption for peru, occasioned through a. 
confusion of a ( ) and p ( ) , c#f# v.l*to
Parisistas of .the AV#, XTVITT#1l6t where mss,'*
A‘#1%T#V* rend polnva for allavaf oh# 8#
C AV#8*?M. JCresati in TS, is due to a 
remembrance of trigh#1#1t*‘ysherejgalda is considered 
a synonym of Vak». s Pstyeva-is for patya Iva 
patyo iva, an instance of double sandhi, of# 
vnndanova for vandanah iva Av# 7# 115#2# Krtyeti 
for 1Trty©[ iti, 10#1 #15# vateva for vntah iva,* 
ucchisai^sam for ucohisah esam (as shown by meter)
Av# ; 10#1 #17* etc# j Jaysva patye Is a favourite vedio ;
expression , here Inverted for the sake
of meter, cf. Jayeva patye tanvam rlrloyam R.v. 10.
10. 7. which contains the same idea,as here,
and also RV. 1*12^i7, 10.71 .i|.# Or probably
va is to be read here instead of iva as in a
s". ■ i .
number of instances in the RV., ef. Grassmann , 
Wort., sv. iva. Tunjana as read by the commentator 
and the TS. will be found a better reading than tun- 
dana. / V ;-
the reconstructed text would be 
(in pada patha ) udaprutah Marutah tah iyarta vrstih 
yah visvah nivatah prnatij ejati galda kanya iva 
tunna perum tunjana patye iva jaya.
we have now to find out the meaning of 
galda and peru. Kesavasvamin, a very careful 
and well-read lexicographer (see Introduction 
to Kalpadrukosa, G0S.X1II, voll p XXXVIIIf), gives 
the meaning ’stream or current1 to garda: garda stri 
dravadharayam dhamanisu ca vaci na. The other 
two meaning^, viz, ’veins1 and ’speech’ must have 
come out of a metaphorical use of the word, ---—  
’veins and ’speech considered as streams. This 
is apparently supported by the Nighanta, which, 
besides counting galda- amonfc the homonymous words 
at U*3«, has st 1*11: slokah dhara   dhamani
nalih*.•••#»• galda s&reh suparnl bekure fti
saptapcnoosod vannemani. ‘ftven a o w p o r y  
glance at the Wighantu will suffice to show,/ 
that the words given there aafivunes9 of a certain 
thing are not to be token literally os synonym.
T h & y  ore in almost every ease a motley collection 
of synonyms ne i^ell as of ^ords adjoctivaly or 
metaphorically used in reference to the object 
in question* Tha same must be the ease here, 
as the selected words given above n i l  show.
Nir*1 hastngalda dhamanayo bhavantl galanam
asu dhiynto? ft tva visantv lndnva a galda dhamaninam1 
(foundln Tf.s.r., elsewhere with variants? see Ved.r 
Concord)! nanavibhalcty ete hhavatoh, agftlana 
dhamaninam ity fttra *rthah". As a matter of fact, 
the meaning ♦streom1 Is ^hat is required here,flet 
the drops (of Soma) enter thee, enter the streams 
of thy veins*. The other ‘known occurence of the 
word Is in W &  ma (af?v.)
tva somasya galdsya sada yacarrn sham gir~ (Jyatsv. )i^ 
bhurnim rnrgara na savanesu cukrudham ka isanara 
na yaeisat. w**ay T n o t a s k i n g  always (for something) 
with streams of Roma, (and ) with prnyer, onger thee in 
the libations9 like a (wild) boastj Who would 
not beg of tho lond*»r of. soraasya dhara Thr#9.°0.1.
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and may other instances where dhara stands for 
the stream of soma, Grassmann, Wort., s.v. 
dhara. The above two will, I think, explain why 
the Nigh* grouped dhamani and galda among the 
names of speech. H. Gad f fimpur liquor from an 
indigo vet1, Beng* gad 1 foamy dirt on the 
surface of a liquid, such as treacles1 are 
probably the same word as galda-, the meaning 
having conceivably been transferred from the 
foamy surface of a stream, when full*
Peru- appears to be only a bye-form of 
a pera- or pwla *testiclesf. For altemaces of 
a and u , see above under AKStX. As a matter 
of fact Vj.178.126 has pheluka, aatriyo muskakssan 
dah pheluko vrsano *ndukah. Here it stands for 
the female generating organ.cf*muska»testicles 1 
used in the e*me sense, amusya adhi muskayoh 
AV. 6.138.5., arayan asya muskabhyam bhamsase fpa 
hanmasi 8.6*5* T. jnnsference of meaning from 
testicles1 to the • generating organ1 is also found 
in Hindu ar, Beng. •penis1 anda •testicles1.
For use of singular instead of dual,cf.urum in 
AV. 1Lu2.3°* *• roho 'rum upa dhatsva hastam etc. 
Kantsavya Nighantu, parisista of the AV. p . . 12lj_
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ha a pnramgntivilike (v.l,, tillks, puramgativ- 
ilike, pnramgati ) iti sbriprajananasya, which, 
as it "bands, do»s not give ny sense As this 
igh. professes to be particularly attached 
to the Av., we may expect to find these words 
in the latter# The correct reading may probably 
be perv- anga- tauvilika iti etc., peru found 
here, referring to the female org^n (strlprajanana-) 
angena in eva te sepah sahasa •yam arko ’ngena •
»ngnm samsamakara k m o t u  6.72.1, and tauvilika- 
in tauvilike *ve *laya fva »yam ailaba ailayit 
6.16.3, whose meaning is not certain but may 
possibly be the same.4-
Thus we may translate: ”0 Maruts, impel 
those hollows (viz., rivers, lakes,etc.), over*- 
flowing with water, all of which the rain fills 4 
up: may the current heave like a maiden, struck,
(or) a vdlfe offering (lit., thrusting forth) 
her member for the husband”.
* comparison is bewteen the undul­
ation of water, stirred by wind, and the tlslng 
and falling of the breast of a girl, sobbing when 
she is beaten, or of a wife, due to ^git'tion in 
coitus. For tunna,cf. gravna tunno abhistutah pavltrtm 
soma gacchasi Hv. r,.67.17., and for tun3ana,cf.atha; ,
• %% ..'«: '5^: i i%» ••**£>»-V .-ft g*T* * , A ;- - >tj: * j»* y vT *1 ''V > - f4 i
’, »bhara syena-bhrta pray riel raylm tunj nnb nbhi ;#
vajran nrsa ?1TV. 9.87.6. For a a i ^ l a r  idea 
as in ds, of. R V . % 61.3.^ 10.10.8, 10,86.6.,; «te.
Ailttu *“  iha ts m&nah TraJmtsalan iva 
J Jnaftyaht abhy enara bhuraa urnuhi. 18^.66. s
Previous ScholarBi 'Hie commentator 
reada Kakutsthala -, explaining it either be the ^ 
head o* the part of body Just below the neck.
"Dieser fj. du - hast delnera geist gelnazen 
kakutsalam T * Kutsalom es 1st t«n eine silbe 
Suvllj Jamayah kann nioht richtig sein, worm 
es von Jam! stamen eoll.j Villeioht ist. es 
,1 nm-ynh ale erdogebildeter den i^ - hnupte vandal- 
hden kakut»sclsf bodock ihn rings, o srde# 7 
T-Udwig, p.)ih2. ""’hoit yonder, hoi hither thy raindj 
as sisters tjami) ft Vakutaala, 4o thou cover him,
0 efirta*"»“— -~--?1hitney, iw "The translation 
implies the evidently necessary emendation 
to asau in aj both editions giro asau because 
this is read by all mss. The comm, understands;!
. the^word as vocative ." The Pet. Lexx.conjecture
knkutsala to be ;’a pet word for a little child."--—  
ib.notes
• '‘;*v The connect reading seems- to bo ; ...: 
kakutsthala* as rood by the c orient a tor* tho ? f 
th having dropped by manuscript corruption. Such 
dropplngjOf the last of tho throe consonants K ;
coming together is^found elsevhere*of# for instance,; 
nrsa- for arsya- ^t k#li#,5* f-nd kramnsv^rsa for 
vrsy* at v#9## kslnkahfor ksvi~ in two of
at °#:5.r7«, dhtiksa for -ksva in several 
mss. at 10#9#1?d.f budhnat for dhnyat in three of . : 
wh s at til «"5# etc#* Ifakut, -usually *the hump: ef a 
bull' , also signifies any raised place or t
prominence* and In kakutfcltrala- it- may stand for |Ur 
*the buttocks of a woman* * , as it certainly does| : 
in kakudmati~ *waist* lit. *h&ving a hump*;. The 
difference in accent is undoubtedly due to the - 
unintelllglbility of the word.  ^This meaning would  ^v - 
give a point to the comparison suggesting1a , v ' * ^  
''omplete and ca^e^ul covering of the bone-relics 
to which they refer: *like woman their,'/.;; »•;* ’r' .
buttocks* do thou cover round, 0 earth*#"
kAHAKWATTAr jff! > -
;tYad agnau sury© via am prthiryam osadhlsu ^ • 
yat* kandavisam kaneknakam niraet* Aitu to vis am 1Q»tu2!
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Previous Scholars: The commentary is
wanting. ~BR. consider each of kandavisa and ksna- 
knaka- a different varley of poison. Ludwig, Henry and 
whitney do not translate the two words. Bloomfield, 
who agree with them in not translating, remark at p#60^
"K and avi sham and kanaknam are it is not even
certain that the l»tfcer refers to a particular substance! 
the word may be an ajective qualifying lcandavisham.
It seems to an extensive formation from root Kan".
As suggested by Bloomfie\d, kanaknaka-
appears to contain an.extensive stem of root kan’to 
be bright’ The last -ka is, of course, a diminutive
suffix. The a- vowell, instead of if bewteen the two
parts of the reduplioated root is as in onra-cara-,
cataoala-, ghanaghana-#etc., while its lengthening
is prevented by the following conjunct, just as in
the cnse of the i-vowell,cf.Whitney, Bans. Oram. 100?.
Illf. The syncope in the second part is just like
that in panipnat-; pan-. Thus knnaknaka- would mean 
,bright1 fglistening, while kandavisa evidently means
•root poison* (:kanda-root1, for length of the second
vowellof. sahasramagha-f asvamagha- etc., ) I should
think from the first hemistich that the former refers
to the poison($f a s e rp e n t ) t h a t  is  in the f i r e  or in
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the sun, which would, of course, be bright, 
while the lat^e1" to that on the earth, among the 
herbs.
KAMALA-
Yah k m o t i  mrtavatsam avatokam imam striyam: 
tam osadhe tvam nasaya asyah kamalain anjivs:m.<Q.6.9
Previous Scholar: The last pada has been
understood variously: asyah kamalain garbhadvara,
anjivam abhi- vyektimat mlaksanopetam va. ---
Sayanaj *und ihre scheide sei glatt,1 —  Ludwig, 
p.52l*; * l ’etre lubrique et glissant qul la 
convoite1 —  Henry; "Whoever makes this woman 
having a dead child (-vatsa) or a miscarriage, 
him, 0 herb, do thou make disappear, lustful 
accusative for her, slippery" -—  Pitney.
Kamala here appears to be the same Tvord 
1
as samara- in ft.Br. 1.2.18, tasya ha snatasya_____
1 • Altemances of s and It, of which the definite 
conditions are unknown, are foud in a number 
of cases. Wack. 1. POl.a, gives the following
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Footnote Continued .
instances: rusant-* bright1s rue- •to light*
sru-*hear»: karma**ear»; sram-*to be tired1: 
klam-, klanta-j lopasa-*jackal*: lopaka-; 
sr-*to crush* smati, sirna-: Dhp. k m a t i  klrna* - 
to h^rm*to kill I To these may be added: krakasa: 
krakaca-* saw’; yuvasa-: yuvaka- *youn£ msnj and 
suff- sa (etasa, babhlusa eto.) : suff*-ka; sabala-: 
kabara-, Magha.5.1^ * Halayudha U.^6. *variegated *; samb^ 
Kambala-* a kind of deer*; s-mbu-*sambuka*snpil*
•rice dust1: kambu-, kambuka-, •conch* *rice dust*
(vj*); element ear in serv ana- *night*, sara- sa 
(sa?) ranga- *variegated(: element ksr -In Kurv^ra-, 
ksrvura-, kalmasa^* . variegated! Karvari •night*, 
ujjv^la, unadi»2.l23, and sir in silpa *varieg^ted» 
sirina »night*: kir in kirmira *variegated», all; 
srai, i.e.kera * (Walde) f to mix* * to cook* ? ; 
sarabha: karabha*young elephant* *c^mel* ; sarkara: 
karkara * gravel* ; sala: kala *resin5 Kalpadrukisa 
srana: kana *one -eyed* kantha
•quilt*: snath *to pierce* (?) ; karttd lit in * having 
broken teeth*: * s^rus-dat, root sr *to crush*(?); 
sampa*lightning*: kamp *to quake* cf« eapala. As v°ria 
lectionee koka for kosa *name of a river*, v i k i m a  for 
yisirna, BH* sv. Sar vi., etc#
1 svnsya ♦bhigiksita * sya '••emaeainarebhyo (of* romalmpa) J if 
♦ngara ooiryftntn, owl 1 •£•*>• etavarilta era purusaaya pesa 
a ^ h r  irtitw it evidently means •hole1 fpltf orf cavity1 ? 
It i* apparently also identical rrit^ ftr* X  ^
♦vault♦ ♦ ear-hole♦ g^etc#, £at• camero fbent1 f > £t? %  
old Para# Kawara ♦girdle* Moyer ftandbuoh D# ; ..
Griech. Mtyonologie,------- n-oth* himins, old H#Germ#i
old ear himil. ♦heaven1, originally ♦vrult*-—  —  
Bois*cquay Greek Dictionary, sv#
As words denoting ♦cavity1 or*hole# such
’ . ' ’ V . ' * ♦' '* -v j  .
os bheda-(HV)f kuhara-, vivsra*( later anna) are often I; 
need to denote also the ♦pudenda1 or ♦womb1 , the « 
commentator is apparently right in hia conjecture, ? 
aa the context also shows 7 Arjl— in anJivans and in 
VS# 2^#P1 <>. utsekthye ava gudsw dhek i a mo s- an Jim caraya 
vrsant^ya* ifcrinam JivabhoJonah, seems to stand for * 
•the seminal fluid1 f not ♦penis1 as given in the: ^  A * : - s  
die t lonarloia||ft- f
KAWABC-
Sraddha punscali Mitro magadho vljnanam . p 0  
vaso ♦har usrrisam ratri kesa haritau p y  vartau 
kalranllr manih. yl1*#?*! (5). TJsah pwmsoali msntro 
mag'ndho vljnanaaetcty v*?#( 1l±)* Ira pusnso&ll haso 
mrgodho vijranametc* v#^#( 1^ ) Vidyut pumsccli
stanayitnur magadho vijn^noni, ©tc#, v J u  (PS).
Pra bsbhrsv© vrsabhaya svitice m^ho * 
laahiw snstutim irayami : nasnsya kalwalklnmB 
namobhir gmimasi tva saw Budraaya mama. HV.
Tv am Indra sarmsrina havyam pnra-vatebhynh t r • 
vipraya stuvate vasuvanim Duraamvaa© veiha. AV,P0.1S% 
11# (sorma rinah, PV• OB, AS.,SS.,AB.,KS., of whietl^ 
only SS has the whole verse, others only the first 
pad a- — Ved. concord.)
Previcis: Scholars* - Say ana on HV., jvalato nam - 
adheyam ©tat (Nelfdi. 1 • 17) * jvalantam: kalayaty apa 
gama-yati malarn Iti kalmalikam te jnhs t advent cm. 
Orassmenn, *etwa hunter, ' funkelnder Gians.1 Pbltney,--
w  f  Ith Is the he riot, Mltra the magadha (bard?).
discerhment the garment, d*?y the turban, night the hair 
yellow the two prsvartas, kalirrli the Jewel (men!) ",et
In form sar^sri- in AV.20,1'35*^ • appears to 
be identical with kalmali-. seo d is c u s s io n  under 
MAM ALA-• Now, earmari- is used as an instrument of 
Tpdra and Xalmcll- In the BV, vjsrse tjb sometbi«M POfse­
ed by Budra. Both ^hese Gods have the weapon vajra
1 thunderbolt fin common.|jThef first group of , 
verses from4 the AV#: relate to the paraphernalia of 
Vratya i m  those of a king. * As all the rest of these 
refer figuratively wither to abstract qualities or £  
natural objects or phenomena, haritau and kalmeli 
Should be expected to do so too. Harit-fdu. In 
NV. ?#&!*•?* dyam Indro haridhayasam prthivim 
harivarpasamr adharayad heritor bhuribhojanam yayor « 
tar haris carat,probably refers to the two worlds 
(so also Gras smarm). The same may be the case 
here, 's pravartau (found also in Ap. Sr. 19.P^.11. 
13.Plj..P.) means *ear-rings* (aayana on TO# P.*.11.it. quol 
Ap.Sr. ). ♦Thunderbolt1 for KaImali-(or sarmari) would 
suit here as In the other two passages and *hitney*s
translation may be modified, n .the two worlds
the ear-rings, the thunderbolt the Jewel”. AV. P0.1"*^.v 
with the obviously required emendation of vaha to 
•has-, and Durasravas© to Dura-, may be translated t 
"Thou ) Indra,:; with the thunderbolt, brought frem • 
the Feravatas the desired (havya) acquisition of 
wealth for the wise, singing, Durasravas*.
Valmali- Is probably connected with.th©
^group of words containing the element, ssr-f sir-, 
kar-t klr -(such as s^rv rl-,kftlmase-eto., see
-76-
footnote under KAt$AT*A- all meaning •variegated1 
and It a original meaning might well have been 
•many- coloured*, •shining* (cf* the eplthors, 
daraata-, dyumemt-, aubhra-f harl, horita-* 
hiranyaya-, of vajra, (Iraesman s*v*Vajra).
KtflTBA- KUHI^ RA-------------- OPASA-
y Tvam virudhera areathatama *bhlsruta *sy 
oaadhei lnwam me adya puru3am klibam opasinam krdhl 
6#1*l$.1 kllba^ krdhyr opaslnam atho kuririnam krdhit 
atha * eye *ndro gravabhyam ubhe bhinat' v andyau. v.P* 
ktba klibam tva *karnm v&dhre vadhrim tva •karam 
araaa *ra»am tva •karamt kuriram asya slroani kurabam , 4 
oa *dhinidadhmasi. v*3*
Stoma asau pratidheyah kuriram ohandaopasaht 
suryaya asvina vara * gnir aslt purogavfih*
Sinivali sukaparda sukurira svaupas© .TS.Iu 1 .S • ^  • 
vs* 11*56* ^
ICumba- and kurira- ere also found in AP.5r.l0.n . 
*5*6.7. (andln the correeponding autraa in Baudh Sr. 
6.1.6*iwl5.# IK.l^.l*.!*.)* Atha patnioiraa! kurabakuriram 
adhyuhate. Kranam Jivornanam ltl Vajaaaneyakam.
J f x lam kumbakuri ram lty aoakaato* Kumba-alone is 
founl alao in AP. Sr*1.Pi*% utf iclnakumbam samyamf- 
i where it has a development of the original meaning*
7^ -
Kurira - la found ^Iso at AV.S.^1.2. yam te cakruh 
krkavakav aje va yam kuririni: avyam te krtyam yam 
cakruh punah prati hnrami tam, where it has a different 
but not wholly unconnected meaning. Opasa- is 
found also in AV»9*?*P*# discussed under aksu: and
; JK-, • M ,  . .. * \
in R V4 1.173*6., pra yad ittha mahina nrbhyo asty aram 
rodasi kaksye na •smai: sara vivya Indro vrjanara na bhuraa 
bharti svadhava opasam iva dyam ; ib.$. lit.S., yajna 
Indram avardhayad yad  bhumim vy avartayati oakrana 
oposara divi; ib.9.71*1. a daksina srjyate susmy asadam  
vetl druho raksasah pati Jagrvih: h^rlr opasam 
kraute nabhns paya upastire camvor brahma nirnije;
Tand. Br. b.1.1., gavo va etat satram asata tasam 
dasasu massu srngany ajayanta ta avadann arasrao 1 
♦ttisthamo * pasa no fJnate ti ta udatisthata, ->nd 
13*tj-*3* dvyopasah samstuta bhavanti tasmad dvyopasah 
pasavah; and in go-opasa, epfthet of astra-, RV. 6.53*9 
and hrdayaupasa- Vs. in all of which it has
a slight modification of the original meaning.
Previous Scholars: Sayana on AV. upasete
asmin purusa iti opassh strivyanJanam,6.13^*1, 
kurifcah kesah,v.2. jkuriram kesa.lalam kumbao 
tadabharaaam ca strinam asadharanam#v.3. In explaining 
the passages in Rv . he seeks the help of * etymology
tJTfO mm
and arrives at a different meaning of Opnsa in 
eaoh case, thusi e m g a m  or lokndveyam 1 •17^#6> upotya 
eayanaw or viry^visesah. ^nrvflsya dharakam b.*n.1#
upaserat lty opasah^g^va opaaa y^sy^s t*sdrsi# ata ava 
pasu- asdh^ni, nnd goes father at ♦
by stating there la « metre?: called kurira-, miryaya ^ 
rf*thasya stomas trivrdadayah pr^tidhaya asnn? 
pratidhiysta iti pr^ t i d h y a  isatiry^gayatak^sthadayah! 
tatha kuriram chsndah Trariranamakam chnndo *nasa opaao 
ibhavatr yono 'paserate sa opasah. Bri kuxnba- •oine 
Art weiblicher Xopfput*,*r kurira—  eino Art 
Kopfschmuok der - ^eiber, Opasa- ~  ein Kopfputz— i 
Busohel, Looke, cirrus: oder vlell zoff* and •Plechte 
at Av.9*^*^* ^eldner 9 Ved* Stud#1 *1*0.-1^ 7 # baaing 
hi« arguments on Tand^BrJwl.1« f
and Ap« SR . 1*?1# %  ( whore he wrongly interprets 
kumba* aa the fpointed end1), conoludes ttfttt all the 
three words mean in the fi^st pl^ce * h o m f and then 
a*horn~shoped head-ornament* or*diadem* ♦ >Caland 
alone, h ring M d  access to Baudh Sr« and the 
ooranentaries, has givan right interpretation to 
kumba and kurira in his translation of Ap#8r*10.9*S»
Bau&h^ ^•?S.)up*?^?# I V  i# has rid alar 
m  ha kumbara bhavnti Jalam u kuriram and thereupon 
the commentator addi vrcmsavidnlam Jalasya hemibhut«m
as teurire y  The commentator to  Ap, Sr# 10* 0 , .7* 
also has, jrlam  ansyah, tae os v a id a le  vnlr>ye % 
syutam and quotes Bandh, fo r  h i a support. Thus 
kumba- ia  a o irc u ln r r i^  made o f s liced  bnmboo 
and Im r ira -f  a not o f sheepi woel ( Ap*Sr*10#9«6*, 
above) , o f which the Kalmba -  formed the edge* The 
two together fom ed^a dome-eh°ped female headdress 
(th a t io , when put on ) and are o ften  re fe rred  to  
aa one, c f  #kurabakurirani Ap* Sr«1d* 9*5*7% above 
and Baudh* !Jr%£«5*15*^5*
&  ^umfcm* * a r c r i f ic ia l  enclosure9 must be
r^ kl *; if*7jj& y ^ V *  * 1 ' CV, ’ ' *c' ? * . sfe . ^  ^  r * ‘5
the'some word aa kumba w ith  an extended meaning,,
T t seems to  contain a root kum- 9to  bend1, probably 
to  be traced in  komya~ Bv* l i l i l i l ,  stutaso no 
7nruto a r t  a - yantu f ta  stuto maghava sambhavisthah: 
urdhve nah santu kemya vanany ahanl visva Jfaruto 7 
j lg ls a *  ?hich sayana explains os kam a n iy an i^ p re tty 9 
and others have h e s ita tin g ly  fo llow ed w ithout being  
nble to  fin d  a s a tis fa c to ry  d e riv a tio n .^  If,h o w ever, 
komya- contains th is  ro o t};■ i t  would mean1 bending1 
• p lia n t1 , which as applied to  tre e s , desired to  
be saved from the wrath o f the atoiwi gods, would be 
west appropriate (th e  th ird  pods g iv ing  the sense,9 
lo t  our p lia n t trees  remain e re c t!* ; 'the ro o t is  
probably also to be seen in  kumbha- 9 p itc h e r1, - V/
^flr. *■- format Ion,of .Kamba- ,
kmrfbhn-j Team-, Pan«r>.?>.1^0 ) f in lcumara-,
•the bending, crawling , baby*, In komala-'bending' 
•yielding* ^ cofft' etc., - tand In the rootfv kune- 'to 
bond*, which may be an enlargement of loan. In view of 
’ Llth. kumptl; *to bend oneself*, kumpas *bent* Lett, 
kumpt » to be bent*, old Pruss. etkumpsadv.*round 
about' Gr.Kumboa 'pitcher', Kumbaxos, 'xtpper part4-; 
of a helmet»,l{s.v.Walde, qarn- qamp-'to bond')"and of 
Or. § ■ ' " ' ' *  to bond I, sans. TCamala-,|and Its 
correspondences In the other languages given under 
It, there seemn to have been a duplicate root s kam- 
or • kum- in the original language, which gave rise to 
the various enlargements and derivatives.
VrOn looking upon kumba-kurlra - as one j t- 
thing kumba-, and probably also kurlra-, cmne to 
denote *the Thole thing, which as we have elre dy . 
remarked looked like a dome or vault Then put on.
^Thence came the use of kuntoa- as-the-'knob* of a/ 
stick or peg of a yoke in Ap.Sr.1 .?1.*5, 
udiclnakumbam samyaa, the commentator explaining ,%j: 
rkumba- here as the thick end off samya-. As alreadyi 
In tho time of Baudhaynna and Apastniriba the use ;
■off this form of female head-dross had become obsolete 
(Judging from their manner of describing It ) ,of course.
♦Si­
lt may well hcv© been Tndo.^ropesn and 0r.K-tirabajc©8 
♦the upper part e* n  helmet* may have the ©ante source.
; Ktirira*. *hi©h as we have seen was made ef 
sheep*s wool, meant also *blanketf, cf. kuriras; 
tu pumrrn malcvisese ksmbcle *pl oat kllbam tu malthtme £ 
padm© Jaleoa raunibh^sitam kesavasvimln9s nanartharaava£ 
ksepa. Trw,sanf!.ser. It rai$it well have originally 
mecnt »w©olf and in AV#$«51»2f quoted above, k&ririn 
wedged, as It; is, In between aje *goat* (lo©)H 
and avyara Imre* (loo ) may possibly stand for 1 sheep1, t 
As a matter of f ict we find kuram- (kuririt ): and - 
Jalakini- (lit. *furnished with a netV) as names of 
an ©we* see Vajjsy:mte 70.1 Hut the case is doubt­
ful, and: kurirlni may be an adjective to^ 
kurlra- referring to its horns as ^©ad-ornaments*. ' £■ ;i 
This 1 St remaj4r applies with greater force and • 
more certainty to Opaea- in Tand.Br.lu1.1 • and IJ.fu^., 
quoted above. ; J
A comparison of AV 
HV. 10.Ps#°. - AV.lU.1 .^, and Ts. >u1 .^.^.-Vs.l 1.^6. wll 
show that either kurlra- and kumba^ or kurira- 
and opasa- are* found together, but nowhere trumba- 
and Opasa-. 11jia, referring to a particular 1
head-dress, la sufficient to give us kumba- - opasa-, 
the circular sliced-bamboo rim* • -*1£iiaf as we have
ween under aksur is its meaning also at AV.9»3*8*
In A#V#1^.,1 .fl#- 7v.10.$$.8. pratidhi- probably means *
♦ornament* as * something put on* (compare nlso ^ h rs v
remark under AV# cfWajlwm bshvoh p m t l
dadhuh W .  P. 10.P,, and the verse may be rendered,
T  The ornaments./ were the laudations, the net and •
¥
the rim, the metre, ©tc.*vi Opasa- in .17*5.^., :;r '
8.llw*> end 9.71'• 1# refers to the Thole headdress 
and with this mod if to tion the translations of Geldner 
in Ved. Stud., maybe accepted, do*- opasa- Jyl
probably means *with the knob made of oowfs bone or!?t * &  
covered \7ith cow»s liide and hrdayanpasa *that which/ 
covers the heart*.*
: ^ f i t PBUTXtrr- *
Ayma ponthnh krtyeti tva nnyomo *bhiprahitam 
prati tva pra hinmah; tena *bhi yahi bhanjaty 
anaavnti *va vrthini visvarupa kurutini. 10.1
. Previos Scholars5 The commentary is wanting. \ 
BP# thinks that it is probably- kiritlni- Ludwig-*...• 
• #.,Guf diesem wege ceh brechend loa sum angriff, ; 
wie ein vollstandig heer mit wagon und mit rossen ? 
Bloomfield* ”•«##•• go this way like © crushing > 
army, with heavy c^rts, thou that art multiform, and
crowned with a crest (?)"ana at p.6ol^ , "Kurutlnl 
translated by fcrowned with ft crest is lni.t^ ftjpfc 
a *of unlmo^m value. •«•••• a *T*omn-
* . V-.r'i lW *[ ■ v  i »' ' i  , -v f  ' ’* , Ic  1 '■> ,1  V v" ’ ’* *.
kondra also reports a word kurutIn •horse’r, v^ - 
Ludwig apparently on this basis* translates C 11^ - 
tsdt roesen"# * Henry: npar oef'Chenin^arche:4;,^ 
en te le frayant, c o m e  montee sur tin chariot, \
■ .• ev* V : l-k.. =v>'V”p : K‘X~':§P : * * ‘e*i.*• * At*: /V* -V. ity
non tee sur un chnr, revetii© de toutes les formes, 
oolffee d*une mitre", and In the commentary, "vahini * 
synonyms de snaevfcti# at* cjuant a kurutlni*of# 
tfusuel kiritin et %1 epithet© tlrltlnas AV# VIII*
6,7**’ 'hitney* breaking, like a draft-
cow with a cart, all-formed, wearing * wreath 
(?kurutin).
r - Ttiruta- in kurutinl seems to be \ 
identical with later Sanskrit loirula-or- r^ln - 
•Curls on the forehead (bhraxnaralaka-) # 1 found 
also In Prak# (for correspondence of t d 1 
in middle Indian see references under ARATATcfw
_  _j M|n mi m ,g , -,- t —  -— -—     - - - —
1* The long%•' u In kumitini may be due to th©
\ exigencies of metre- -v- ’■-i .v*" '
^ -8U* p'
Furutini would thus m e a n ^ h v i n g  curls on the
forehead* ^  anS this would fit • in with krtya*
•witchcraft1* vfaieh has been described several
1
times in the same hymn ps a woman with head*. 
ears, nose, etc.* ef. v.1* yam kalpayanti 
vahatau vadhum lva vlsvarupam hastakrtam 
cikitsavah* sa frad etv apa nudrcna onsm? v.Pisir* - 
senvatl nacrratl karnini krtyak rta eawbhrta visva 
▼leva* rop* etc# V
Tor kumitin- •horse* In BohtlingM 
edition of Femacandras Sesanama mala#v.176f 
the Bhavansgar edition of Abhidhanaeintaauml give* 
kut^ra-* If the former reading is correct, it may 
signify * *horee» with a tuft on the forehead*•
■ | It^ f padas c and d t which have been
diversely translated - seem to compare the retreat 
of trrtya* to that of an invading army (cf# bhagna-. 
Vanquished* )• tonsvati, * furnished trite? epithet 
of vahinifarmy *# is probably due to a reminiscence of
1 • of# Furulallkulavalikhyamanabhrulat ahtahrdayangaman 
epithet of a priyatamajana, Bomadevas Tasastdaka
-Qt;_
vohntau vndhura lva in v.i.
KHADTIHA-
Kh«dur© 'dhientrikramsm kharvikam khnrvn- 
vssinimt ya udnra nntarhifca gnndhnrvnpB*rasas ca ye j
sarpa itara- Jana rakootnsi .11.9.(11) 16.
*
Previous Peholansj Sayanaj durabbutom 
khnm khaduraw akase duradese. Ludwig.p.9^1t "die uber i 
Khadura das achq#rt tnumalt die verstummelte, 
bei vsrsturaraelton auf dem sohlaohbfeld won©t,©tc. 
Henry; Celia qui monte sur 1© branc rd mortuaire ", ©■ 
and in the commentary, "II somblo quo Wiadura doive 
necesoairement s 'interpreter par la postarieur Minftu”. 
Bloomfield 9 who renders with fm i s t f, remoras at 
p#6?6, *Our rendering of Kha&uro reflocts simply 
our own and sayana1® perplexity#
Khadura- appears to bo Identical with 
later Sanskrit Khatura- In khalurllm- * place of 
exercise for soldiers1# This meaning milts the 
context here • the whole h*s reference to battle# 
soldiers, and weapons, and a spectre haunting the 
place of exercise may be expected to bo mentioned
a ^ M s t  a h o s t  of o th e r  d i f f e r e n t  k in d s  o f  
s p e c tr e s , d is  r e g u la r ly  re p re s e n te d  by  1 in  HV.
and f o r  d 1 ' l ) , i n  p a l i  and p ra k . see r e fe re n c e s  
g iv e n  u n d e r AHATAKIr.
K h r g a la -
P isan g e  s u tre  k h rg a la m  ta d  a b a d h n a n ti vedhasah . 
sravasyum  susmam kabavam  v a d h rim  k r n v a n t i  v a n d h u ra h .
Nave fv a  nah p a ra ya ta m  yuge ‘ v a  nabhye ’ va  
na u p a d b iv a  p ra d h iv a :  svane ‘ v a  no a r is a n y a  ta n u -
nam k h rp :a le ‘ va  v is r a s a h  natam asman. H V . - .  ^ ° J t
P re v io u s :  S c h o la rs :  Sayana on b o th  th e
passages e x p la in s  k h r g a la -  as ‘ arm our* . B R . , ‘ v i e l l  
s ta b ,  k r u c k e * .  B lo o m f ie ld ,  ‘ t a l is m a n * ,  b u t  ag rees  w ith  
BH. in  th e  m eaning ‘ c ru tc h e s *  f o r  HV. W h itn e y  does
n o t  t r a n s la t e  th e  w o rd .
K a u s ik a , 1x^.1, has c o n c e r in g  t h is  hymn 
( A V . 3 . 9 )  k a rs a p h a s y e t i  p is a n g a s u tra n  ara ludandam  
yadavudham , w h ic h , when com pared w i t h  th e  v e r s e
qxioted above, gives us Vhrgala- - danda-» stick1 •
This is supported by the BIJ. verse quoted above, 
its fourth pstda weaning,•Hire two sticks save us 
from fall*. Thrgalya* In  ff& 9 P.7.1P ( AP.sr.1^.17,!.) f 
udyojanam antaryomam isam khrgalysra (AP.kha-or khadga~) 
savam (Ap. eapham): aatrani tad am (Ap.«*la-) 
pratinatha ubhe mandukysa yuje, apparently weans 
the same thing. ; :' V  *.'; r ’ - ~ V
G A L U N T A H
Asulika reraayany apaolt pra patisyati: 
glaur itah pra patlsyati sa galunto nisisyati.
Previous Scholars: sayana? glauh 
vranajanito harsaksayah itah asmad angat prapati* 
syati.-— - yadva gl&us candramah. — ~  pragamayisyati. 
t  -— «• fia candramnh# galuntah. gandamalodbhava- vikarena 
tatra tatra hastapadadisandhisu udbhuten gadun tasyati 
upaksaymtitl gaduntah. etc. Ludurgi * fort von hier
die eule glauh fliegen, und der vogel wird 
verschwinden”. Bloomfield, p.l7:"•••♦•*• the boil will 
fly away from here, the galunta (swelling) will perish”
n Barren shall the apaclt, daupjhter of t h e  black one, 
fly forth* the boll (glau) shall fly forth from here* 
it shall disappear from the neck ( ? galuntas". -— --- 
Whitney, remarks. w the translation here given 
of galuntas is the purest conjecture, as if the 
word were a corruption of some form of gala 
( our ^.O.D. read galuntas), with ablative suffix 
tas * «
* ' V If galantas, the reading of three 
of Whitney’s mss., be correct, its relation 
to root gal- • to ooze* would be Just like that
of Jivanta^ * living one AV. : Jlv- ’to live1,
taranta- n. prt tr- fto conquer1 panta- ’drink’: pa-
•to drink1, vasanta- •spring’: vas- • to.be bright’, 
vasanta-’pool’ tvls- • to enter ( e.g.running water)’ 
(?), hemanta- •winter’ i him- hima- *coldf frost’ 
etc. Being thus presumably a substantive like the 
others, it ^ould mean in this connection ’ the 
oosing one1, vis • the pus’. If Sayana’s explanation 
of asulika- as • not giving out pus’ be correct, 
and emendation of em galantas to sagalantas would give a
i • • . ’ # *. '•. *
good sense. The barren apaclt , daughter of the black o
1# Apaoit- is rightly identified by Bllomfield,p.^0!i, 
with ap^ci- of the medical works.h  The latter seems to 
be a prakritisation of the former. The commentators of
Footnote Continued
KausJ and AV. also Identify it with g^ndamala.
B*. give ’scrofulous swelling of the glands of 
the neck’, which is misleading , as the follow­
ing extract from Vagbhata (Astanga hrdaya, TJttara.
29.19 ) will show: raedahsthah Kanthaaianyaksakaksavam-
ksanaja malaht savarnan kathlnan ^nigdhan 
vnrtakcmalakakrtini avagadhan bahun gandams 
cirapakams oa kurvate. paoyante ’lparujas tvany# 
srrrvanty anye^’tikandurah: nnsyanty anye bhavanty 
anye dirghakalanub^ndhinaht gandstnala ’py>ci seyamf 
durveva ksaynvrdtdhibhak. --;U •
will fly forth: the boil shall fly forth from 
here, (and) disappear together the pus”. " V
■_ GHHTASTAVAS* ;
Yasmin deva* amrjata yasmin manusya utat £
tasmin ghrtastavo mrstva tv^rn Agne divam ruha.
previous Scholars: ’von Schm^lze trlefend’ — —  
BB. ™ho take - stava- to be the stem, tadwig p.!ipO,
’an dem wisch dleh ab und ghrta—trieppend _ steig 
empor sum h  tassel’# S Henry i ’puisque tu degouttes de\
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hourre, ©ssui-tol sur lui, 0 Agni, et wont© 
an ciel*.^"♦*••** on* that having wiped off the 
drops of ghee (?) g f 0 Agni do thou mount the sky"-—  
whltney^ who remarks, n Our mes. seem to read •
- sta- very plainly and SPP. reports no variant, 
but need not prevent our understanding Instead f . 
-sna- , if more acceptable".
B Hf8 assume a root stu- fto drop’, -T^v•
•to coma together' in order to explain atute*
(v*l* 8 rut a ) in TTeraacandra, -staya-> stuka- *tuft 
or knot of hair’, and atbka- •drops1, Of those* 
stuta- Is only a corruption of sruta- and stoka has ; 
been explained by Wackernagel, I*2$9,c* as a 
tnethathesis of * skots^i scut-’to drip1* The 
remaining stuka- or stu-, as well as stupa- * tuft J 
or knot of hair*, stavaka-fbTinch*, Beng.\ thoka •buneh1* 
contains an element etu- which gives the idea of a-r 
•bunch* or » bundle*. This, however, would not 
apply to ghrba • •• ? *1-
On the other h* nd, if, following T*hitney*s
v *•/' 1 
recommend fit ion, VTe read - Snavas « we find r- ^ 5
1. Mss* often confuse st and an andfin general, t an 
n, Cf* stava o™ s t w a  in two mss for snava Gaaetras ©d 
of 0* Br* * p. 120. n. 2* > :V ./ * ; T i t
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wsnavas: snu 1 to drip1 as vasas- ’covering’: 
vas- ’to clothe*, - vacas- in suvaoas- etc. : vac- 
1 to speak*, vahas- ’offering*: /ah- f to carry1, 
pajas- * brilliance’: pajra- etc., Ved- Or.' 126,
Then ethrtasnavas- would mean ’drippings of ghwe’, 
object of rarstva, cf. ghrtasnu- ’dripping with ghee’.
CITI-
Devas te citira avid an brahmana uta virudhah: 
citim te visve deva avidan bhumyaia adhi.
Previous Scholars: Sayanaj grahavikarad 
rogina adanam grahadeh samvaranan chad an am abhis- 
taranam va. BH. and Weber : ’Sammelu’. Ludwig, 
’pfluckung*. Grill: "Den Go t t e m  und Brahmanen 
words , wie man dich Holz Zusammenlegt, Die Gotter 
all ersahn, wie man zur Brde dich zusammenlegt". Bloom 
field. p.1^P: " The word Klliffl is found only here
and is very problematic...... we are connecting
the word with ICinoti in the sense of ’arrange*,
’build u p ’, having in mind the peculiar amulet or 
remedy dasavriksha ’consisting* of ten woP&«,
st. 7." Whitney, who renders, ’gathering (?)•, remarks. 
"If it comes from ci, there is hardly any other 
example11.
■
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Citi- appears to be connected with oay-
1'
1 to fear*, to be in awe of ’, thus moaning A p p r e ­
hension1 and thence »trouble1 or ’disease’, Just 
like atanka which means both ’fear ’ and ’disease1.
The hymn is about curing one of a dangerous kind 
of seizure of the Joints, said to be caused by 
demons, and the meaning suits quite well: ft The gods 
have noticed thy trouble, the priests, and the plants: 
all the gods on earth have noticed thy trouble’. That 
the diseased, and not the amulet, is addressed is 
clear from the following verse.
For formation, cf. gitl- : gayatl, piti-: pa-f 
payayati (caus), sphiti- : sphayate etc., Wadk* I. 79 (a)
B . ___
JABHYA— TARDA YASHA- -
Hatam tardam samankam akhum Asvina chintam 
siro api prstih srnitara: yavan ned adan api 
nahyatam mukham atha ’bhayam krnutam dhanyaya. 6.R0.1.
Tarda hai patanga hai jabhya ha upakvasa: brahme ’va
yanan
’sam- athitam hsvlr anadanta iman/ahimsanto apodita.v#?*
1. cf* Waok., I. 79*a* nSo von ©ay Scheuen rt AV*citi- 
cklhi TCI. ceki-yate: v* cayamana-, "cayya cay-u, cp* 
weites es, vgi. gr*
-9? -
Tardapate vaghapate trstsjambha a a m o t u  me \  
ya aranya vysdvara ye ke ca stha vyadvaras tant 
sarvan jambhayamasiTV.
Yavatir bhrnga Jatvah kururavah yavatir 
vagha vrksasarpyo babhuvuh: tatas tvam asi jyayan 
etc. 9.2,22.
Previous Scholars: Sayana: tardah-
himsakah (akhuh), Jabhya- upadravakantvad 
asmabhir himsya, vagha- avaghnanti avabadhart iti 
vagah patanga- dayah* Bloomfield and Whitney render 
tarda- and Jabhya aa ’borer* and’grinder1 respectively, 
samrmkam *nd upakvasa have been left out as doubtful 
by everybody. Sayans explains the former as 
samancanam bilam s^mprairsya g'lcchantam, sdj. of 
akhum, and for the letter he reads apakvasah 
( adagfthah sahtah).
Kesmva on Kane. c>1.22 (dealing with AV* 6.SO.) 
has 8amaptam musaka- salabhapatanga- tittibha- kitaka- 
kitika- harina- ruru- salyaka- gosedha- gokrmyadi- 
svastyayanam: similar is Sayana’s remarks in the 
introduction to this hymn, which is directed against 
the pests to crops. In the well-known verse, ativrstir 
anavrstih salabha musi^ah sukah: pratyaeannas oa
rnjanoh sad etc* itayah amrt^h, the moat harmful to 
crops, araong «nimals are^’locusts’ ,’rrtsj ^nd’parrots1." 
These throe must ho intended in vs. P and 5 bvthe 
r^orrta, ,tardat tarda- pate, ’borerV;-’rat *. patimgat 
voghepste- ’locust’, of* Bong, (dial., yanbhum) bs*di- 
dulu ’a M n d  of moth*, fiindh* Begh (g) ai ’a kind* 
of fly th*t sticks to dogs and horses’ ahd Jabhyaj 
trstaJambhAh, ’grinder’ or ’having sharp grinders*- 
’parrot’, vhioh outs anything by grinding with its 
beak. — <
The reran ining animals in Bayona’a and Ife saved 
enumerations are included in the words aranya vyadversh 
^nd ye k© ca sthajvyadvrirch in v.B.
The construction suggests that srnnankran in 
v. i. is probably a verb, second du.# imp. li^*o 
hntam, ©hintam and ernit®®* I A loss (by mss. corruption) 
of t , the third member of the conjunct, (see under 
KAKUTSAIA* ) is probably to be seen ' f ter -* nk-f 
a^manJrom thus standing for SHmanktam. TTow, sam- nj- 
h n  a meaning ’to consume’ * to devour’ (Btb, BIT. IO.FiB.Ii., 
BP. 3* fit R7#16») >hich would quite'suit the context. *•.
Upakvrsa, taken by others «s a rubstantlve of 
doubtful slgnlficpnce, also appears to be a verb, probably> 
a corruption for - kraaa ( £  for a reverse process in the^, 
confurion of v and r , sec TJTTAHA- DRAtt), The form^-Itr*
not known to bo found elsewhere, may be an 
enlargements of kram- ’to step’ through the 
intermediate - krams which is frequently used. Compare 
tho relations of, tam-’ to be exhausted’f’perish*: 
tas*, nam- in eved yune yuvatayo namanta yad im 
usann us&tir rty accha , RV. 10.B0. 6* : nams- in 
ni te n^msai pipya- ne’va yosa maryaye ’ va kanya 
sasvacai t e , R V . 10: nas- ’to appraooh with lust’, 
Sam-’to kill’: aas- etc., and alternate presence or y 
absence of nasal in dans- : dr>s-f ’to bite* dans*:
( to be worth seeing) das-in dasma etc* nans-: nas-
’ to disappear', bhrans- : bhras- ’to fallf, srans- 
* to fall ’ etc,.If thfct be|;the time reading and ; 
meaning # TJpakrasa would mean ’step nearer', that is, 
in order to listen, and "ould correspool even in 
this respect ( as in the names ) to a s m o t u  me in 
v#?.
TAYAB^RAM- PARASVART -
Yatha pasas tayadaram vatena sthulabham 
krtara: yavat par^svatah pasas tavat te vardhatam pasah 
6.72.2. yavad- anginaxn parasvatam hastinam ftardabham 
ca y?itl yavad asvasya vajinas tavst te vardhatam 
pasah, v.
Ayam Indra Vrsakapih paraevfintnm hatam 
vidat: a a in sunam navam carum ad edhasya »na 
acitara visvasmad Indra uttarah. R V # 10.£6. 1Q.
Iaanaya parasvata alabhate Mitraya gauran 
Varunayo mahisan Brhaapataye gavayas Tvastra 
ustran v.a*2lj..28.
Suparnah parjanyo hamso vrko vrsadamsas 
te aindra apam undro 1 ryamno lopasas simho n^kulo 
vyaghras te Mahendraya Kamaya parasvan KS.V. 7.11.- 
TS. 5.5.21.
Sa iha kito va patango va matsyo va
'  - *  ■ . - * > .  • .
sakunir va simho va varaho va parasvan (V.L- - Sva)
- • ^ w *; l 9 V fx \  S' * -V x Tr * ' -jl ' *' ( ’? V.’ * • ^  »
va sadulo va puruao va fnyo va tesu temi sthanesu 
pratyajayate.— * Sankh. Aran, 5. 2 #
Previous Scholars: The, commentator simply
calls tayadara- ( wbi^h he reads tayodara-) t a
kind of animAl* and no one h°s yet any suggestion as
to what it id | he has nothing to say about parasvant- 
either. Sayana on RV. has: he Indra ayam Vrsakapih 
parasvantam parasvam ?tmfino visaye 1 vartamanam hatam 
himsitam vidat. On TS. he explains it as aahisa*. with 
which may be compared vj. 65.21. gavalas cs 
parasvams ca mahisah syad aranyajah: The comment­
ary to Sankh. Aran. c?lls it a kind of snake. BR.
suggest thMt It is probably the *wlld ass% >
J 4 ^ Tayadaram is probably to be read tayad v 
aram, the former being the rrubjunctive of tnya»^ 
passive stem of tan- * to extendf# of# Whitnejr,
Bans# Gr#f 77l|.« t Kxamplee ofRtha transfer of stems from 
the ya- or passive olass to the ya- or Intransitive 
class were given above ( ?61 b.)j and it was 
also pointed out that active-instead of middle endings 
are occasionally, even in the earlier language, 
assumed by foi^as properly passive! examples ~re a 
dhmayati^and vy nprusyat (> o ,b ), Bhuyati (Mai# U# )• 
ff Or, ta itself, found in atayi (nror), tayita (fut), 
taya ( ger)f teyitr- etc#, m a y b e  the stem# The 
verse would them mean, f so that the member may extend 
sufficiently, made big by the wind*, etc#
From the passages from KB# and Sankh#, quoted a 
parasv'ttt nppenrs to b© * wild, animal like the 
Jackal, th© lion, the tiger,? and the boar, and from 
AV# it id known to have a large member 15,ke the 
elephantt the p s s* andr the horse# - Both these 
features are satisfied ; in its identification by 
Bidiler, ZDMB# with Pell palasata&, Anoka .
Delhi- Toprs^ V#6* Jakaka* VT, p.277, Jv.1205 and
palesada-, Jataka, V, ;p#Uo6# v* £ 67, which the
1 • Comparerwife fe© above passages! Jfafcha pianaya- - n - 
ayanti narnamigagana bahu? sihe/varaha ca aochakoleata,
________y vyaggha h
commentator to Jataka explains as khagga • 
•rhinoceros*# Buhler thinks the intermed­
iate steps were * parassanto, * parasato, and^ 
Trenckner, Pali Miscellany, p* 5^, n.6* (oited 
by Hultzooh, Asoka Inscrip*, p* 127#n#8.) 
considers palasato to be the original of
palasado and the letter, whioh literally means 
•eating leaves1, to be an etymologizying 
corruption of the former.
> ^ If this be the true meaning, the 
proper form is probably parasvant-, literally, 
t having an axe ( parasu- ) *, the reading of 
flankh* Aran* Compare, khadga*-- dgin-, 
vardhrinasa-, Germ. Nasehorm etc* For syncope of
u , cf. parasvadha- • axe1 (parusu- vadha? ),
*1 • Footnote flantlnued from previous... page*. 
Palasada (vl* palasaja, palasada, pallasada)
mahisa rohita rurut eneyya varaha o'eva ganino
nikasukara, etc.
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par svadha - ( parsu-vadha? ) • axe1 s parssu-, 
parsu-, vananvat—  * vanana-vat-, (Grassmann), 
indhanavat-: indhana- ( Ved# Gr. 23lj-r hiranmaya, 
hiranin : hiranya etc#
TIRITINAH
Yas tva svapne nipadyate bhrate bhutva 
pite»va ca : bajas tan sahatam itah klibanipama 
tiritnah# 8. 6# 7#
Previous Scholars: Sayana: tiritinah,
antar- dhanena atatah# BR# : Tirita -feine Art 
kopf'putz, Turban, Diadem Arunadatta bei TJggvala, 
die Erklarer e u  A!. ( ^ #6.3.30).1 Others have 
followed BR
It appears that the meaning fhead ornanuant 
or »tiarA(wh.) for tirita depends solely on a 
quotation from Arunadatta and statements of 
commentators later than him: it is not given in any 
of the old koaas, nor do the modern dictionaries 
quote any occurrence of its actual ftae in 
literature. It might have arisen from a false 
reading of Kirita, Just as balatanaya-, a 
synonym of Khadiva, in Amara from that of balapatra
•100.
( see kslrasvnminft consent) •
The PT f 8 Pali Dictionary gives two • 
moaning* to this word, (1) f the tree Bymplocos 
race mosa * (lodhra) and (P.) * a garment made it® 
bark* • ^ i s  second moaning suits the passage in 
question admirably well, for the arayas (♦niggards1) 
spoken of in this hymn* although vested with spectral 
qualities, are conceived by the poet to have b o e n , 
like a sort of wild folk who clad themselves i n . 
barks, skins, end tattered clothes* There seems to 
be no point in describing them as wearing a head - 
ornament* Puggalapannatti* p»*>1 • fso tanani pi 
dhareti masananiipiP1 dhareti ehava-ducsani pi 
dhareti pamsukul&nl pi dhareti tiritani pi dhareti 
ajinanl pi dhareti1, read together with v*11* of 
this hymn, ye kukundhah kukurabhah krttlr dvrsani 
bibhratli kliba iva pra nrtyanto vane ye kurvate 
ghosron tan ito nasayamasi (especially the words 
chava dusoani, tiritani and ajinani in the one 
and krttih, and dursani In the other, together v 
with tiritinah in v*7,) makes it abundantly clear 
that tirita- has the samo meaning in both* •
>  TimOTSAM*~i ;
Cltrani sakam divl rfceanani sarlsrpani
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bhuvane javani: turmisam sumatim icchamanO ahani 
glrbhih saparyami nakam. 13. 7# V#
Previous Scholars t The commentator explains 
turmisam either as turmayo himsakah hlmsakarinah 
tan syati tanukarotiti turmlsa or as turo hlmsakan• t *
misatl hinastiti turmlsa e misa spardhay snu * . murdha- 
nyasya talavyopa Janas chandasah. 1 seeking favour 
of the twenty* eight-fold (?) wondrous ones, shining 
in the sky together, hasting in the creation 
(bhtfiaMi )| I worship (sapary) with songs the days,
the firmament ( naka) n.—  Whitney, after
emendation of turmisam to astavimsam (or-sa)#
Turmisam soems to bo a corruption for 
*  turvisam t settlement of the stars1 ( cf.tarapatha-, 
naksatraloka-etc-for the sky) the first member (tur) 
being the genetive singular of tr- »starf and the 
second vis- * settlement f#.-\“For interchange of m of v , 
cf. anarmanam A V. 7*7*1*s anarvanam RV.amamasi-: 
amavasi- •new-moon* vj. l6o.35$ avradanta in 
asrathnan drdha avradanta vidlta- RV. P.Plj.. prob.
amradanta ( • mrdu) 1 the firm became loose, the 
hard became soft1 ( for it Qrassmann supposes a root 
vrad-, vrand- * to become weak* ) ; amatah, paramatah
- 10? -
(Mss.) for -vatah, Gaastra»s GBr. p.P.fn.l; 
vangavagadhah, Ait. Aran. P.1.1. prob. 
magadhah (Keith); and Wack.1. 17?*n. For 
singular giving a plural sense in an aluk- 
samasa, cf. Ved. Gr. 275,
nA singular case-ending (the acc. or inst.) way 
here indicate a plural sense; e.g. asvara-isti- 
* seeking horses1, puram-dara- *destroyer of forts1, 
sunesita- *driven by dogs* (Suna-)!f.
Ahani in d is probably elliptical for visvn 
ahani. Thus the third and rQurth pada may be 
translated* » Desiring good-will of the settle­
ment of stars, everyday with songs I worship the 
firmament1.
TAIMATA -
Asitasya taimatasya babhror apodakasya ca; 
satrasahasya ham manyor ava Jyam iva dhanvano 
vi muncami ratha iva. 5.13.6.
Nir vai ksatram nayati hanti varco gnir 
iva rabdho vi dunoti aarvaja; yo brahpianam manyate 
annam eva sa visasya pibati taimatasya,
10* -
; Previous Scholars* BH# and others consider 
taimata- to be the name of a kind of snake* 
Whitney translates S.1%6, "Of the Tlmatan (?) 
black serpent, of the brown, and of the water- 
less, of the altogether powerful (?), I relax 
the fury, as the bow-string of a bow* I release 
as it were chariots”. To this Laranan remarks* 
"Whitney would doubtless have revised this 
carefully. The divergences of the translators
reflect the uncertainties of the exegesis.
• I slacken as it w e r  the cars of the wrath 
of* etc. — »- Griffith. »I release (thee) 
front the fury of 1 etc. —  Bloomfield. fDes 
Asita*.... des Manyu Streit^agen gleichsam 
spanne ‘ ich mir ab f or • die Streitwagen 
des Grlmmes des Asita’ etc. y—* Weber. For d,
;ias the string from off (avn) the bow?
There seems to be ;a contrast between 
taimata- and apodaka-, The apodaka ’out of 
water weans either, ’not in water1 as In BV. 
l.ll^.*f naubhir atmanvatibhir
-iok-
antarikaapnidbhir Rpodakabhih, or * not containing 
water1 , »dry*, as in AV. *>• *here it is
obviously used as equivalent to artsa -* sapless • 
Tairaatn also appears to mean ♦wet1, but modified 
into * living in water* at and •liquid1
(e«g* the poison of a snake) in r#lp.T» It Is 
probably a derivative of terns- •moisture1 with 
suffix -ta, for *hich and for length of the vowel. - 
before the suffix, see under ARATAKX-; for super­
fluous vrddhi in the first syllable, of. prainana 
n.27*% saupra- Jastvam for *diieh other
teats, including Ppp have prin- and suprajas-*
The first ttenber of aatrasahasya is obviously the 
some as satra, ^hich means f together1, •altogether1,
• all at onco** •always1 etc* and may here moan
• everywhere*| thus tho word would mean •prevailing 
everyrhere*, i.e* both on land arid water1. ‘
Dhanvan in d appears to be elliptioslly used in t 
both senses* *bow* with Jyaraanr1 • sandy wasteland • 
with rathan.Jthe comparison in the latter esse 
being with the extrication of the wheels of a chariot 
stuck in a sandy piece of land.
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Thus we may translate "I release
(thee) from the fury of the wet black snake, the 
dry tawny snake, and of the all-prevailing one, 
like th^ string from the bow or ohariots (from a 
sandy traotj"
TATJLA-
Ajyasya paramesthin jatavedas tanuvasin: 
Agne taulasya prasana yatudhanan vitapaya.l.7#?
Previous Scholars* The commentator derives 
it from tula- •balance*, here standing for the 
sacrificial ladle. Roth and vfaitney emend it in 
their edition to tailasya »of sesame oil* against
all authorities and Ppp# Which has tulasya.
Taulasya is evidently an adjective of 
ajyasya, and is probably from tula- • a tuft o f  
grass etc. (here kusa-).* Cf« pavitra-, with 
which ghee was s p r in k l e d .  Tula- is used with 
reference to darbha- at 19•
•1
DTTRADABHtfA-
Vllohito adhisthanac chakno windati gopatimi 
tatha v as ayah earavidyam dur ad abhna hy ueyase*
I2.I4.J4,* Duradabhnai nam a saye yaeitam oa na 
dltsati* na smai kamah samrdhyante yam adatva 
eikiremti# ▼•10* " ’  ^ "
Previous Scholars* B t t i *Thore tauschend d*h* 
dureh schloae und Hiegel nlcht su halten Ludwig; 
♦unbetrieglich1 at v.lj., but leaves the word 
without rendering at v.19# Henry, p*?S0, sees 
no reason ror or suitability of the m e m  ing given 
by BH. and Ludwig; he suggest a dundaghna- or * 
dur~adaghna* fkilling those who do not give1 as 
t h © Jeorreot reading* * Anaemia (vibhita) from 
the station of the dung visits (vid) the master
of kinef so is the agreement of the cow; for 
d o o r - d m i n g  (?) S5* thou eall*d.» Hhifcney (v.*.), 
who remarks, ” Hearly everything;^ in the second hslf 
verse is doubtful samvidya { given by four
of his Mss*) seems a much more probable form of
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stem# .#•••• • The second person ueyase is quite 
unexpected n, and at v.19, <? That the conjectural 
rendering ( 'Door-damaging lies she on him1 etc#) 
is extremely unsatisfactory is plain”•
The correct reading is probably 
duradabhna - • hard to deceive ( or harm)', parallelled 
by adabHhah 1 unharmed' RV# 1.1731 and duradharsa 
' hard to be dared against1 AV# 12#5*VT both 
epithets of the cow, and na ta nasantl na dabhati 
taskart nasam amltrc vyathir a dadharsati AV# )|.21#3# 
( - R V  6.28# 3)# about the cows. The suffix -na is 
also found In mathna- 'shaking vehemently' RV# 1#1R1#S#
( of# siso mathnatl and dabhnoti) and after roots 
like bhanj-,bhug-puj-, pr-, etc., as formingthe 
part participle.
samvidyam, as suggested by Whitney, is a 
better reading in c of v#U# and in view of the second 
person uoyase in d , vasayah samvidya* seems to be 
a corruption for vase • yah samvidyam » 0 cow, thou 
earnest to recognition'• Thus we may translate the 
verse: tt Anaemia visits the lord of kine for taking 
possession of the dung; thus, 0 cow, thou earnest to 
recognition, for thou art colled • hard to deceiveV.
In v. 19 a si- is used in the sense Cf 
' to enter into' for the purpose of doing something evil
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asin RV. 10* 16. 2. 1. brahmana gnih saravidano 
raksoha badhatam itahi amlva yas te garbham durnama 
yonim asaye, and elsewhere. Thus: 9 The hard to 
deceive gets into him, if he does not wish to give 
her when asked9 eto.
D0RSA-
Pavastais tva pary akrinan dursebhir ajinair 
uta: prakrir asi tvam osadhe bhrihhate na rurupah
4.7.6.
Ye kukundhah kukurabhah krittir dursani bibhrati: 
kliba iva pranrtyanto vane ye kurvate ghosam tan 
ito nasayamasi. 8.6.11.
Previous Scholars: Sayana takes dursebhih as
adjective of ajinaih (-dusta-rsyasambandhibhih )
at 4.7.6. and reads krtyair dusyani for krttir
dursani at 8*6.11. 9Bine Art Oewebe Oder Gewand1,
— — Weber on 4.7.6.,Ind.Stud. 18.29, follows BR.
and remarks,” zu durca, Pet. w. , 1st ausser ducya,
dushya vielleicht auch tusha su vergleichen", but
renders it with 9Haute1 at 8.6.11. (Ib.5,255). Ludwig
leaves the word untranslated. Grill (4.7.6.): 9Pur Deck
tauschen ale die eln, Gewebe, Felle gab man her9 etc.
Henry (8.6.11.): 9Les kukundhas, las kukurabhas qui
portent des peaux1 en guise de veteraents9eto.Bioomfield 
r (4.7.6
*»109«*
•with brooraatrwr {t). gora- t a' ©be . ffcltney 
i^ Trtem the first dursn'- tgsraenta' anfl the second 
with * pelts*, each followed by a . (juerrymark.
IHJRflA* Is found at least three times in * |r
the Kauaika <hitra* (i) Jihvaya utsadya* aksyoh 
paristaronam astihanam hrlayam dursa upanshym tlsro 
ratrih palpulane vaeayati 11*16* where the tongue 
and several other parts of a cow are prescribed to
be tied up in a dursa- and soaked in cowdftng for
" throe nights; (11) Imrrukasakalam sanflreudya^ ? 
dursa jaradaJinavakara- Jvalona, 28,? where it is v 
prescribed as an easily Inflamable ll*£it fuel along ^  
with wornout goatskin and broomatraws; and (iii) 
viltErnpantam ogham iti pari eailam (▼•!♦-telam, silam, 
of which the latter: seems to be the correct reading) 
dursam vilumpati 8*5,22, where it ie to be spread
around (kes). a piece'of stone (parisilam)* In all
1
these instances Ihrila and kesava render it with 
Jirnavastra- »old or tattered cloth9• It will be*
■ seen that this weaning suits also the two occurrences 
in the AV. Iii the first passage it Is used together 
with hemp-toxtures(see PAVA2?A) and goat skins, both 
Of rhloh are Inexpensive, as a means of exchange for
1© I t  may be m e n tio n e d  h e r e  t h a t  K esava  a p p ears  
to  have f l o u r i s h e d  i n  th e  t im e  o f  K in g  B h o ja
Footnote Continued from previous page.
of Malwa (c . 1018- 1060 Ac •) •, when the Muhammadans ' 
were terrorising the country . Speaking about the 
importance of abhicara at the end of Kandika Ii9, he 
remarks, prthivyam dusta utpannah sarvada ca vinasayet 
adharmasambhavo dusto prajahimsana-tatparah: Turuska 
namna papi3tha devabrahmana-himsakah! prthivyam Sri- 
Bhojadeva dharmasamraksanaya ea* dese tu Malavake 
utpannah snrajagrhesu oaj again under ) y j 9 2 2 9 idam 
aham Mahumadasya Turuakasya Mutikarnaputradya 
pranapanav apayacchami. He was thus a contemporary 
of TJvata, commentator of the VS#, and preceded Sayana 
by nearly three centuries. Darila, whose work forms 
the basis of Kesava*s Paddhati, mu& hake flourished 
much earlier.
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a herb. (It may not bo out of place to mention 
here that In India even to-day old clothes are very 
often exchanged for herbs from the forest-folk*) In 
the seoond a set of wild people ( or spectres oonoelved 
as such* see TIRITINAH) are said to clothe themselves 
In skin and dursa-.
Frak. dusa- has two meanings •cloth* and 
’tent*. In the first of which It must be the same as 
sans, dursa- and In the second as Sans, dusya- ’a tent* 
Pall dussa- la also to be similarly assigned. It 
would appear that in these two languages dursa- has 
developed a wider meaning, from ’old cloth1 to ’cloth 
in general’• In Pali chavadussa- ’ a miserable garment’ 
it seems to have retained its original meaning.
Beng. dhus, Nep. dhusa, Pun;). dhussa and 
corresponding words in other modern Indian vernaculars, 
all meaning * a kind of woollen covering’, may be 
connected with it, but the aspiration is unexplained.
NYA------ ANYA-
Drdho drmhasthiro nyo brahma visvaerjo 
dasa: nabhim lva sarvatas oakram ucchlste devatas 
sritah. 11. 7 (9).4.
A tv adya sabardugham huve gayatravepasam: Indra 
dhenum sudugham anyam isam urudharam nramkrtam. KV.8.1.10.
Ida hi va upastutim Ida vanasya bhaktaye: 
upa vo visvavedaso namasyur a aarksy anyam iva. HV.
8.27.11
Yo aaya vlsvajamnana is© visvaay© oestatah: 
anyesu ksipradhanvane taamal prana namo’stu te. AV.
Yaayaa o^tasrah pradisah prthivyah yasyam 
annam krstayah sambabhuvuh: ya bibharti bahudha 
pranad ejat sa no bhumir gosv apy any© dadhat/u. 12.1 .U.
Anyebhyas tva purus ebhyo gobhyo 
*svebhyas tva: nih kravyadara nudamasi yo a^nir 
Jivita- yopanah .12.2.16.
Purusa eve*dam sarvam yad bhutam yac 
ca bhavyam: uta » mrfcatvasye fsvaro yad anyena 
•bhavat saha. 19«6.U*
Previous Scholars: (1) tfya--- Sayana: 
drmha- sthirah dimhanena sthirikrto lokah, 
nyah, netaras tatratyah praninah. BR.# !wohl 
adj. von unbekannter Bed*. Grassmann:
1niedersinkend (?) von nl , ©nthalten In ania.1 
Henry: ’Affermiet solid© tol- mem©, affirms* ©tc.
He thinks (p.l'iB) that nya- may be an artificial 
formation from anya- *s sura- from nsura-,
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thus meanljg v tno other*, *fcimself *. S Bloomfield,; 
who would read drdhadnrfha (h) end consider nyah 
*lead<*»* (singh ni- «t© lead*t *H© who fastens 
what is firs, the strong* the leader** etc* .7*->v 
Whitney, v^ho considers dnriha a verbt *Being 
fixed, fix thou*, being staunto , nya ©to, (?)
Anya-, — * flayena on HV, and AV*llJt.(6),P5 sees 
no difference between it and anya--* other*
His oomr'enta^ y on the l?th book is wanting and art
19,6,!j he reads annewa (8??, reads anyone, other, 
texts annena), BWi^Anya, (5»e aye* susammengeaogen sue 
ni-ya,wie such *u sprechen ist) f*^adj,nicht 
versiegond* Henry gives a number; of substitutes 
for gosv,apy any© such as go-sthapatye, go-sva-./ 
dh&nye etc,^and renders I?,!*!* dt *daign© eette ’ 
terre nous accorder la possession dec ruches,*
At 1?,?,16 he as veil as tudwig considers anyabhyah 
as equivalent to any©- and In the dative, Whitney!
Vffce thee being such,*0 breath, having a quick bow 
among the unexhausted (?anya)* be homage*, ll,lu?5 
c*d| *let h^at earth (bhumi) set us among kin®, 
also in ineshaustibleness (fanya), * 1?* 11 df 
•The© from inexhaustible (tanya) men, kin©| horses* 
etc, l?,?.l6,
Th# eof^ect reading In 11. 7* U • appears to bo 
drdho drrihas athiro nyah, the loss of n  sibilant 
before a sibilant followed b -' an explosive (as 
between -drahas sth5 ro) beinc? prescribed by the 
Pratiaakhyas and Katyayana (Wtock. !• 287 b)
and widely followed in the Vedic texts# This 
gives us a pain of eontrastedf words, drdbah ,firm* t 
adrrrthah • not-firai* {of#bhumidrRflia- 
•— , sthirah •stable1 * nyah, ^hich should therefore 
mean •unstable* # *moveable*| *perishable* or the 
like* Nya- (to be read nia) may easily have this 
meaning, if its relation to root ni- in the sense,
• to take away*, *to remove* , is considered r to be : 
the same as that of priya- tdear* to the root pri- ; 
•to please*#
Anya- would thus mean * immoveable • , 
imperishable* and thus be an exact equivalent of 
Amrta-, which is sometimes an adjective, meaning
• imperishable* and sometimes a noun, meaning fnectar* 
of# often applied to sacrificial blitter or the" f 
^oma-drink (See Oras?mann,S#V.| At 1?#1 Jj and l?.P*l6 
anya- is probably used in the sense of sacrificial r 
betterj at W # ° « 1#10 and $#27# H  it qualifies isam
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-•libation*, understood in the second passages and 
at AV*ln *^Ji It means •nectar*, thus firing a 
much betrter sense than the other texts which read 
annena# Anyesu at AV# 11# )j# 2 3  £* probably a 
vocative of anyesu, '*6n one of Inexhaustible arrows, 
to the© of quick bow, 0 fPrana* be homage*#
r . : ,F A W  (TATT) -i
Pratighnanah saw dhavantu frah paturav 
aghnanahi agharinlr vikesyo rudatyah puruse hate 
radite A m i d e  tava. 11,0 f11). X?i.
 ^ Previous \5ohol ars Say ana t urah vaksah 
s theism paturau tatprdesauca. Bohtllngkt 9eln 
bestimmter ICorportcil*. t.
Bloomfield who renders with •thigh1 f remarks, 
reprint of AJP. X1 • M p p  51^-^5fi)f p*?Pt "Our 
translation of the obseure word is based upon 
TCaue# % ,  10, trih prasavyam prakirna- Kecyah 
pariyanti daksinsm urum aphnanah • Th© word seems
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to contain uru with some Modifying adjective, perhaps 
prthu in a Prakrtio form*w Henry suggests emendation 
to *patair avaghnanah and renders: •Qul elles 
accourent, celles qui se meutrissent de coups, 
arrachant les voiles qui couvrent leurs selna* 
etc. Witney, notesj "I follow both translators 
in rendering pataura by •thigh1, although it is 
not too acceptable, considering the familiarity 
of uru ail name for •thigh1*”
patura- or -taura- is evidently identical 
with patora- in ICS. V* 15# 11~12# Agneh paksatih
Sarasvatya- nipaksatih Somasya trtiya .......
devanam dvadaai. dyavaprthlvyoh parsvam 
Yamasya patorah, and patura- in a corresponding 
passage in TS.5*7*21-22* This is about the ribs of * 
horse. VS.2% ifc-5 and MS# 5^# 1S.21-2P in the 
corresponding passages count thirteen ribs and leave 
out patura-. Caraka, earira, 7,5# counts only 
twelve ribs on each side, while G BR*S,3, thirteen*
It thus appears that there have been two views about 
the exac4" number of ribs, and in any case patura- 
aeema to be outside, but just fb 11 owing them on eaoh
side. It is most probably the bone, on each side, 
just about the thigh-joint and below the waist.
Vayayanti, p*2P, gives patura- as a name for the 
fourteenth lunar night, ••• pratipat tv ekapaksatih: 
paksatis ca 1tha oaturo bhutesta oa caturdasi: 
nipaksatir dvitiya syat. T M s  also supports the above 
©  ntention, the two fortnights in a month being 
considered its two sides (paksa)*'
In the above passage paturan evidently stands 
not actually for these bones, but for the two sides of 
the belly Just near them, referring to the common 
phenomenon of the striking of the breast and the belly 
by women in grief. %
-1*8-
PARUSA-
Dnrbhoh soots Asvansya v Y^rah * ~ ,£ •
perils- u y n  vcrsht rathasya braidhurwn* 10*Iu^* /-V
“Previous ^cholanst Tndwig? i *  das Junge 
darthagrss 1st flastne den rchonge * dor pfordes sehelf* des 
ponao schwif lot fltrrj© fur dlo schango V. ebons© ^  
doe tmrane rite. 11 Henry* " Andeur brultmte oontre 
lo renin set lo brtn do darbha, ainsl quo lo 
jeune brin d'erge ? 9 lo crln de chord lo poll
d*tow«*,;v •#«•»»» lo caisson du char##**#f/Bloo®fiold 3 . 
ronrioro jfaruse- *tho shaggy one1* but romctrtcs (p-*(>07K 
°Por the unintelligible parushaoya *®e are tempted to 
substitute arushasya relying upon the oft^emphasised 
nhltoness (strata); of pedus horse’ . *hitneyi "Darbha-
grass* brightness, young alhoot V (Ttorunolca)i horse*© ;
«
iail~tuft* rough one1s tall•tuft? chariots seat 
( tban-dhuro)'•
,r ^  ‘ Peruse- hero probably refers to the bull/ It
is use! as rat ofifehot of UJrsan-tbull* in 1W*5*S?>V5* yasyn 
ma parueah sntwra uddharssyaaty uksanah. end of gau-/
•built or^toowt- In RV* 6*27*5. utedah paruse grarl i 
suras cSkrasi hirraiyaysmt ny airsysd rsthitrasoh* and 
395*13# tvan otad cdharayah Ttt*enasu rohinisu.oat } i
parusnisu rusat pay ah* This epithet is due probably
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to its shagginess ( of the tail? of# puruvsra * having 
an ample tail-tuft1, another epithet, RV.1.159.10), as it is 
applied elsefchere also to urna- *wool» (RV.U.22.?. see 
Grassmarm. s.v.parusa-)
purusa- (note that two of Y h ’s and one of SPP*s mss. 
read purusa- for parusa-in the above passage), in AV.6* 
38#U.f rajanye dundUbhav ayata-yam asvasya vajo 
purusasyA mayau: Indram ya devi subhaga jajana sa na 
aitu varcasa samvidana, and IQj+b.fj.*simhasya ratry usati 
plinsasya vyaghrasya dvipino varca adades asvnsya 
vradhnam purusasya mayum puru rupani Tcrnuse vibhati, 
as mayu-*bellowing* {lowing1, eto. is usually applied 
to on animal such as the cow or the sheep,cf.Whitney*s 
remark at 6.58.lt, "Wayu is not probably use* of 
purusa *manf, and the expression is obscure and doubtful".
? Indra^Soma vartayatam divas pary agni 
-taptebhir yuvam asmahanmabhih: tapurvadhebhir ajarebhir 
atrino ni parsane vidhytam yantu nisvaram. W « T # l6|i#i*
Oirayas cin ni^Jihate parsanaso
Parusa- seems to be the correct reading for
PARSANA
manyamanaht parvatas cin ni yeraire. RV.8.7.5lj.,
\ / Yad vitav Indra yat sthire yat patsane
parabhrtam* vasu sparham tad a dhara. RV.
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t Previous Scholars* Sayana: parsvasthi-
pradese, AV.parsvasthane at RV. 7*10lwc>.f pidya- 
man ah or sprsyamanah at RV. B.7.5li; and vimarsana 
krsame at P.lt5#Ul \ BR. * 1 m Einserikung,
Abgrund, kluft Nach Raigh. 1.10. Wolke, wohl
derselben ursprungs wie parsu1. .
In RV. 8.U5*M* parsana- is contrasted with 
vidu-1strong1 and sthira- •firm1, while AV. 8.I4..5• # 
when compared with 8.1^. 17 d, tam pratyancam arcisa 
vidhya raarmani, and 8*6.Pi*., d hrdaye fdhi ni 
vidhyatam, would point to some 1 tender1 part of the 
body as its meaning. The meaning •soft1,1 tender 1 not only 
suits these two passages but also the third.
The original meaning seems to have been 
what Sayana gives at RV. 75.lj.1 .viz., vimarsanaksama-
1 worthy of being touched or felt1,  —  sparsa-
1 touch1 with suffix -ana. This suffix -ana, used 
to form adjectives, is found in several words*
Apnav-ana* (#apnu?), urdhvas-ana-t nrdhva (3)-, 
Jrayas-ana-* Jrayas-, dhiyas-ana- : ^-dhiyas-, 
prthav-ana-t prthu- ( see under: STJSIMA-), mandas-ana: 
*mandas- , rabhas-ana-jhabhas-, vasav-ana-s vasu-, 
vrdhas-ana-*vrdhas-, savas-ana-s savas-, sahas-ana-t
sahas- ©to. Graasmann and Macdonell ( In Vedio 
Grammer) consider it identical with the participial 
suffix, but added to a double stem of the root, in 
the case of Jrayasana-, dhiyasana-,mandasana- robhasana- 
etc. It seems however more likely to be a secondary 
suffix in view of the above examples, placed side by side 
with the corresponding nowns.
PAVASTA-
pavastals tva pary akrinan duraebhir ajinair 
uta? prakrir asi tvam osadhe 1 bhrikhate na rurupah*U.7*£* 
Abhur vauksir vyu ay$r anad darsannu purvo 
aparo nu darsat: dve pavaste pari tarn na bhute yo asya 
pare rajaso vivesa. RV. 10.27.7.
Previous Scholars? Sayana: pavastaih pavanaya 
aetaih sammarjanitrnaih, on AV. and pavaste pavatir gati-
karma..........mahatvena sarvasyabhibhavanaya gacchantyau
(dyavaprthivyau ), on RV. BR. 1 ZEltdecke oder dergl.AV 
du. bildlich r p m  HImmel und Rrde RV. 10.27.7. 
Oldenberg RV. II.p.8S7* remarks? "Pavasta dunkel. 
TJngewissheit der auf kombination von AV. IV.7*6. nnd 
Kaus. 28. p. beruhenden Gleichsetzung mit avakara hat 
schoa Bloomfield S.B.R. U2. ?77f• hervorgehoben; eben- so 
die Schwierigkeit, auf diesem Wege Verstnndniss un- seres 
st. Zu fordern. TTnzutreffend Weber. Ind. Stud. 18.29.ft
a . Pali pothaka- (f a oloth made of makecl fibre1 , ? 
PT ?**s PD* ) la the regular representative of Sana# 
pavasta )ka) and, as we shall preaently see,* tts meaning 
suits both the occurrences of the latter.| In Jataka IV#'' 
p#251* pdteiCkam is explained by ghnna- or sana-satakam** 
Prom the descriptions of polthaka- given Inf 
i,Ahguthnranikaya p.?!i6. and Puggalapamattl p.55#f 
sanasataka-, *a texture made of hemp*, appears*;to be 
the true reading* It Is described there as having §
an indifferent colour (dubbanno), rou$i (dukkhasamrhasso),
1
and cheap (appagrdio) which ore exactly the characteris­
tics of hemp-texture• Tt would apnear that a rough * 
texture of this kind was used as a wrapper Just like 
a blanket,cf# Kmi8#57#1% sarvesom ksaumasanaksmbalavas- 
tram and Puggalapannattl p.51 sovsananl pi dharetl
mssananl pi dharetl atc#^ ;'K^:
1. Tayo potthakai* navo pi potthako dubbarmo c*eva hotl 
dukkha- samphasso ca app&ggho os, majjhirao pi potthako 
d ubbsmo cfeva hot! dtikTdf&ssmphasso ca j appacrgho eaf^
;■>;/J i m o  p i  potthako chibbanno c f eva botl duVkhasaitrdhasso ca 
appaggno caj Jirmam pi potthakam ukkhallparlmajjanam va 
kcrentl sankarakute va nan chaddentl « —  Pug.55.
Accordingly, the TtV. verse may be translated t 
’’Thou becamest, thou grewest up, thou didst attain agej 
now the first one,, now the other one has pierced. Two 
hemp-wrappers (ie.the heaven and the earth) wrap, as it 
were/him who has spread beyond this region” • And the *
AV# one, wThey bought thee for hemp wrappers, for 
tattered cloth and for goat-skin*# etc# /
Av* past-1skin of a man Pers* post 
•skin*, later Sans* pus taka- and Pali potthaka-*a bbok* 
form quite a different group of words*
Bloomfieldfe (SBB*1*2*577 b*) ast apparently 
Dayana* s $AV* {4.*7*6*) ; identifiestlon of pavasta- with 
avakara-, on the ground that the latter word Is found 
with dursa- and Jarad-ajina- In Feus* £R*f*, is withoutX *• 9
any force, £ since the words ^r# used in different contexts* 
pavasta-, dursa* and ajlna- in AV* are referred to as 
Inexpensive means of exchange, while dursa -jarad-ajina-, 
and avakara- in Kaus* are prescribed as easily lighted fuels
Previous Scholars* 8&y°nat- parsu- 
BV* 10. AV* P*7*5*fU*5*5* • parsvavayava- AV.?**?.P.-
prsthavamsasya abhito vartamanah parsuh 11*10*l!.uf which 
as we shall see is the true meaning. BB*t frippe
(-parsu) * • Grill, Henry, Whitney, and other scholars 
generally follow BR#* except when prsti- and parsu- 
come together in the same sentence and where they try 
to differentiate with »side( (*flanks, Henry) and’rib1 
(tcote1, Henry) respectively. TJhlenbeck, Etym. Wort., has: 
f,prstie f. rippe, vgl# afgh. pustai rippe und parcus 
rippe, sichel# AV# parstis np# pust ruoken gehoren nicht 
hierher, sondern su prstham. "Prsti denotes not •rib*, 
which is parsu, but a transverse process of vertebra, and 
so the vertebra itselfM,-Ved# Ind#, sv# Sarira.
It would appear from the above that scholars 
are often doubtful as to the precise meaning of prsti-, 
especially when they have to distinguish between it and 
parsu-. Prst-is distinguished from parsu- in AV. 9*7 * 6* 
devanam patnih prstaiga upasadah parsavah, and 10.9#*0. 
yah prstir yaaea parsavah} and from parsva- in 9#1#^U# 
yah parsve uparsanty anuniksanti prstih In 12.1 
uttanas tva praticim yat prstibhlr adhi semahe (addressed 
to the earth), men are said to lie on the earth, facing 
upwards, .with their prstls. Whitney and Griffith here give
i." A - # ■ W> » ft J Vf 'W  ^ A I' 'Ij V'i ‘ * ♦Vv'.’ * V* * V / / i, r * - \
a derivative meaning 1 stretched out1 to uttane-, apparently 
in order to be consistent with the meaning •rib1# But 
uttana- usually means, not only in classical but also
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In ▼•die Sanskrit, ’lyiriR on one’s bnok*, 'fnclns; 
upwards* cf* ?V T m lO-V’P.^-behu yad Agne amonar- mrjnno 
nyprm uttanam amresi bhumim and 10*27*13* etc#, whore 
uttana- le contrasted with nyan- 1 facing downwardsf*
In l8*fj.*10* horses are called prstivahah, which "hitney 
renders * back-carrying (?)’ These instances show 
that prsti- is not the same ns parsu-* hut is either 
the back itself or some pnrt of the body at the b^ck* 
GBr* I# *5*3*, Just after counting the parsus, analyses 
the epine (amtka-) idiusi anukam trayastrimso f 
dvatrimsatir hy evai «tasya pretikundi- lnni bhavanty, 
nnuknm trayastrimsam, tasmad anukam tr nyngrtrimsah* where 
it (vis the epine) is said to have thirty-two belts 
of prsti-j ef*Susruta, Sarira* oh. 5** prsthe trimsat 
(asthini)* airi panipadaparsva- prathoraasu valaytmi.
Thus we fini that the prstis are the bones ft the back;
issuing on both sides the spine*
Prom »bones at the b*ckf the meaning was 
easily transferred to the b^ck itself, °s is seen in 
the case of prstlvahah* Hastyayurveda of Palnkapya, 
idiich seems to be a fairly ancient work, uses at ^*0.5^. 
prstau for prsthe* A sirilar use is also found in 
Kalyana- mandirastotra, Ind. £tud*l!u3^6* and 
Slmhas^na- dvattrimsika and Pane ad and a chatraprabandha, 
ib. 1*5. ■*70.
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In tho 11 git of tho above fall pltthl and 
plttfti (f)t Prak. patthl, pltthl, Tnd putathe (f), ;
Cluj, puth (f), flndhi puthi, puthi, ’Tar.puth, and 
H pith It ) * all nooning »baok*, are to bertraeef’ 
back to prsti-. of. Turner, blcticmary of 1fepall.ar.plth 
and 3ulletln of the school of Oriental Studies vol.V.;- 
p.1?li. ,b v . pustai,. It lslalao clear now that A7. parstt* 
and HP. puet do really belong to pretl-, not to prstha- 
as Uhlonbeck thought. . ; ‘
In this connection nay be considered AV.6. 
102.2.nhon khldmni to mono rnjasrah prstyasn iraj 
resma- ochlnnam yntha tma m  nayl te roatatam nanah. the 
proper sense of : the first hslf of '.rhich seems to hare been 
missed. ; 2ij .S ./
Grill translates, *Tch relse deln Slnnen mlt;; 
mlr fArt, trie’s Deiehselross das Seltenpford* etc. and 
notes, " Statt prstyam (^oth-’hltney) Heat PW.i
prsthysm- Lastross, Beltpferd{Weberi Zuglslne aus
der Bedeutung letsteren '"orta In der Opforspraohe 
ersohlossen \ ). * Heine Pbersetsung stellt prstyam nit t. 
prastl und prsti zuasetnent Both • tfle daa Beben-pford l 
dorn^' In der Deiohsel gehenden) Haufctpferd folgen./; 
truss ; « In der Ubersetsung muss lelder der Oegensatz ' 
von Hengst und stute verloren gehen".
fliitney translates, * I drag along fakhid) 
your mind, as a king-horse a tldenaref 7)j like grass cut
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by a whirlwind, let thy mind twine itself to me*, 
awl remarks, " The comm, explains the word as 
cankubaddhssi * « ware tied to a stake (te t e pole of the
chariott)1* This, however, seems to be a mis-understanding, 
since the commentator does not mean a mare at all, 
but the rope attached to a stoke, with which the horse itself 
is tied ( sanku b addham sa (sva?) bandhanaraJJuHi)#
Bloomfield* s ren luring is essentially the same as 
Whitney*s, but he remarks after referring to ftrlll*s 
notes, 1 accordingly we have trnnslated without any 
feeling of certninty.e#f ♦X^.fUBut prishtya may possibly 
be identical with prishtivah (asvs).•..and ragasva simply 
the horse of the king*.
Prstyam. however, appears to be the locative of 
prsti- and rajasvah, not a single word meaning 'a 
noble horse1 ( for such a compound is rare in Vedic, * 
although very common in later Sanscrit), but the * 
two words raja (non) and asvah (gen of asu- 1 a swift 
steed*)# This of course ^ould necesstete an emendation 
of the accentuation to rajasvah. t Secondly, a khid- 
does not usually mean » to drag along* but *to seise on*,
*;to take possession of *, as in AV# 1^ 2?.7., 
aatruy^fcam a khida bhojonanl, or RV. 7., aaya rad ah
khidati hsntinognom. g Accordingly we may translate* 
w X take possession of thy mind Just as the nobleman
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on its baok, of that if the swift steed”, etc.
This simile of a horse and its rider seems to be 
referred to also in the preceding verse, yatha 
♦yam vaho asvina samaiti sam ca vartate: eva mam abhi 
t© manahsamaitu sam ca vartatam. Asvina, after the 
present state of its accentuation, has generally been 
taken as a vocative dual, but an emendation to 
asvina, instrumental singular of asvin- »a horseman1, 
suggests itself for two reasons! firstly, the verbs 
samaiti and sam vartate require a complement in the 
instrumental, and. secondly, if the Asvins are 
addressed, the pronoun of the second person, viz, te, 
shoul refer to them, and not to somebody else, as it 
does. 'g . V  j  f  ;■■■/■■' ' i f  f -  f t  ■ - f i r - ;  «
PESTKA-
Y©tl te ristam yat te dyuttara asti pestram
1 • Taking prstyam as a corruption for prastyam and
assuming that the hymn was spoken by a woman,Prof • Si©£ , 
suggested (orally) a rendering: I take possession 
of thy mind; like a noble horse round a mare, let thy 
mind, as grass cut by a whirlwind,twine itself round me< 
This gives fairly good sense, but unfortunately prasti-
is not recorded in the feminine and the tradition is foi 
the hymn being uttered by a man.
ta atmani: dhata tad bhadraya punah sam dadhat parusa 
paruh#
Yo nah sapad asapatah sapato yaa oa nah 
sapati sune pestraqj iva : fv*ksamam tan praty asyami 
mrtyave« 6#37#3.
Previous Scholars: Sayana roads pres than
(•prlyatamam) at lu12.2. and pestan (* plstam) at 6.37.^ 
^nochen*.• ♦ •vielleicht von 1 t-pis*•••-BR., followed 
by Ludwig, Grill, and Griffiths. Weber, Ind. Stud. 18.1|.7# 
renders with fQuetw schung*, and Hillebrand, Ved#
Chrest, vocabulary, remarks: flch stelle das Wort sum 
Wurzel pis, zermalmen, und verwuthe: losgesohlagenes 
Stuck Fleiseh, Fleisohfetzen,,* Bloomfield also renders 
with •bone1, although not satisfied. Whitney renders 
the two passages respectively: n What of thee is torn (ric), 
what of thee is inflamed (?&yut), io crushed ( ?pestra)
in thyself— - may Dhatar excellently put that together
again, Joint with Joint" , snd , "whoeverc shall curse us 
not cursing and vhoever shall curse us cursing, him, 
withered (?) I cast forth for death, ps a bone (??) for 
a dog".
Bloomfield, fbts. f*,2#589> has already suggested 
a connection of pestra- with plaits* a»d pesi*, and that
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like the other two, It may also mean 1 flesh1• In 
fact all these three words contain the same root pis* 
to prepare, make ready ( especially meat, by cutting 
it up and carving it)1 followed by different suffixes,
-tra (Ved gr. 152), -ta (ib. lij.5), and i (ib 131) 
respectively; cf. janlh, a-Janih, Jatam, Janitram RV.7.^1|..?. 
56.P.(say) •birth1: Jan-1to be born1, nrtih, nrttam fdancefi 
nrt-*to dance1, vasitam, vastram •cloth*: vas- •to 
olothe1, etc# For root pis- in this sense, cf.AV. 
5#36.Sarvah kruddhah pisyamana simida pisita 
(brahmagavi) ;The word pisita itself occurs twice in 
the AV#, at 5• 19• 8.kruram asya asaaanam trstam pisitam asyat€ 
and at 6.127.1 .vidradhasya balasasya lohltasya vanaspate: 
visalpakasyau1sadhe mo*ohisah pisitam cana, where it 
seems to have a figurative meaning.
This meaning not only suits both the contexts 
but seems to be required by them • AV. !+• 12., where 
the first passage occurs, is all about the healing of 
fraoturedbenes, torn and damaged flesh etc.cf. v.3* 
sam te raamsasya visrastam sam asthy api rohatu, and 
v.lj.asrk te asthi rohatu mamsam mamsena rohatu. In 
the second passage, a piece of meat offered to a doa would 
make a better simile than a bon© for a man offered 
40 death, for in the former case there is also the 
suggestion of being sompletely devoured.
toahttta-
Anyksetr© na ramase vasi san mrdayrsi nah! 
abhud u prarthas tnfcma aa gamlsyatl balhlVan  ^;
Previous Scholars* nM e S  pra- arthaa, nsch FW*i 
Ausrustung sur Peise j vielleieht aber praAdlc* su >' 
takma- fortstrebend (vgl* arthay pra )f Ludwigt 
beglerig naoh dor P o m e  y Hillebrandt • Beroitwillig"-? i 
— — -— Grill./.-Wfho pads- reading in o la pm-nrthahj 
pra-ar. would bettor suit the meaning given 1 ready to set 
out 1 , lit. 1 having an object ih front".^ ~ ~ W h i t n e y .
I  Prartha- seems to be a? corruption for prorthya-* 3 
tamensble to supplicatloation1 f of* HV. 1.B2. I.c.d. 
yada nah sunrtavatah kara as artfoayasa id yoja nv 
Tndra te hartg and Grassmann av. arthay* g meaning {?); ,
This (prarthia-) is required also by meter and would save an 
awkward resolution and forced ^ moaning. n?hc loss of 
t; y  is only another instance of the tendency of ;
AV* mss* to drop the last of a conjunct of three, • VT 
ooe instances under KAKlJTSALA# to which may be added aka(y)* 
fswu k*3*3« (majority of mes)* talp (y) ani llu2.h.1.d, 
meks(y)ami 7.102*1.raks(y)a^ manah l0.l|*7n *®to.
%  BHRitALA- I
v Yas to harpo v r w i k a n  trstodamsma hemanta- jabdho
•" % & * £ £ 4$c. r7,
■L .' . , ' » .• -..a C. #'* * fijb_"i*JL
£ « £ « & ! &
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V.v' i bhvmnln guha snyot k*mlr jlmrat pnthivi yad yad ejatl $? 
prevrei ten nah serpen mo'posrpad yao ohivom term no nrdn 1?,Bar » *«,•*%* *  'tv ?« i *v •<*^4 JJrtf - ► <v ■ '^ ’
-v-v .^_: SRi.dri.JS.-p1
I’revloue Scholar a: The eommontary is wanting
on this hands. HR! *adj. belnubt, torpldur*.'. V.' ■': i ■; ,V v'  ^”  'T»* v ' r * ■ ‘WX. •■•'• F*-ajbjfejkfe: SlSSSffiia^ S ! ^  ^ feL L  ...... IB P*P
#aekerh||g»lA)[Ii »♦* bhrma- Verirrung hhrai, bhrral,
f •* J ‘W V - •-'(> V*' • *, .V. • i • *' . r v‘ r'*•} A‘<|l W * ‘ • ^  •. • fc^*A-■ “Th .'7 4J# v*f*
1 AV* Bhrroalai ▼* 'fchrnma 'qphels■.'«p#bhranntSM sohweifen * 
r I ^  -Irtalwlg, p*5l<.^t "dor sarpa, dor etechende, silt harfcons
dNo/ -'0\'.f - jj
•
\.V v %*•&
3ahn, dor dir von winter ©rforen, der sioh bin und her
*r >" w  ' **1
■ P S m
S ®  aohlaptolnfio 1« vorborgon 11 gt". Bloomfield? »Th« serpent.
>i«' *'*?" ' : ’'*:’f~'  t s  L ••'' j-' £•;■ . ;, s^ f '-* ■\;‘i&'v V'*:- '.. •'•• .1:;': V  - .-:
tho scorpion with thirsty fanga, that hlbernntlnrc torpidly•^*5*■)..: . , ^  . r.T
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lies upon thee* etc# Henryi * Ton serpentf ton scorpion
fL4| 
•57^ ' ■
S£si*»Ts •
w
a !•apro morpuro, qtd engloutipar l’hlvor git aesoupi
=<v'
dans aa osohette* oto. Bhltnayt " Thnt stinging (vroclka)
r .*y t T-'j v_ v>v >--R.i'l.'4« . \ t',",.'7,Vv'l" X -2* ». '3r«?w- " -X >rt _A.- ,„-“-';ftr V'-. i4 v ■ i<*
harshbitlng aerpsnt of thine lloa in secret, winter-
,v* » r  j  »
A  • " r
sM
■ *3 f-.\ ?, . 5RH
banned, torpidt (? bhrmnla)j whatever worm, 0 eerth,
%< # vr> MTr^'; I
becoming lively stirs In the early rainy season—  
that crawling not crawl upon us* be thou gracious to us
$12?iKF i
■ t . •?. z • * ,
l«t ' ^
••  ^ *JH1 3 f  ', .>^f T^V'^nr
.
^ J K r Z -k ; /±
' f  i >, -fv.v.
4-jC. ,Z? <i,; v ,  *with that which is propitious**
The Ppp. reading bramale miirgoat" that;;,XA* m V in  T > v m  <m a i v 4 4 m m  V m n n t n *1A  f l l t i r f f A f l f f l  f V ^ n f
our bhrmala** may be identical with bhraaiara- * a hunibla
>.1 V ' Z t ' ' ^ a f y j u ?  i-1. <*sS>v-■ /  ■■ •h.'^ -C * ■</r
boe1* Oonfuslon of ra and ;p in mss* is very <?oamoni cf# 
for instance# prsti- or prsthi- in somo mss.for prasti*|:• ^ v *^Vv- ^  - *• — V. . _ .-• . - 'T u  ^  W♦■'- Hr ^s'^V 4 (S
;..K/>»v. t * roc
:; €** > -t • v ^ f  *WT.' f ^v\:v\  *'.
£ * « - * ' f ‘:. i ■'. r^- '*■'. •* > r-
;v  ..' A ‘ V.:,? ' .,:/•;. •* >-'**v.L ^ - V  S ' * * ' $
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by Pitney in hla translation!
kramuka-, v.l.for krmuka- Kaus.2°.2; prasnyam for 
prsynyaa in Darila*s comm. to Kaus.11.l6; drati- for 
drti- Kaus 3B.12| ras. Fch hrdam, PBh. hrdayam for 
hradam, ib.52.5• ate. Kesava commenting on, yukt&yor ma no 
deva yas te sarpa (the present verse) iti sayanasalorvaroh 
parilikheti Kaus.*51.17. remarks atha sarpadisvastyayanam 
uc y a t e s ar p a-v r s c ika-dv id am s am a a aka -bhr amar a-bhumik i t a- 
krmayaht eteaam bhayam na bhayati, snd again under the 
following sutra, ahibhaye vrscikabhaye raasakabhaye y *
bhramarasamghe krraibhaye etc. His enumerations,especially 
the second one, when equated in order o f  presentation 
with our verse, show that according to him trstadamsma- 
dvidamsa masaka- or mas aka- and bhrmala- bhramara-.
For trstadamsma- cf.also AV. 6.c>6.^. Arbhasya trpra- 
damsina mas.akasya •rasam visam, and Sans, damsa- Bang.etc. 
das fa gnat*. This makes it clear that in Kesava*s time 
(c . H t h  century) either the beading itself was bhramara- 
or bhramala- instead o f  bhrmala-, or th e  latter was under­
stood to be identical with the former. The above verse 
may accordingly be translated! wThe serpent, the scorpion, 
the harsh-biting (mosquito), th e  bee o f  thee, that, pressed 
(lit.,»ground*j jabh- f to  grind*) by winter lie in conceal­
ment; whatever worm, being lively, 0 earth, stirs up in the 
early rainy season, let that crawling not crawl on to us,
favour us with that whieh la propitious" •
■Y'^ :l>i^ Mk imam madhuna samyutam yavam Saradvatynm £ 
adhi manav aearkrauhi In ir a  a * it  a ir& p atih  catakratuh v 
kifiasa asan Marutah sudanavah 6*^0# — —V I-  manat’- .
171 tlgraam abhy amaum 3 id ad dhota manav afhii 
jusano asya sakhyaau RT# $.72«2#>
Ayukta aura etasam pavamno xnanav a&hit  ^ T v
antariksena yatafro#ib»9«65«8*
Raja medhabhir iyate pavamano manav adhit v t V ^ - 2/ *. * 
antariksena yatave • ib • 9 • 65 * 16.
Previous Scholarsr All have taken manau (or pau), 
aa if identical with manau fman* ©t f#Tanuf (loo) although 
soma like rhijpaey are not quite satisfied. t;v
The accent indioates that man{n)au may be altogether 
different from manu-j and man(n) av a! hi with vetfbs 
acarkrsuh *ploughed * r sldal * sat *, pavamanah; •being >
purified* suggests that it may ref or to some place or ^  
plot’ of land on tfhich these action^ could be porfomed.
How Bong* , has a word mana(:V >  «;.'•* mnnya?) Which means 
*a fertile piece of land on either side of a river1 so 
near that’ it la often flooded when the river if full*
FOR F o o tn o te  see n e x t  page.
of# also mnni- rudhaka-, synonym of simbidhanya-
( podded grain, such as pulses) Kalpa-dru-Kosa p#li|i>.
89, simbidhanyara Jalaklinnam sankuram manirudhakam#
The application of such as meaning to the first verse,
where the river Sarasvati (of# TB# reading - svatyas)
It mentioned, is clear, while the other three verses
relate to Soma, who is frequently connected with the river
or river»bank; cf#In the same hymns, c^uhanti saptai*kaa
upadva panca srjataht tlrtte sindhar adhi svare, 8.72.7;
tam im mrjsnty ayavo harim nadisu vajinam: indum
Tndraya matsaram, 9.65*17* ya arjikesu krtvasu krtvasu
ye wadhye paatyanam \ ye va lanesu psncaeu (somasah
\  v* '1 
arirvi re ) y $ >  65*2^5; also 9*~6• 1.p.96rll4-f 1 S.etc.
MADHYAMASIft
Yasya fnjana prasarpasy angam angam parusparuht
tato yak am am vi badhasa ugro madhyam «• masir iva- li-9-U— •
Footnote 1. from previous page. • <V J
It-occurs also* in TB# (ii.lj..87j exactly repeated i» APC8#VI.
50~20; PGS.iii.6.1 .), ), and K (Xiii.15). The TB
version begins with etaa u tvam madh-(so MB also), and it gioei 
in b sarasvatyes snd manav”. — —  Whitney#
1 #Cf• Punj. mand, flow moist ground on the bank of a river or 
stream1, which Cannot in the ordinary way come from the same 
source as BBeng# maria,- and Telugu taanu, 1 earth, soil*
j
V- -156- p
RV. 10.97.12, VS. 12.86 with v.l. yasyati aadhlh 
prasarpatha in a, and badhadhva in a
Previous Scholars; Sayana; madhyam© antarikaasthane 
sete samcaratiti madhyamasih vayuh, or, arir mitram arer mifc 
iti nitisastnokbavrajatnandalamadhyav^rti raja (AV), 
and, madhyama- sthane vartamane raja (RV)* BR.t’etwa 
intercessor1* Grassmann: ’wol j der in der Mitte sich 
lagernde als Berzeioh-nung etwa des Heer-fuhrers1•
Whitney • "Madhyamaci is of obs cur ©meaning; •arbiter1, 
as conjectured by BR# seems very implausible 3R* express 
their conjectural meaning by the Latin word intercessor; 
by which, I suspect, they intend, not •mediator1, but 
rather ’adversary or ’praventor’ of the disease, which would 
be plausible enough j more probably ’midmost man’, Hire 
madhyamestha or ohief (see under ili#R*2.)f madhyamaoi 
used especially of the leader '’bout whom his men encamp, 
for his greater safety, in the night”*
In the simile in the second half we have on one 
^ide. ’thou drivest away disease’wrft subject, an 
object, and a verb— — , while on the other side 
apparently only the subject (inadhyame.sir) and the verb 
(the same vi-badh-) . This suggests that we have probably 
to split up nadhyamasAr into two words madhyam, aco* sing*
of madhya- • the central part*, and asir, nom. sing, of 
* asir ( for accent and gender of.vandhur-)probably 
fa boring instrument * or awlf as will appear from the 
following eorresponces. Walde, Ing. Wort. Sv. ah>
(2 T* auch ak-), scharf, spitz, kantig; Stein* gives a 
detailed account of words formed with this element, of 
which those forme5 with l(p.20) seem to be identical 
(at least some of them) with our # asir - :warm*asetn Nadel 
aksl. OS. ( ) la ^etzstein ", ags.egle plr Ahrenspitzen,
Grannen ", engl.ails Grannen", ahd. ahil.m.Ahren- spitzo, 
Granne", nhd. (dial) agel, agel festuc?" und Achel; acymr. 
ocolin cos", noymr#rgalen, und (h)ogalen, nbret. higolen 
Wetzstein"; Lat. aculeus Stachel"f anord sod-all 
Fleischgabel"j cymr.ebill Bohrer", corn* epill hoern 
clavus", mbret.ebil Pflock, Stiff, Nagel".
Assuming the modification of text and meaning 
of *asir-, Whitney’s translation may be modified : ?‘0f 
whomsoever. 0 ointment, thou oreepest over limb after limb, 
Joint after joint, from thou drivest away the yaksma »a« 
a sharp boring instrument the middle portion (of anything , 
by cutting a hole)’11.
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KURA------ -MURADFVA-
1* mura-
Ya aasapa sapanena ya pfliam muram adadhet ya 
raaasya haranaya Jatam arebhe tokrsm attu sa.
1 . r . ^
Wura- has been rightly identified rlth ttuln- 
•root*, but th* import of o seems to have been misunder- 
stood. Thus the commentator takes muraw as adj. of 
aghara, meaning either adibhutam or murchakaram, ,and. 
reads adade ( parijagnaha, krtavati tyarthahj Grillf 
* ••• hat gift*ge *YirEel angewandt*f Whitneyf • •, that 
hath taken malignity as her root (? mura)#* As, i 
however* adha- usually means *to lay* *to deposit*
* to bury or impregnate*,of * R V # k u v i A  ; v 
vrsanyantibhyah punano garbham adedhat, and roots are 
mentioned as having been use'5 for socery, of. mulakr*:~ 
in yah k r t y a k m  mulakrd yatudhano U*r8,6f and mulin- in 
krtakrtam vslaginam mulinam sapatheyye* ifte
rendering should rather be, *that hath buried the 
wretched reot^of. 1^#!*5.®, yam te krtyam kupe *vadadhuh 
smasane va nleakhnvl, or 10.1*1p f yam te barhisi yarn 
smasane ksetre krtyam v&lagam va nickhnuh*
139-
Ayodamafcro anoisa yabudhnnan up spraa Jntavodah . 
n*uaiddhaht & Jihvaya mura&ovon rahhasva kravyado 
vratva r pi dhntsva can. 8*3§£
fcapasa yatudhnnau para ? *gno 
rakao .haras a flrnihil para ruaa muradovan chralhi 
para sutrpo abhi eoeuannah# *V?#13 ( I*1G#,?*U9) k
/H;)| Turlra Jahi pumamcw yafcudhanaa uta striyaai:/^ ;^ :. 
mayaya eacadanamt vigrivaae wurodava rdantu na fco‘ 
draant suryam u a c a r o n t s r a * v  RV*0#l<^u2)i
Jpv ^  Previous Roholaraf • Sayanm tlf- mranakri&a . 
rakmissh f 8* lok* ?!*.)* mudhadavar marokaryaparan 
cmravyaparan (lb#v#lJ*) on RV, and , imilona omtadhena 
ditryanti, or imadhah santo dlvyanti t© (°*^#^)# warrmena 
karmana divyantiti maranakrida raulano
visausadhya dlvyontiti va t *Ju?h) on AV. B8l 
♦ imxladwa Kao, an Vartt 3 Boa. gwiaaar
| TJrihold©.*gUmawmnj *B©B©ichmmg dsmonlsoher *^cen > 
od ©r ibror Vorobrar#♦ fhitn'ryt 1 falcm^orohlpporc1 •
Hsnry redder* rrlth 'demons' or 'implies', but remarks 
in his commantery to that It lo probably a
possessive compound with mura- froot* and not mura- 
• foolish1 as the accent on the finst member.
; i  At Henry has already pointe3 out, the . 
accentuation shows that the first member in rauradeva is 
mnra- »foot*,*thu8 thw word meaning*having the roots 
as one*a god*# Tn view of the Importanee of the use of 
root8 In sorcery* us ssen under mura*, this implies 
tlmply that the sooerers were so called because they 
were devote*^ to and expected everything from the ' 
hoots Just as much as the rsis did with regard to the 
"pjods*'4 That roots wore actually worshipped as fetish 
and their worshippers were later confused with demons * 
as Henry would suggest* does not seem to be a necessary"
implication#
A-
* Venae lat pasyat par amain guha yad yatra^ 
visvom bhavaty ekarupaat Idem prsnir aduhaj Jayamanah 
svnr-vido abhyanusata vrah*2#1#1#
ftairn uohiste asams co fbheu mrtyur vajah 
praJapatihi |lohya ucehista ayatta vrasca drasoa •pi srir 
11*7.(a)
Stambhid dha dyam a a dharunam prusayad 
rbhur vajaya dravinam naro goh: anu svajam mahisas 
caksata Tram menam asvasya pari mataram goh RV. 1.121.2.
Svasa svasre Jyayaayai yonl* araig 
apaity ssyah pratioaksyev: vyucchanti rasmibhih suryasya 
*njy ankte samanaga iva vrah. Ib. 1 .12ij..8.
Purr am ami prayatim adade vas trin yukta 
a stay aridhayaso gah! eubandhavo y© vlsya iya vrah 
anasvantah srava asanta pajrah. Ib. 1.126.5.
" T© manvata prathamam nama dhenos trlh 
sapta matuh paramani vindant taj Janattr,abhyanu- 
sata vra avirbhuvad arunlr yssasa goh.Ib. U.1.16.
Gobhir yad 1m any© asman mrgam na vra 
mrgayante: abhltsarantl dhenulihih. Ib. 8.2.6.
‘ ■ £ <  Samudrad urmim ud lyartl Veno nabhojah 
prstham haryatasya darsl: rtasya sanay adhi vistapi 
bhrat samanam yonim abhyanusata vrah. Tb. 10.123.2v-
Previous Scholars: Sayana on RV. gives
is, £ 7* *  - ■•* v-V** :  / f t  '*■ : !jrV' *'' .■Ot ^ : H 'i- *r,c _ -  a «y y  TJ >” 1/ K 4  *
various meanings to this word: ’night* or■dawn* (1.121.2.), 
samyagamana- hetava apah samanah, ta gaccantiti samanaga 
vidyutah, vra'.vratah, vidyutsamgha iva (I.12I4..8) vriyanta
iti vrah vratah takaralopas ehandasah (1.126.5*)9 vra ity
"\T 7-v ,* yfjf'a -i*. ..V t" - ,:CAc/-> ■ A**"' JptZJUsZ<" *£"• 4'.*■ xlf* <-5-hi-ft.' ■
usaso name ()j.-1-16). and vra varitaro Jaladibhir upayair
i ' W ' • * ■' >* *. - ■ 'i.
nirundhana vyadhah (°.2.6.) On AV. 2 2.1.1 .hehas vrah either
nvrtatnansh prajah* on or. vrljrmnnnh... .npah, and on- 
11. 7 (a). %  vrrah vnrnko varunah drah drnvaknh nmrtanayah L, 
samah.■i'ht'li’jiop, Trons, of RV.p.llt9*n. suntn arises the ^ 
opinions of leading modern scholars and gives his i,- 
own opinioni t’vra n rch Rothj Haufe, flehsr nanh Pischelt 
mo lb, nach Borgalgn© (Uo.h»lU)f ensile on rut Oder femme 
amoureuno• Dies wOhl rlchtig.vra 1st das Lockwoibehon 
!n.■r.P.S.boBolchnOt os dlo welbllohen Locktioro, nit -■ 
demon Jager das mild olnfaugen vie die Sanger den Indra '' 
l.isf^n slnd >die mrouen geraolnt, die auf die TToohseit JI 
gohett urn"armor olnaufongen (vgj!. 1,1P6,B
nilt dea Betwort visyah die Hetaren (
10.1*B5.?! AV.P.1.1.dle,LooVstlnnen der Sanger.. 
wobel das Blld der naoh dem Rtler brullendon KUhe fest.ge- 
hnlten wlrd.1.121,2,1st. das den Buffel lookende Welbohon, da 
Indra als der Buffel fur sleh selbst ersougt hatte, 
genolnt, also elno moya". Rhitnoy renders with 'troops*.? 
although he refers to Pleehel's Interpretation.
. Plsehel's view ( ond evidently also that of 
Bergalgne and Oeldner) that vra- neons * a monten*
▼ed, PtudJX. 1^ 1 ond ?1^ w$22, rests on the following!
(1) correspondlng to samanaga Iva vrah RV. 1.1PJ}.. P. there
* *  ©  . * % . * ■ &  *• *  *
are RV. k.SS.fl, 6.75*fi.7.?.R.# 10.86.10.10,l68.2.ete. ; ^  ' H 
wtior© woman arc w  to a samana, shown Ki
to have boon a kind of festive gathering* (2); in Rv# 
like menam o . n v n a y n  and matar^m goh, vrat should also reren 
to a female animal /namely, that of:the mahisfiihj (3) 
in RV# 0.2*6. there may be a reference to capturing 
elephants with the help of a ah e-elephant # vrah - 
standing for vrabhih (he refers to Bergalgne, Melanges 
Renier p#8Pff#)f (U) in 1 #126.5* visyah-’belonging to 
the people (vi©)f qualifying vrah m°y moke it equivalent 
in sense to vesya- ’courtesan’ > and (5) in the phrase! 
abhy o m s a t a  vr*h the word may stand for the ’prayers’ 
which are often compared to woman# ?
Against this may be considered the following! 
(1) corresponding to samanaga iva vrah RV# 1 #1?Jf.°# and 
visya iva vrah ib# 1#?65# we have snmanaga aaueaj JataVe’ei 
7#9*U*(af fiachel, loc#cit#p#31r0 an^ visa a kseti 
visyo viesm visaa ib#10#?1#2# the only other racoried 
Instances of samanaga- awfl visya- , both referring to 
’fire’f (2) the meaning of vena-, with which vrah 
appears in RV# 2#1#l#and RV# 10#123#1# la uncerrtin* 
sometimes the word appears as an epithet (\ medhavin t 
’wise’ Kai^i#3#1%f ’eager’, ’loving’ BR. ), at others as 
a partioular deity# I n  the latter case it is particular 
associated with the ©un,ef# RV* 1#93#?#tatah suryo' 
vratapa vena aJani,iV.10.lP3* and particular 
ayam Vonas oodayat pronigarbha JyotirJarayn rajaso
vimanet imam apnmsangam© suryssya si sum na vipra vnctibhl 1 
rihiutbi and AV* P.1.1* and !u1*1.whiah seems clearly 
to refer to the rising ef sun and the consequent 
unravelling of the universe, eretrfcilo immersed.'in  ^t f 
darkness* 9 Apparently on these resets the statements 
of M r  1 #7# R Br. 7*^*1 etc# That it moans the’sun ’.
The root van- ’to long for’ seems identical with AV# vccro- 
♦ to see’ and in the latter cense vena- may certainly refer 
to the sun as the ’observer’} (9) abhy anusata may as well 
be the Rrd.aor.plur. of us- ’to burn’ (of.ua-, uses- ’dawn* 
which would be intended by vrah in this case) with 
abhi and ami} end (h) mrgom na vra wrgayanto in 9.p.6# 
way refer to the chasing of wild beasts with ’firebrands’ : 
in hunting, reading vra inst.sing*instead of vrah or 
understanding it with Mechel as elliptical for vrabhih# i]
rThe above suggests that ♦glow’ either of ■■-?$ 
firo or of dawn, is peyhaps the true meaning of vra- 
and this is also supported by the IE.©lament * ur- ( or ul-) 
♦to burn’, found here as well <?s in the following t ulka- ’ 
firebrand’ or ’meteor’, ulkusi-{want— ) and ulmuka- 
’ firebrand’* ulbans- ’hot’ Vj.196*17* vara as- ’splendour} 
old TTG* walm ’wens’ /old Bulg.vnr r ’glosr-hest’, ..//* 
variti, ♦ to cook’, 1,1th# lea- vora ’soft boiled vegetable 
food’, le*t, wars *soup’, werit ’to cook’— — TjS ski an,
Alt.Bulg«vlemont* p#15#-— old Slav# vcru ’heat’
vreti 'to cook, to be hot*, vrufcu *hot* <;Lith.virti
♦ to eook*— -Slugs, Itym* W.bd, deutsoh. spraehe. SV. wans—
, 1
ete. Of, aleo RV. %  uer— • p.269*
Saanrflnanl '|mmafilf|babhr/kslysai .s u b  nodal 
amurn ca man ca earn nuda samanan hndayam krdhl.6.1
. Previous Soholarsi • Sayan® hasarde a  ^
conjecturesamuspala aamyak uptaphala satt. *?hit» y  t 
*A conoilistor, a love-awaksaer (t)»vdo thou, 0 brown, ; 
beauteous one, push bogetheri push together both yOtt| ^  
woman and me) make our heart the aaao"* : Ho r o m a p V a , ^ ^  
"The mas. hardly distinguish ay. and sp. but ours,1,in ; 
general* seems as distinctly as the ease admits, to poadf- 
satmisyala inlf/rf yet ST?r has -uspa- (noting one w » | ; , : 
as raaling -ueya-), and, aa he hea living scholars among
1, walde, loo eit., tries to**he* that the meaning in the * 
a Baltloand Slavonia language 'to be hot* eto.oane from'to 
Jeook' * temske stir* -'to mix water* uer- * to whke wot* 
and suggests that Arm-varem ' 1 li^it* van 'burs' and 
\0eni* warmiere to be separated from them. £ H *  does not M  
‘. take into account the Rans. examples amongst them.
- l i g ­
hts authorities, the probability is that he is right,
Save here, and at XIV# 1*60# (usyalani or uspa- , the 
word appears to be unknown”.
Samuspala- is probably identical with i 5 
esawut-spara^ »conquering (tspr~*to conquer1 )f 
entailing a loss of final unexploded t v before s as in *=. ■ 
ut*stah~ 5 *ustha-t vern- uth-, Compare jayanti and 
sparani in vrksam vrksam a rohasi vrsanyati-*va
kanyalat jayanti pratyatisthanti sparani hema ya asi, 
with saavanam twinning oyer* and samuspala in the 
above yersea k -
: ^  fl^;. Uspala- *framepieces of a bedstead* in
Bhages tataksa oaturah padan Bhagas tataksa 
catyary uspatani I Tvasta pipesa raadhyato ,fnu vardhram sa 
no astu suman- g&liy seems to be altogether a different 
word from the above. It can hardly be different from 
utpala- in Kaus. dirghotpale *vagrhya samvisati
and 36#7. sayanapadam utpale ca, the former of which the 
commentators explain* mameakese (??)*' prob#~ kese, the 
( side^ poles of the bedstead adhoh krta (?tva) tatra 
samvisati Darj, and Khatvam edhoreukhapattikam grhitva#,## 
svapiti (KeaV iAssuming utpala- to be the correct fora* 
the appearance of uspala- van be explained as coming 
first through a Prakriticttendency to uppala- and then
by ms. corruption becoming uspala-. Other instances 
of pp ( ) appearing as sp f ) are found
elsewhere* of. Whitney1s remark with regard to pippeti- 
at 6.109.1 • and pippala- at 9*9*20# ts
Langalam paviravat suslmam somasatfcaru: ud id 
vapatu gam avim praathavad rathavahanam pivarim oa.; 
prapharvyam 3*17*3* v  ’
Previous Scholars! Sayanat K&rsak&sya 
Sukha- Karam. BR. suggest emendation to suslmam •having 
a good furrow*. For semasatsau ( P* somasat-saru,
VS. MS. K8. and Vas.Bh. - pit saru. Ppp- pitsalam), which 
Whitney considers impracticable*, Fibcc Conjectures a 
noun uman * strap* and emends to>soma ( sa-uma) sat saru 
• with strap and handle*. For the rest and varia lectionoe 
see elaborate discussion of th~ verse by Whitneyj who rendei 
MLet ; the plow | {langala) * lancepointed, well-lying, with v 
well-smoothed handle* turn up (ud-vap) cow, sheep, an V? 
ongoing chariot-frame, and a plump wench”.
Susima- in 5Sr. 6.UI^«3* where it is used to * 
explain susad-, evidently contains the root si *to lie1, 
see BR. It also appears in Kaus. 76.23* is* tva
sumangali prajavati prajavati susiraa iti prathamam,
In the following sutra ( the same expression), and in 
77.6#samrohata syapatho *navayantah susimakamav ubhe 
virajav ubhe suprajasav etc. Bloonfield (suggested 
also by BR ) emends in all these cases to susima-, but 
if susila- is substituted for susima- the meaning suits 
all right. Sim%* and ^ila~ *habit* thus appears to be 
parallel formations with si- fto lie*, originally meaning 
simply * inclination*• In the above verse susima- 
probably refers to the inclination of the pole to the 
stump of the plough.
As most of the verses of this hymn are found
also in different texts (Ppp* RV. VS. MS, TA • TS.f Vas.Dh. )
but nowhere in the same order or all together, it is
possible that this verse is culled from a different context
and soma may well be a vocative and sat saru sat- tsaru-
Iwell-handled *. With this understanding, which does not
require change of accent or any other supposition, the verse
may be translated* »Let the plough, furnished with a lance
(ie. the share), well inclined, of a good handle Q,Soma, 
turn up*, etc.
In this connection may be considered RV. 10.93#1U 
pra tad duhsime prthavane vene pra rame vocam asure 
maghavatsu: ye yuktvaya panca sata *smayu patha vlsravy esam 
where both duhsima and prthavana- have been considered
propqp* & n m » *  :^$or^  King Venn Is notorious In tradition
aa a perpetrator of aril deads fof. Sorensen*a Index 
to WBh. J5V» Vann and tr* Ttirfel Das Purana Pancalaksana
Idff i*gwSr ^ %**'!&«• <'* .itv if. rjflr vr\ » 1 r V ^ * - • *-> \
?n,^-10) had a son oalled 
frthn., |Thda with the above meaning of siraa- dUhsiwa |? 
*«Til<^aposad* way wall be hi a epithet, ’Vhile 
prthavana- way wean ’having Prthu ( an a son) • (see 
suffix -ana under parsana-) and thus bo; another epithet.
